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Now at your toucn are hundreds of percussion

instrument tones like harp ••. chimes .••

bells ••.

marimba ••• xylophqne

\

"I have never been out of my country befor
and coming on the plane,

1 think, 'Maybe

But when I arrive, I feel I am at home
My English she is not so good;

Now from Hammond!

I wi

here.

music never before possible on any instrument

but at Bob Jones

Urft ...

there are many others
who come from distant countries,

To the traditional resources of
"music's most glorious voice" Hammond now adds

too.

"When I tell my friends in Guatemala

"Touch-Response" percussion

that

SOUL-STIRIUNG
ADVENTURE
in music awaits
you when first you press the keys of the
Hammond Organ with new "Touch-Response"

A

to go to Bob Jones University, they say,
'But why?' I tell them, 'Because
and has fine standards
Here I study hard,

percussion.

it is a Christion

For now you can accent anything you play
with a dazzling range of percussive tones and
effects never before possible even on the costliest organs!

of academics.'

but the faculty t

New heights of 'expression
The traditional performance of the Hammond
Organ remains unchanged. Yet with a Rick of
the finger, you can now call forth hundreds
of fascinating new tones resembling the harp
-cchimes - bells-marimba-xylophone
and
other percussive instruments!

The boys they are very
"Of course, the girl

AVAILABLE

FOR

WRITE FOR LISTING OF FINE
QUALITY FILMS PRODUCED AT
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY AND
SHOWING
IN YOUR CITY.

A thrilling NEW kind of

ithout. additional cost
'Lion, Academy and

You use "Touch-Response" percussion only
when and where you choose ... to highlight
Single notes, full chords, even entire decorative passages. The possibilities are practically

endless. Your imagination

is the only limit.

Here, for the first time, is an organ truly responsive to your individual "touch." It lets you
put more of yourself into your music. It enables you to underscore every mood with subtle and unbelievably beautiful new shadings
of expression and color.
You'll play in a month
The wonder is that "Touch-Response" percussion adds no complications to playing. Even
if you know little or no music now, you'll astonish yourself in 30 days on the Hammond
Organ! And a space four feet square is all it
takes. No installation, just plug in.
But frankly, the miracle of new "TouchResponse" percussion cannot be described. It
must be heard. Why not see your Hammond
Organ dealer for a demonstration soon? And
mail coupon for further details.

LOW AS $135 DOWN,* often 3 years to pay, at most dealers

liAMMoND OIlGAN
MUSIC'S

MOST

GLORIOUS

VOICE
*For the Spinet, not shewn.
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New, modern finishes, tool
Spinet Model Hammond Organ (not shown) now
comes in Blond and Ebony finish, as well as Walnut.
Here's perfect harmony for any decorative schemel
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Hammond Organ Company
4210 'V. Divcrsey Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Without obligation, send information about the Hammond Organ
with new "Touch-Response" percussion. I am interested in the
models checked.
0 Spinet D Horne 0 Church
0 Concert
Name
Address
City

.

ZOl1c__
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Sampling your lipstick wasn't mischief to
Mary. It was her baby search for what will
be a dominating need in her life ... beauty.
Piano lessons now, when she is starting
to school, channel her search in a wise
rewarding way. Start her on her ow~
beautiful Acrosonic by Baldwin. Music
becomes a part of her daily pattern of living.
Throughout her teens into womanhood
it
give her the inner happiness that is ilie
secret of outward charm. For a little girl like
Mary, music is the fairy godmother that
bestows the beautiful things you want your
daughter to have ... life's greatest gifts:
happiness and fulfillment.
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for

the

book.
THE PARENTS' PRIMER
ShowS
you
how
(0
Jlwke your in~·csI01ent
in music lessons really
pay in progress for your
child.
r(':11 pride
in
your offspring.
Send
IO¢ in coin
to cover
mailing or ask at your
nearest Baldwin Dealer.

•

Wide choice of period,
Contcmpor.ary
.and
modern
styles.
Libcr"l
terms. Sec your Baldwin
Dealer now.
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Yc Son, and Oaugh""

Model'll teaching methods make the
piano easy for the primary child to leal'll,
Start your youngster when he or she
starts (? school. Make music a part
of IllS pattem .of learning, like reading
and wYltmg, It will be a treasured
possession of his adult life.
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Dr. Karl Geiringel',
professor of hislory and theory of" music of the school
of fine and applied arts in Boston Ijniversity, was elected president
of The
American Musiccloglcal
Society at the
annual meeting of the Society held at
Ann Arbor, Michigan, in December. Dr.
Oeiringer, a distinguished
musicologist,
has just had his latest Look released
from the publishers-"Thc
Bach Family.
Seven Generations of Creative Genius."

The Nntlonal Federation
of Music
Clubs has commissioned Paul Creston
10 write an overture to open the program
on April 24, during the 28th Biennial
Convention of the Federation in Miami,
Florida. The Convention will run from
April 20 to 30. Mr. Creston was selected
for this commission by the National
Association for American Composers and
Conductors, at the request of the National Federation of Music Clubs.
!\Irs. James Francis Cooke, wi fe of
the president of the Presser Foundation
and the editor emeritus of ETUDE. died
at Bala-Cvnwvd, a suburb of Philadelphia, on December
19. The former
Betsy Eleanor Beckwith, Mrs. Cooke had
been a voice teacher and singer in New
York City. In 1907 she came to Philadelphia when Dr. Cooke was appointed
editor of ETUDE. She had appeared as
soloist with the New York Symphony
Orchestra under Wal1cr Damrosch.
Tn
later years Mrs. Cooke devoted her timc
and talents to painting. She was a memo
ber of the Matinee Musical
Club of
Philadelphia,
the Daughters
of the
American Revolution, the Pennsylvania
Society of New England
Women,
the
Daughters of Founders and Patriots, and
the Magna Charta Dames.
Cal'ucas, Venezuela,
recenlly put itself on the musical map of the present
by staging a successful festival of orches·
Iral works by contemporary Latin·Amer·
ican composers. The programs continued
over a period of two and a half weeks,
during which some forty symphonic
works of composers from se\'en Latin
American countries were performed by
the Orquesta Sinfonica Venezuela in a
series of 8 concerts. The participating
conductors
were Reitor
Villa·Lobos,
Carlos Chavez., Juan Jose Castro and
Rios Reyna.
The tenth annual Midwestern
Con,
Ierence on School Vocal and Instru·
mental Music, sponsored jointly by the
University of Michigan School of ~'Iusic,
lhe Michigan Music Educators Associa·
lion, the .Michigan School Vocal Asso·
ciation and the Michigan School Band
and Orchestra Association; was held at
Ann Arbor, January
7 and 8. Virgil
Thomson, American composer and critic,
delivered the principal address. Among
the leading educators in the school in·
strumental field who participated
were
Joseph Leeder, Ohio State Universitv;
Leslie Ball, University of Toronto; W~l.
tel' Purdy, University of Houston; Frank
W. Hill, president
of the American
String Teachers Association;·
:Marvin
Rabin, conductor of the Central Ken·
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tucky Youth Orchestra;
Mueller, of the faculty
Michigan.

and Florian
of University

F.
of

can't buy

Frederick
C. Schreiber,
Vienna
born New York composer, is the winner
of the cash award of $1,000 in the first
contest of the Artist Advisory Council
of Chicago. The winning work is en·
titled Concerto
Grosso, for Four Solo
instruments.
Coloratura
Soprano
and
Orchestra.
·Fritz Reiner, conductor
of
the Chicago
Symphony,
who selected
the work, will give it a first performance
Oil March
3·4. The soprano soloist for
the premiere will be Barbara Gibson.
The American
Music Confel'enee
has recently issued a detailed compilation of facts and figures on the musical
activity in America. The report makes
highly interesting
reading. It is especially significant
in pointing
up the
tremendous activity in the various phases
of the music field. For instance, as of
November
1954, it is estimated
that
19,300,000 people in America play the
piano, with second place (surprisingly
enough)
going to players of the guitar
who number 4,000,000; violin and other
strings next with 3,000.000 players and
wood-wind fourth with 2,050,000 players.
In 1954, of the 7,500,000 children playing
musical instruments,
it is estimated that
almost half are studying piano. The
record
industry's
report is revealing.
Classical record sales are now about S60
million a year and account for 30% of
the dollar volume of the disc industry.
It is estimated that there are more than
500,000 music tcachers in the counlry.
Of these, about 300,000 teach piano.
Community orchestras are springing up
all over the country. Early in 1954 there
were more than 1,000 symphony Orches·
tras, with one-third
of these being in
cities of 50,000 or less,

come into your home with a

STEINWAV
In childhood years, so much that
matters is either learned
or not
learned. A Steinway in the home,
with its glowing tone and gentle
authority, teaches priceless lessons

applied through life. The child
learns to do by doing, and finds
that something done is something

won. The home brightened
with
achievement
like this is harmonious in spirit, a scene of indwelling
pleasure jhar calms tensions and
stress. The Steinway, in extending
a family's horizon, is morc than
a piano-it
is an investment
in
the qualities that make lire living,

.Dl·, Francis
L. York, composer, lee·
turer. writer,
editor,
fonner
ETUDE
contributor,
died at Detroit, Michigan,
on J anLiary 13, at the age of 93. Dr.
York was head of the Detroit Conservatory of Music from 1902 to 1952. He was
organist at the 5.. Louis Exposition in
1904. He wrote many magazine articles
on musical subjects, some of which ap·
peared in past issues of ETUDE.

Alexander'
Hilsberg,
former concert
master and associate conductor of The
Philadel phia Orchestra, and since 1952
conductor and music director of the New
Orleans Symphony
Orchestra, has had
his contract
extended
for a three·year
period. This means that he will continue
as conductor
of the New Orleans Sym·
phony until 1958. The orchestra season
has also been extended from 22 to 25
weeks.
The
Aspen
(Colorado)
Festival,
which runs this season from June 27 to
September 4, \rill be under the manage,
ment of a group of musicians, including
Mack Harrell, Szymon Goldberg, Rudolf
Firkusny,
Reginald
Kell, Darius Mil·
haud, the New Music String Quartet
and others.
This group has engaged
(Contin.ued on Page 7)

THE ELEGANT LOUISXV-A Steinway Vertical is tile only small piano witlltllese unique advantagesAccelerated Action, Diapllragmatic Sound board and matclliess golden tone. It can be deliveled to your
Ilome by your Steinway dealer for as tillle down as S 170 00 Liberalterms. Slightlyhigherin the West.

Most of tile world's greed Clrtists usc thcSteinway.
A random list would include M~'ra Hess.
picturc(lllt right, and eminent plasers like Appleton &
Field, Brailuwsks. Fleisher, Graffn\lln, Grainger,
Leinsdurf, Para~·, Artur Rubinstein, Sl<:rn. Van
Cliburn, Bruno 'Valter ... also nearl~' all
leading orchestras, radio and television stations,
Our booklet. "How to Choose Your Piano,"
will be sent free if you write Stein way & Sons,
Sleinway Hall, 109 West 57th St., New York.
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pi ration of the 48 hours, emerged
f rom his place of detention with a
vocal score entitled "The Koh-inoor." The cast of characters
included a diamond dealer named
Kohn who announces
to all and

.••
hear!

sundry:
M); precious stone is safely
hidden;
My rivals all feel rather sore.
A million dollars I've been

\

METRONOMA

By

NICOLAS

Electric Tempo Indicator
with the flash Baton
World's most dependable time beat!
Selmer Metronome gives you correct
tempos two ways ..•
(1) by a sound
beat that can be set loud or soft, and
(2) by a sight beat through a visible,
flashing light. Easily set for any tempo
from 40 to ZOS-Largo to Presto-

with a twist of the dial.
In playing with a band or orchestra,
you are expected

CAN'T WEAR OUT -con'l

sJow down.

The bent is always

accurate

sleady,

al

any tempo.
NO MOVING PARTS-ituseslhelhy'aI,on "heorl
,adar.

beal"

lube

developed

for

to follow the beat

of

the conductor's baton-not
the sound
of the bass drum or other members of
the group. The Metrnnoma, with its
flashing visual beat, helps you learn to
do this. Simply turn the sound beat
volume as low as possible and follow
the visible flasher. Get it now-Metronomn

is your

biggest

tempo

bargain!

Exclusive design (U. S. Potent No.

2,522,492).
VOLUME CONTROL-make

the

beat

On Sale at Betler Musk Slores
Distributed Exclusively by

as loud or soft o. you like, or vary from
.horp to mellow.
NO

CLUMSY

ADJUSTING-no

screws. Diol il like your
tempo-40

to 208

beats

radio
per

~tlmtr

.el
to

any

minute.
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IMSKY-KORSAKOV
possessed
a very vivid association between colors and keys. Here is the
table of colors for rnaj or keys as
set down by his friend and biographer Yastrebtzev:
C: white
Dcflat: dark and warm
D: golden, bright
E·flat: dark and ember
E: dark blue, nocturnal
F: bright green
Fvsherp: gray-green
G: golden br wn
A-flat: violet
A: roseate. youthful, spr-inglike

R

B-flat:
INC.

ELKHART, INDIANA

~_4

THE

.'F~~STUDY t FUN!

Absolutely The Fi,st Hame In Piana Methods!
MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE

The notion's most successful piano method!
Acclaimed year after
year ~s the met.hod which best sustains the student's interest and
enthUSiasm for plano study.

Pelfect Uninterrupted Sequence - Natulal Ploglession
MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER
MICHAEl AARON PIANO COURSE Grades 1-2·3-4-5 .. each
MICHAEl AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE Books J·2
.eoch
MICHAEl AARON PIANO TECHNIC BOOKS J -2
. .
MICHAEl AARON DUET BOOK
each

.

.75
1.00

. Hewesl Piano Book in the Modern Idiom!
MODERN MELODIES FOR POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

r.~~

2 Hew Piano Books By ERIC STEINER
ONE, FOUR,
FIVE
At Ihe begin~i.ng of his .'raining the young piano student is lou ht
to ploy fam.lFar melodies accompanied
by
.
I"
9
.
.
h"
sImp e cllards
thus
rncreaslng IS mlerest and encouraging further development
.75

HARMONIES

A nalural followup to Steiner's previous book
T
"
"
h
t h
.
•
eac"es tile student
ow 0 armonlle melodies with the three principal chords . .
1.00

MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
1619 Broadway

New York

19,

_

N. Y.
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C-sharp minor was purple red.
That C major wa white 1 Rim.
sky-Korsakov
will occa i n no
prise. Most musician
a ociate
C major scale with white lor
obvious reason
that it i played
white keys. Other as ociations
personal.
Particularly
strong

Rimsky·Korsakov's
between

sur·
th

the
on
nrc

was

psy hological
A Major

and

Spring. When he played his opera
"The Snow Maiden"
Irom manu.
script for his friends
Balakirev
who was present,
sug~ested
tran ~
posing
the
introduction
a tone

akov rejected
without further dis.

AU-time faVOrite songs arranged. for 'the early intermidiate
pianist.
Stormy Weather - Sweet Lorrame - All My Love _ M
I
"
."
.
an d a I"ers
I ustratlOg modern rhythms and
idioms
0'11 oong ow
J' practice procedures .....
. ....•.......
: .. ~l s, ana

OWN

minor

hi~her. Rimsky-Kor

By MARVIN KAHN

YOUR

strong

Among minor keys, nly
minor and C-sharp minor had definite
hues in Rimsky-Kor akov's scheme:

connection

60
1-25
1'25

but

B: steely dark.

C

More PMHO publications

dark

thlS suggesbon
cussion
because
the
theme
Spring ·would have turned
out

B Major
and

vernal

instead
key

of
in

of the youthful
of A.

bidden

SLONIMSKY

For my great diamond
Koh-i-noor.
Another
character
in Hamrnersand f rancs. The circumSlancet~
stein's
operetta was the "organ
she wa a favorite of the Courl'
gri nder to the Queen"
named
Louis XVI made her a sus~
Querquer (an obvious travesty on
alter the Revolution. A commi",
the name of Gus Kerker)
who is
of citizen
was sent to searchIa
sentenced to prison for two years
apartment.
At the entrance !her
for writing a very bad operatic
noticed a bu t 01 ophie Am.~
medley. The "48-hour opera"
as
a Iphigenla. They mistookill, the newspapers called Hammera
ulpture 01 larat. the levo' stein's tour de force, was produced
tionery
martyr,
aluted and 1eIL in New York on October 24, 1893.
The critics found the musical score
passable and the doggerel awful.
But in fairness they agreed that
AR
H MMER TEIN" Hammerstein had won his bet.
und ubtedly the mast la"
The story of Hammerstein's
proJ u impr
rio in the historyd ducrion reached England. Sir Arrh
III riean theater. Born in Ga·
thur Sullivan was amused
and
man)
about mid-nineteenf] CflIo cabled Hammerstein from London:
'tUT)', he fall away from homean4 "I hereby challenge you to enter
land
I in America with no othft a race with me for the comic opera.
pins
lha n a cheap riolin. I propose that the wager be

•

O

r

Jf

und work in a outhern cigaJ
fa t ry and later published. I.
hacco trade j urnal. TltenIh,lUIt
of th theater took him to ,.
York and , on he began renti~
uld th al rand buildingn, ... ""
lie boldl)' entered competition\til
tlte M Ir p litan Opera Hou;e,,",
e'en th uglt hc lost out in lheend
he old oUl hi own opera ctI!D'
pany to the Mel lor an impre;;in

invitation to any other composer,
professional or amateur, to enter
this competition and suggested that
the winning opera be staged at
Madison Square Carden. History
is silent as to the ultimate disposi.
tion of Sullivan's offer~ but it is
certain that no public contest was
held between Hammerstein
and
the famous Britisher at Madison
Square Garden or at any other
sum of 1,200,000.
l nlike olher managers of m~i· place.
C31 entertainment, Hammer5teio
A young mUSIC18n complained
was bl .sed witlt a gill lor pop,l.
to Brahms of his poverty
which
music and ,-erse. He was alsoI
made it a problem even to buy
virulent
critic of other theatrical
manuscript paper. Brahms silently
productions.
He loudly disparaged
went to his cabinet, and extracted
a musical
medley :'Venus" prothe original draft of his Requiem.
duced in 'ew York in 1893 muen
"Look at this manuscript,"
he said.
to the di pleasure of Gus Kerker
"You will see that the music paper
who contributed tile musical :,cOIf
is of different brands and shapes.
for the show. c'Hammerstein had
l

It was said about
ophie
r.
nould, the French
opera
tar of
the second half of the eiD'hteenth
cent ury: <ON'0 singer
ever " merited
the claque more
lhan she!"
Sophie
Arnould's
career
was

to criticize my produ£lared Kerker, l:for he
write a line of music 01
,"erse." "Not so," shouted Hammerj
stein.
'and]
wager ]00 th.8t.
can write a musical comedy WIthin

brief. Soon after ber /irst brilliant

48 hours."

success she developed
some diffi.
c~lties with her voice. As one mu.
SIC lover remarked:
"Sophie
ha
the most beautiful
asthma
I ever
heard."
She retired
in
munificent
pension

1778 with a
of two tbou.

$5.000." Sullivan added a blank

no

right

tion."
can't

d

I could not afford to buy a lot of
paper

all at once."

Kit Clark, one of Stephen

Kerker
accepted the challeoge.
Hammerslein
was placed in a
locked
room '",ith a piano alId

Foster's friends,
reported
a littleknown l::pisode of Foster's life in
j)ramati~ News of May 1893: "A
few weeks before his death, Foster
and myself spent an evening together at a variety theater located

plenly of music paper. Food.-

al 444 Broadway. After the per-

handed
transom
labored

4

over to him through.
window.
Hammer5lelO
and labored, and at
e-t·

formance I went with him to his
modest little room on Hester Street

near the Bowery,
and as he sat
upon his bed, he sang in a tender
voice, but with deep pathos th~t
rare song, Hard Times Come Agum
No More. It was the last time I
saw Stephen
Foster.
But]
have
often thought how very sad it was
that the man who was forever singing of home and loved ones had
no better place than this to call
home, and hardly a friend in the
great city where he constantly sang
of love, love, and only love."

A young soprano

asked Brahms
to let her sing some of his less
known songs. "Take
some posthumous
ones,"
replied
Brahms,
"and no one will know them."

•

Coming in

A new

ETUDE

biography
and stylistic
analysis

for April
Soloist with 'foscanini
An interview with Herva Nelli
Secured by Gunnar Asklund
Miss Nelli, one of the foremost
singers of the present, has had the
distinction of appearing in an unusually large number of broadcasts
of
operatic works under the world-noted
maestro, Arturo Toscanini.
Xa,'el'

•

Scharwenka:

A GI'eat A.·tist

and Teotchel'

F

EMINISM
in musical composition is still a cause that needs
its suffragettes. True, musical ladies
have created
some dainty piano
miniatures
and some very appealing songs, but not many among
them
have
written
full-fledged
symphonies.
Mrs. Beach wrote a

Gaelic Symphony
formances

that had per-

in Europe

Dame Ethel

Smyth

and America;

of England

wrote
symphonies
and
operas.
Among forgotten
women composers is Aline Hundt, pupil of Liszt.
She conducted
her Symphony
in
G Minor in Berlin in the spring of
1871' some of her orchestral pieces
were' published.
Then there was
Jeanne Louise Farrenc whose name
has been
saved
from
oblivion
through her famous
compilation
Tresor des Pianistes, which she
began in 1861. She composed two
symphonies which were performed
at the Paris Conservatory
where
she had taught for many years.
The world record for composition, publication~ and performance
of feminine symphonies
belongs to
the contemporary
Polish composer
Grazyua Bacewicz.
She was born
in 1913 and studied
in Warsaw
and in Paris. She gave concerts in
Europe as violinist;
she conducted
her own works. She wrote 4 symphonies and 4 violin concertos; her
Fourth
String
Quartet
received
First Prize
at the International
Competition
in Liege. Most of her
works have been pubLished. Perhaps the most remarkable
quality
of the music by Grazyna Bacewicz
is that she writes mostly absolute
music~ without reliance on literary
associations.
This
constitutes
a
definite break in the feminist mu·
sical tradition~
the mainstay
of
which has always been programmatic music.

THE END

by A. M. Henderson
The author of this article studied
with Scharwenka at the KlindworthScharwenka
Conservatory in Berlin
for two years and recalls in this
article some of the important facets
of the great pedagog's teaching procedures.

•

Music in lite Little Red Schoolhouse

bv Thomas Annett
- The author of this article is chair
man of the music department of Wis
consin State College at La Crosse
Wisconsin, and he has made a thor
ough study of the music teaching
activities
in the smaller
schools
throughout the nation.

•

Bi,·thday Bells for Bell-The Bel.l
Telephone
C01llfJletes 15 renrs 011
the Air

by Rose Heylbut
Under the musical directorship of
Donald Vorhees and with Wallace
Magill as producer, the programs of
the "Telephone
Hour" have pre
sen ted some of the most famous stars
of the mu~ical world.
'Magic

£01'

MoHy

•

by Celia Saunders
Molly was a very unusual pupil of
a very observing and understanding
teacher, and the story of her mus]·
cal development makes a most faSCI
naling bit of reading. It is just a little unusual and we feel sure ou r
readers will be quite intrigued with
it.

•

A Place in the Sun for the
Accompanist

An interview with Emanuel Bay
Secured by LeRoy V. Brant
Emanuel Bay has been for twenty
years the accompanist
for J ascha
Heifetz. He has definite ideas about
accompanying, and through the pen
of Mr. Brant, he gives out with ex
tremely valuable pointers.

•

Be sure to get a copy of ETUDE
for April. You'Ulike it!

Jean
Sibelius
A MASTER AND HIS WORK
By Nils-Eric Ringbom
translated

by G. I. C. de Courcy

The author,
of Sibelius,

a personal friend
combines in this
volume a general survey and
analysis of the stylistic development of Sibelius' music
with a biographical account
of the great composer.
Jean Sibelius will be of

special interest to musicians
and students of music. The
complete
list of the cornposer's
work,
checked
by
Sibelius himself
for publication in this book, should
prove invaluable.
$3.75

Other good hooks on music
Grieg: A SymlJosium,
edited
by
Gerald
Abraham
$3.00
Music, An Art and a
Business,
by Paul
S. Carpenter
$3.75
Mozart and His Piano
Concertos,
by C. M.
Girdlestone
$5.00
The
Art
Song,
by
James Husst Ha II $4.50
Bee.thoven
Studies,
by Ludwig Misch
(translated
by G. 1.
C. de Courcy)
$3.50
Introduction
to the
Psychology
of Music,
by G. Revesz
(translated
by G. 1.
C. de Conrey)
$4.00

At all bookstores
UNIVERSITY
OKLAHOMA

OF
PRESS,

Norman, Oklahoma

we
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Music

Guard it
against
straying
away

Wodd of Music
(Continued from Page 3)

BOOKSHELF
By

DALE

A

Hans Schwieger as general
rector. He will be in charge
Institute and the festival.

DERSON

Paganini

NO MORE lost, strayed, frayed,
mislaid or soiled sheet music. No
more frantic

stacks

by Renee de Soussine

search through mixed-up

of muddled

music.

Don', pile it-FilE
it, in the wonderful
TONKcbinet
finger-tip
trays Ihal almosl
hand
you the very music .you wont, in seconds.
There's nothing
else so handy; no other
filing method so easy. Many modern and
period styles for studios, homes, schools,
bands.
Many sizes with copacities
from 1175
to 3000 sheets of music. Richly mode,
choice of finishes.
Ask your dealer, or-

WRITE FOR FREE DATA
Get complete
iflustraled
'older
showing
styles, sizes and finishes available.
Get nearest decrIer's nome.
TONK MFG.
1918 N. Magnolia Ave., Chicogo 14.

all
CO.,

The ~INocturne"
No. 675 shown
is 18th
Century
period
style in
Mohogany
or Walnut. "Holds 1750 sheets
of music
or 2500 music book pages.

The Latest

to the renowned
CHAPPELL SHOWCASE FOR PIANO
A

Series

sounding

of familiar
easy-ta-play

melodies

in rich-

settings

for piano

by LOUIS C. SINGER

COME RAIN OR COME
LONG AGO (And

SHINE

........

For Away)

LOOk FOR THE SILVER LINING
LOVE WALkED

IN

.............

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
THERE'S

GIRL IN THE WORLD ..

A SMALL HOTEL

. .

.

..
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Arlen

.....

Jerome

Kern

......

Jerome

Kern

George
.......

. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .

Harold

Gershwin

Richard

Rodger$

Richard

Rodger$

Price SO~ each

Send
listing

for a grath copy of the complete
for the entire

CHAPPELL

new thematic

SHOWCASE

SERIES

THE CHAPPELL GROUP INC
Buxton Hill Music Corp. - Chappell & Co I
_ D
•
. nco
eSylva, Brown & Hend
_
T. B. Harms Co.
•
. .
erson Inc.
W.lllamson Music, Inc.
ROCKEFUJ,ER CENTER
New York 20, N. Y.

Gershwin Pub I. Corp.
RKO. BLDG.
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Paganini was born in the court
or alley of the Black Cat in Genoa,
"that quarter
in the ltalian
ity
reeking with filth, fear and devilry." Your reviewer once vi iled
the birthplace
of Chri t pher
lurnbus, near that of Paganini, and
counted fourteen cat in the ourtyard. "The Black Cat," h w ver,
is singularly
ignifi ant
f th
quasi-dent nical car er f the most
extraordinary
of all violin! t , who
was aptly described
by n
f hi
contemporaries
tim:
"Ther
something
in hi appearun e .
supernatural
that one look for a
glimpse of a I v n h f or an
angel's wing."
Here we have a r rnerkably mteresting book, the result of I ng
research by a di tingui h d F·reneh
violin virtuoso, Renee de nu in
(pupil of Ysaye, Thibaud and Prokofieff), who ha al 0 made n r pu·
tation as a novelist. In Ia t, apart
from being a biography,
the bo k
~as a kind of charm and literary
mterest and just the kind of reader
interest that one finds in a volume
selected for vacation reading.
Paganini,
born in a hovel in
1782, soared Like a meteor over
Europe until 1834 when he retired
~ very rich man. He died in ice
l~ 1840. His technique
was prodigIOUS,according to t},e unanimous
~pinion .of. ~I.Icritics. He explored
he posslblhtIes
of his inslrument
~nd is ~redited with so many tonal
lfillovatlOns
(double.stops
left?and pizzicato, staccato, h~rmonlCS, etc.),
that violin performance
made an immense advance. His accomplishments
produced
a dee p
.
.
unp.ressBIon upon Rossini,
DonizettJ,.
erlioz,
Schumann,
LiszL
~hopm, Brahms and others and
mfluenced their art
. ~rom his sixteen~h year, Pagamm ~e~ame incredibly
dissolute
and dISSIpated . He was a notOrIOUS
.
fambler
and his life was marked
y many scandalous romances. He
was a marvelous violin genius and
probably. the most famous of all
VUtUOSI
In music
b
,e but h was not
a ove stooping to tricks f h
manshi
.
0 sow·
P ill none too good taste.

Paganini
made huge sums
money but scattered it moll
. .
e'r
IliS vices. He died of tube,"
a cOIl1~aratlvely poor man inX
Renee de aussine realiztrl'J
vivid nature of her subjat ~
ha produced a book which'1.\
Iy I bee me a permanent. J
f the great romances.
Me raw-Hill Book eo, I",. ~

The complete
collection
of the
manuscript works of Charles E. Yves,
noted American composer,
have been
given by his widow to Yale University.
The collection includes all of Ives' manuscript music as well as a considerable
body of memorabilia, books, press clippings, printed music and other items.
The announcement of the gift came as
a part of Yale's Centennial
of Music
Instruction which began last November

~lilJ!li Therapy

by Ed.clmJ Pof/a/llty, M. D.

Th
ubj t of music thera~
hist ri ally a
old, bUIit'
T • i\ I more seriou atlenlioll
th la,t 6ft) year. Dr. Podo
has call ted and edited inths
bo k some thirty.three "
up Jl mu ie therapy by thelOit
who have given lhe most attenL
to th
ubj l. fie has also m
.a ·ked Iitera'ure upon this ,u1iII 110 himself written me.
I en papers upon the ubjec\mJl"
of ",hi h have been pubfuhtdi

T

I

E.

musical diQ£ both the

Herbert von Karajan,
noted Austrian conductor who is making his first
appearance in this country as conductorof the Berlin Philharmonic,
replacing
the late Wilhelm Furtwaengler, will also
conduct the Philharmonia
Orchestra of
London when it makes its first American
tour next fall. The Berlin Philharmonic's
tour opens on February 27 in Washing.
ton, D. c., and will close in New York
on April L

Protect it for
a lifetime!

b_

I

-...,-----------------

Love ..'.

Ith ugh opinions upon~
In thod
r emplOj'ment of mOl
in therapy
are till in a stale.
flux, particulorly in the ma!tfl/
indi\tidual dosage wbjch is d
very nebulous, Dr. Podolsky',W
does
indicate
the advances ~
have been made. The book j; ~
which s.hould be very usefultolOl'
one interested in the subjecL
Philosophical Library
/6J'

5. The Ives collection will be brought
to Yale early next fall and will be
housed in a special "Ives Room" in the
new Music
Library
in Sprague
Memorial Hall. Ives, who died in May,
1954, close to his 80th birthday, was a
Yale graduate,
having received a Yale
B. A. in 1898.
The eighth
annual
.?l'1id-West National Band Clinic, held in Chicago last
December
15·18, proved to be one of
the best attended in recent years. Music educators were present from all parts
of the United States and Canada. A
highlight of the three-day programs was
a concert by the internationally-famous
U. S. Air Force Band from Washington,
D. c., conducted
by Colonel George
Howard. Another top notch event was
the concert given by the Band of the
Royal Canadian
Air Force Training
Command, Flying Officer C. O. Hunt,
Bandmaster.
A total of 14 clinics were
held, these being conducted by some of
the leading authorities in the school and
college band field.

Musical News Items
from Abroad
The ISl'11ell-'hilhal'lllonicOI·cheslra
has had a full schedule this past season
and is now about to embark on a spring
tour of Europe. An outstanding
event
of the season was a concert version of
:Mozart's "Don Giovanni,"
with eight
vocalists from Italy singing the principal
roles. The Tel Aviv Chamber Chorus also
participated. Heinz Freudenthal,
one of
the visiting conductors from Sweden, had
as his soloist, the eminent cellist, Gregor
Piatigorsky, who appeared fifteen times
to crowded houses. He also gave a pro·
gram of chamber music with his pianist
and accompanist, Ralph Berkowitz.
England's
musical
season has included first performances
of works by
two native composers:
a choral work,

COIUPETITIONS

"The Hound of Heaven" hy Maurice
Jacobson, and the Sixth Symphony by
Edmund Rubbra. The first named work
is a setting of a poem by Francis Thompson. It was presented
in Birmingl1am
by the City of Birmingham
Choir and
Symphony
Orchestra.
Rubbra's
Sixth
Symphony, which critics acclaim as his
best, was played by the B. B. C. Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Sir Malcolm Sargent.
The Danish
Stale Radio has commissioned one of its native composers,
Vagn Holmboe,
to write a symphony
commemorating
Denmark's
liberation
from the Germans. The work is to be
performed
on May 4, the tenth anniversary of the liberation.

(For iletails, write to sponsor listed)

• Capital University Chapel Choir Conductors'
Guild annual anthem competition. Open to all composers. Closing date September
1, 1955. DetaiL:
from Everett W. Mehrley, Contest Chairman,
:Mees Conservatory,
Capital
University, Columbus 9, Ohio.

You.r iuging Potential
by Geor«e Ke.rer

A thought· provoking pampbl<
wllich tile student, the leachera~
the inger will find produclhe 01
new and stimulating idell5. T~
author says in his first chapleJ
Hyou will understand how u5el~
it will be to consciously control th1
network of muscles around the
vocal cords or the cords them·
selves, since these muscles work~'
voluntarily and perfomt their duo
ties .best wben left alone." Thf
· . 01
writer has made an 0 bJectIre
taking the mystery out of fine
uraJ voice production, and, h~
produced a very uDconventtona
bookJeL
T/u, Wi11Wm-FrederickPreJJ$I~1
i

"I:

I
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• National Federation of :Music Clubs Thirteenth
Annual Young Compo:ers
Contest. First and second prizes in two different classifications.
Closing date
i\'larch 25, 1955. Details from The National Federation
of Music Clubs Head·
quarters, 445 W. 23rd St., New York 11, New York.
• Composition contest for wind and percussion
instruments.
Sponsored L\'
The National Association of College Wind and Percussion
Instructors. Deaiiline for submitting entries, .March 15, 1955. Details from William H. Stubbins, Composition Compelition
Chairman, School of Music, University of
l\'lichigan, Ann Arbor, :l\'fichigan.
• American Guild of Organists National Open competition
in Organ playing
for all organists not over 25 years of age on January
1, 1955. Details from
American Guild of Organist~, National Headquarters,
630 Fifth Avenue, New
York 20, N. Y.
• Contest to secure in one individual the perfect composite talents to qualify
~or the role of Carmen. Candidates must excell in acting, singing and dancmg. No closing date announced. Details from The International
Music News
Syndicate,· 30 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago 2, Illinois.
_ Kosciuszko Foundation.
Two Chopin scholarship
awards of $1,000 each for
composer and for a pianist. Deadline for filing applications
March 1. Details from the Koscillszko Foundation, 15 East 65th Street, New York 21, N. Y.
:1
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THE musical excellence of a Wuxlitzer Piano is the
perfect foundation on which to develop the most desirable aspects of a child's personality.
Full, glorious tone ... evenly balanced touch.
and many other Wurlitzer featuxes of genuine merit
provide the youngster with the satisfaction and Illspiration necessary for rapid progress.

WURLllZER PIANOS
The Rudolph

Wurlitzer

Company,

DeKalb,

Illinois

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The Rudolph Wurlitzer

Company,

Dept. E-10, DeKalb, Illinois:

Please send me your full color literature and the name of your
nearest authorized Wurlitzer dealer •
NAME ..

o Teacher

o

Parent

0 Student
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GULBRANSEN

of Music and Musicians
Fifth Edition

•

Edited by ERIC BLOM

MElT
MY
DAUGHTER,

Reviewed by GEORGE ROCHBERG

TWO GREAT

July II te 29

Some day she'll walk up the aisle
to your Wedding March.
But first I want her to know
how to play your Spring Song.
I want everything that's
beautiful to come to her.
I'm making sure it will ... by
giving her a Gulbransen to
create beauty for herself.
rc>~~,",""i"jfi"'"~~,

WRITE
FOR
fREE
BROCHURES

•

SPECIAL
TEACHER'S
DISCOUNT

Only Gulbransen full S8-note
Minuet Consoles are equipped
with the wonderful, new
Superlone Scale ... the exclusive
miracle scale and the reason for
glorious deep-dimension tone.
GULBRANSEN COMPANY
Dept. E, 2050N. Ruby St.
Melrose Park, III.

CARILLONIC BELLS or '0.
B CATHEDRAL CHIMES? '

,~' mHHS

I

".'";JI

I!!

I
m'li

iii

,'1

MAKES BOTH!
SINGLE BELLS • PEALS
CARILLONIC SETS

Whetheryou prefer
electronic bells or the mellow
tones of genuine cathedral
chimes, you'll find the finest
in either made by Maas.

Themorethan25,000
installations of
Maas-Rowechimes,
carillons and bell
systems attest
to their
superiority.

catalog
Dept. E2 • 3015 CASITAS AVE;
LOS ANGELES 39, CALIF.

NE

contemplates
the new
Grove's with some amazement
and wonder; for it must have taken
considerable courage, lots of time,
and certainly more than adequate
financial resources to undertake 50
complete and, as far as possible,
up-to-the-minute
revision of the
old "Grove's Dictionary of Music
and Musicians." In this time of
gimmicks, speed and the easy dollar, the accomplishment of a mammoth project
requiring
among
other things the, by now, old-fashioned virtue of sheer patience in
the face of a long drawn- out periad of hard work is wholly admireble. The new edition which was
seven years in the making according to its editor, Eric Blom, is clear
evidence of the kind of patience
which can form a careful plan and
proceed toward its fulfillment. It
was time, of course, that the revision be undertaken; for the very
size of the new and fifth edition is
ample evidence that all kinds of
musical activity have been flourishing during the first half of the
twentieth century. A mass of valuable new information has been ineluded, categories, not present in
the older editions added, and old
articles revised where either the
- facts or new points of view warranted changes. A thoroughly comprehensive evaluation of the new
edition would have to come from a
group of reviewer-scholars who, by
a careful comparison of the earlier
editions with the new one and by
checking the technical, scholarly
and historical information against
specialized sources, would proba~
bly arrive at critical results far

O

more compatible with the stature
of the revision than this single re·
viewer can do presently with only
the third edition (1927, reprinted
1953) to go by, Nevertheless as
insufficient as the present tools :nay
b e f or a total evaluation, certain

Write for
8

!-WEEK SESSIONS

June 20 10 July 8 and

~~ukdi(}kn

I

~j

Grove's Dictionary

america's
smartest
piano
fashions

" .. II'

asPlects are capable of at least a
pre iminary judgment.
We should mention first the dif.
ference in physical size. While
h
girt is generally deplored in human beings whose tissues relax

with age, in Grove's it is entirely
welcome; for the new edition ha
grown to nine fat volumes (compare with third edition-five
usual
sized volumes plus a supplement).
The cause for the gain in portline
lies in the addition of some 5,00
new entries which include mor
than 250 long article
on ubjc 'l~
never covered in previou edition".
While we are still di ell ing the
physical aspect of the new edition,
this is a good place to mention th
typographical
improvement.
II
was evidently decided that the old
plates would not do for the n w
edition, and as a result the entire
dictionary was re-set. A wi e de jsian, this made it po ible to work
out better page layouts and to aid
the, researcher in finding a ner»
or term more readily by etting
main headings in bold [ace type
(compare with third edition where
main headings were et in III per
case and consequently
difficult to
find quickly), The mu ic cut col.
or plates, charts, diagrams,' etc.,
are all attractive and help to enri h
the visual quality of the edition.
This reviewer was curious to ee
what effect twentieth century musicological research may have had
on the new edition. So he turned
to such headings as came to III ind :
Chanson, Ars Antique
Ars Nova,
Baroque. The Chanson, a product
of French polyphonic genius of the
l~th century, is treated generously
w.lth plenty of music cuts. It was
dIfficult to find out anything about
the Chanson in the third edition
~ecause it was cross-referenced
a
b
see song, su section France" and
I
wa~ mere y part of a general histOfI?al survey. In the present artiele It. stands on its own as an authenhc musical form of the period
of Machaut. Ars antiqua and ars
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my recent tour of Australia,
DURING
one of the critics was kind enough to
speak of my "Chopin touch" and this reference immediately set off a most interesting
discussion. It was conducted
in the press
-the Australians are eager participants in
questions of this sort-and a surprisingly
large number of people wrote letters of
opinion and query. What is a Chopin
touch? What, for that matter, is touch?
Since keyboard tone is directly produced
by hammers on strings anc;lonly indirectly
by the human hand, do variations of touch
really exist, or are they illusion? I took no
part in the discussion, being fairly occu·
pied at the time with playing five different
programs in nine days; but the subject
gave me food for thought.
While the pianist is well aware that keyboard tone is a matter of hammers and
strings, he regards it in a light not colored
exclusively by physical science. According
to the physicist's theory, piano tone, which
originates in percussive action, should al·
ways sound the same. The pianist knows

that it does not; he knows that touch does,
indeed, exist and that it can hardly be called
an illusion since five different pianists will
produce five quite different qualities of
touch (or tone), all clearly recognizable to
audiences the world over. To the pianist,
touch is physical tone so individualized as
to express personal concepts of music. His
great question is, not does touch exist, but
does he know how to control his own touch
so as to express exactly what he wishes to
express at every moment of playing?
How can touch be controlled? Well, the
first step is to come away from the key·
board; leave pianistic problems alone for
a while, and think out how you wish a work
to sound. Think about it note by note,
phrase by phrase. In second place, think
out ways of achieving that sound. Present·
ly, then, you will see that the desired result flows from not ODt: touch but from
many different kinds of touch and tone,
each of them independeRtly planned, aud
all of them blended to produce a varied
continuity of music.

By this I mean a very simple thing: a
tone-a
single _one-expresses
very little.
What makes music is the relationship of
tones, to each other, and to the musical
plan one has in mind. Touch resolves itself
into legato touch, staccato touch, singingtone touch, leggiero-tone touch. All of them
-and many more-are
needed for the expression of music.
The so-called illusion of individual touch
is due to several things. First there is the
dynamic approach, which differs greatly
according to whether one plays a legato
cantilena, or a rapid passage. In the singing melodic parts, no two notes should
sound in exactly the same way. Each successive tone of the phrase should be varied
by a slight crescendo, or decrescendo-even
a tiny ritardando (but this should come
only after the peak of the phrase, never before), The leggiero touch is exactly the
opposite of the cantilena; it is more mechanical, and brings out all tones with equal
precision and equal dynamics. A good way
to practice swift passage work is to keep all
notes of equal volume, and then to reduce
the volume still keeping all the notes dynamically equal.
The position of the fingers is important
in securing variations of touch. Always
keeping arm and wrist free, legato tone is
best achieved with flat fingers which do
not strike down on the keys but, rather,
slide, or glide, forwards upon them. Staccato tone, on the other hand, requires
curved fingers; it is struck down on to the
keys and becomes lighter in proportion as
the fingers are held nearer the keys. I do
not agree with the theory that the best
staccato is played from a good distance
above the keys; on the contrary, the closer
you are, the quicker the key goes down and
comes up again, and the lighter the tone.
Singing tone (generally, but not always,
in the right hand) should be regarded in
relation to accompaniment tone (generally,
but not always, in the left), The playing
of a complete phrase is really an imitation
of two other musical media: the right hand
tries to sing like a voice, while the left tries
to sound like an accompanying instrument.
Each hand, therefore, has its own finger
positions, its own touch, its own means of
approaching its desired result. The great sin
is to play all notes alike, so that they sound
like a machine.
In speaking of the production of touches
and tones, I must stress the most important point of all; namely, that mechanical
knowledge of the keyboard means little
unless one knows exactly the kind of tone
desired at any given moment of music. And
one must know this in advance, before at·
tempting to produce the tone. Actually, then,
touch begins in the mind, in the heart, in the
musi.cal consciousness. It cannot possibly be
mastered through piano practice alone. One
learns tone (Continued on Page 21)
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The National

•

•

Assoclatlon

of Schools

of Music
A truly remarkable expounding
of the background and development

Its important place

of 'the religious vocal music

KELLER

by BARRIsa

of the American

in the American music field

Negro.

Roland Hayes, noted Negro tenor

the general if belated recognition
and acceptance
of music as one of
the important
humanities,
administrators
in higher education have, historically speaking, moved promptly in most colleges and
universities to put their music departments
on a basis comparable to their-other major
educational divisions.
Perhaps it is time to consider in a general way what major influences brought
about this tremendous
development
in
music and music study during these brief
thirty years. As this period coincides exactly with the existence of the National
Association of Schools of Music, the implication seems clear that this Association has
had a major part in this development and
it is this dominant
influence which we
propose to consider here.
To estimate and evaluate all the causes
for the present intense and widespread
interest in music would be difficult, if not
impossible, for this involves the enormous
impact which radio, recordings, and television have had on the listening public.
We shall try to confine this discussion to
a survey of the development
of music
study and its subsequent influence on the
musical life of America.
To measure
progress
in educational
methods, it becomes necessary to recall the
conditions which existed generally three or
four decades ago. Then, only a few colleges
offered music courses and none granted a
professional music degree. The curriculum
for such "majors"
was musically scanty
and even where the courses were presented
by fine scholars, it became a problem to
have such earned credits accepted by other
institutions. This was particularly
true of
the so-called conservatory
type of institution which offered. a three or four-year
program including some academic subjects
as well as an intensive training in both
theoretical and applied music, and leading
to some form of diploma or certificate.
Many of these .schools were notably sueWITH

10

_

cessful and produced
some of our fine musicians,
both
performers
and
teachers,
achieving thereby national recognition
for
leadership in music study. Regardless
of the
quality of this conservatory
training,
certain of these schools found themselves faced
with the seemingly
impossible
problem
of
establishing
credit which would be acceptable for transfer
to liberal arts colleges
and universities.
I can do no better than quote from an
article written earlier
by the Secretary
of
the National
Association
of Schools
of
Music, Dr. Burnet
C. Tuthill.
who has
served continuously
in this office since its
inception. "In October of 1924, twenty-two
schools gathered in Pittsburgh
and adopted
a constitution
and set of by-laws. The publicity about this meeting reached the music
directors of the colleges through the music
press, and as they had problems
of their
own-different
ones to be sure-they
asked
to join our deliberations
and were welcomed. After four years of preparation,
standards for the Bachelor of Music dearee
b
were set up and agreed to by all present.
There were the~ forty schools represented,
half of them mdependent
conservatories
,
and half, colleges."
The European
system was one which
divorced
music study from other
educational
procedures
and contained
music
study within an academy where liberal arts
subjects were not required
and not even
offered. The meeting
in Pittsburgh
thirty
years ago took a step which then seemed
radical and has since proved sound:
it de~a.rted from
the European
pattern
and
joined the teaching
of music with oth
er
aca d emic. diiscip Iines.
This ~uropean
system was one of passing
alo~g great and old traditions
by eminent
artists and scholars who throuO"h th
. d
0
e years
traine
some of our greatest
- mUSICIans
h.oth creative and performing
b
.
-'

.

I

tiona
precept
and
example.
however, does not always hand

'

Tradition

Own accu-

into
often

For example, in the case
much that wa false crept

the picture.
took liberti

to cha,nge the

elebrated
performers
with and felt privileged

rig-inal texts, which resulted

in distorted
publi h d edition long accepted a authentic ver ion. Only when the
trained
musi
chclnr enl red the field of

research
musical

lid

we g

a clear picture of the

l

pa t. Th pr
nt interest of music
in rnu icology is playing an ever

cholars
increasingly

imp rt nt role in correcting,

uncovering,

and int fl reting much valuable
information
which
j
0 constructive and
neces ary in the under tanding of musical
style _

A M

W8

men

a

such

Butler,

Earl

Donald

M_

who served

fortunate
Kenneth

V. Moore.
warthout,

a

in having 85 leaders
Bradley, Harold L.

Howard Hanson,
and

Price Doyle,

ucces ive presidents.

and

who not only had firm convictions but also
bad courage,
wi dom. and the ability 10
convince
the admini
trators i.n institutions
of higher
education
that music was not
entertainment
hut rather a vital part of life.
From
that it followed
thai the study of
music in aU its phases was as necessary as

that of any of the other humanities.
A great victory for mu ie in America was
won when many

universities

of the heads of colleges and

recognized

the fact that the

development
of performance
skills was not
only
a valid 'educational
discipline bul
also that mu ie on the printed page was
a dead language
until brougbt to life by
the skilled
performer.
orne few colleges
and univer ities have confined their departments
to training
in music composition,
theory, and history,
often on purely a eultural basis, offering
no credits in apphed

music. I might add that such students are
encouraged
to develop ability in musi~1

Y mspira.

d

rate information.
of mu ic history,

'

performance
but tbey must find this traming elsewhere
and the time and energy
must be stolen from what is often a full

(Continued

Interpretation of the Religious
Folk-Songs of the American Negro
by William L. Dawson

TI-IE

RELIGIOUS
folk-songs
of the
American Negro have steadily grown in
popular favor since they first were presented to the public by the" Jubilee Singers
uf Fisk University
in 1871. Today they are
heard in various renderings
in churches,
concert halls, on the radio and television
circuits throughout
the world. From the
beginning, their deep spirituality and their
unerring expression of profound religious
experiences have stirred the hearts of men
and women of every race and nationality
regardless of diversities of speech and musical background.
Because of their unique
appeal,
the
Negro religious folk-songs have been subjected to a wide range of treatment at the
hands of amateur and professional
musicians who have undertaken to correct what
were thought to be crudities, and make
them conform to conventional
musical designs, with results which ofttimes have
obscured their inspired beauty and done
violence to their inherent reverence.
Negro religious folk-songs, as is true of
all folk-songs, are group expressions. They
express the emotions and experiences
of
the Negro slave in the United States. They
involve no individual
composer or poet.
To interpret them properly: one must becorne familiar with the conditions and cirCllmstances which gave birth to them. It
William L. Dawson, an authority on American
Negro music, is director of the Department
of Music of Tuskegee Inst.itute in Alabama.

is equally important to study the characteristics of the music itself, to catch the
mood and feel of it, in order to express
adequately the sentiments that it embodies.
Removed as we are from the times and
conditions which gave birth to this music,
it is impossible to sense the mood expressed
in their melodies and natural harmonies
or to grasp the form and content of their
words without first becoming familiar with
the background
of their creation. They
have sometimes been called "sorrow songs"
because they reflect the cruelties suffered
at the hands of masters and overseers, and
the agonies and torment of soul which these
cruelties produced.
Two passages taken from ante-bellum
archives will give the reader some idea of
what American slavery meant to the black
man, introduced here to give vividness and
authenticity to this analysis of the meaning
of religious folk-music of the Negro, popularly called "spirituals."
One is taken from
an Act of the Legislature of South Carolina
in 1741, apparently intended to put a curb
on the torturing
of slaves: "In case any
person shall willfully cut out the tongue,
put out the eye, castrate, or cruelly scald,
burn: or deprive any slave of any limb
or member, OT shall inflict any other cruel
punishment other than by whipping or beating with a horsewhip, cowskin, switch, or
small stick, or by putting irons on, or confining or imprisoning
such slave, every
such person shall, for every such offense,

forfeit the sum of one hundred pounds,
current money."
The second passage
is
taken from an address by Henry Berry before the House of Delegates of Virginia in
1832: "Pass as severe laws as you will to
keep these unfortunate
creatures in ignorance, it is in vain, unless you can extinguish
the spark of intellect which God has given
them. Let any man who advocates slavery,
examine the system of laws that we have
adopted toward these creatures, and he may
shed a tear upon that, and would to God,
sir, the memory of it might thus be blotted
out forever. Sir, we have, as far as possible
closed every avenue by which light might
enter their minds; we have only to go one
step further to extinguish
the capacity to
see the light, and our work would be completed; they would then be reduced to the
level of the beast of the field, and we should
be safe; and I am not certain that we would
not do it if we could find out the necessary
process-s-and
that
under
the plea
of
necessity. "
These excerpts give deep and poignant
meaning to the words of the "spiritual"
familiar to. most Americans, Nobody Knows
de Trouble I See. With such a backgroundwe marvel at the lack of a single word of
hate in the religious
folk-songs
of the
Negro! In the midst of inhumanity,
he
sang: "Lord, I want to be a Christian.
I want to be like Jesus." In these songs
one can hear the "cry" for deliverance
and freedom
(Continued on Page 58)
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MET Bela Bart"ok for the first time in
1929 on a balmy Spring evening in the
big studio of the Hungarian radio station in
Budapest. I was a little over fifteen then,
shy and timid-what
you might call an introvert. I studied piano under Ernest von
Dohnanyi at the Royal Hungarian Franz
Liszt Academy of Music and one of my
colleagues was Laj os Hernadi, a former
pupil of Bartok. Bartok and Hernadi were
to play a four-hand recital at the studio
and I was to turn pages for them.
I had already known Bartok's diminutive
figure, his almost grotesque way of walking from the concert platform (he always
entered the stage gingerly, with small and
fast steps). Bartok, the composer wasn't a
stranger to me either. I remembered d istinctly the world premiere of his "Dance
Suite" which was composed in 1923 for the
50th anniversary of the unification of Buda
and Pest into the capital city of Budapest.
For this historic occasion the city of Budapest commissioned
the three best-known
composers of Hungary
to write festive
works to commemorate the event. The three
works, thus written,
were Dohnanyi's
"Ruralia Hungarica"
(a not too significant
work, almost never performed
today),
Kodaly's monumental
"Psalm us Hungaricus" (one of the best Hungarian
choral
works of our century), and Bartok's wonderfully congenial "Dance Suite" with its
barbaric, almost atavistic rhythms. Ina
festive concert of the Hungarian Ph iiharmonic Orchestra, these works were first
performed under the baton of Dohnanyi,
who was then conductor in chief of this
venerable body of musicians.
As a ten-year-old child, I certainly didn't
get much out of Bartok's "Dance Suite."
which was decidedly way above my head in
those days. But the little man with the deepdeep blue eyes, earnestly acknowledging the
none-too-great success of his latest work
with a few quick, rather stiff bows made an
indelible impression on me.
'
. T~ere ~as something strange, almost for~lddlng about this man. His slight, bird~lke figur~ had, despite the obvious modesty
Inherent In his behavior
a great d 1 f
d' .
b
'
ea 0
19mty a out it. He commanded respect in
everybody who 'saw him or met him. No
matter whether you liked the music he
wrote, :vhether you professed to understand hIS compositions
or not-you
had
to respect Bartok, the man.
There Were all sorts of rumor
.
'
h
S gOIng
aroun d In t e musical circles of B d
th
d
B
'k
u apest
ose ays. arto was not popular amona
the. many professors
of the Royal Hun~
ganan Franz Liszt Academy of M .
h
b I
liSIC, to
w om e onged such personalities as Euge
Hubay, the famous violin virtuoso
an~
founder of the Rubay school of VlO
'l' Jnlsts
,
d t h e composers Kodaly Doh
an
L W·
,
nanyl ' an d'
eo eIner among others. He was much too
sev.e~e, much too self-conscious, much too
rehrmg. But his ~wn pupils who knew him
,hetter and had dally contact, VI'th h'1m, Went

I

My First

Meeting
with Bartok

Personal notes on the
character of the great
Hungarian composer-pianista chapter from a
forthcoming book publication

by Andol" Foldes

l
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all out for him. As a professor of piano he
was very demanding,
very severe. He Was
not content with anything less than perfec.
tion, especially rhythmically. He also in.
sisted that his students should thoroughly
analyze all works which they studied from
every point of view. He never taught com.
position-he
didn't believe in teaching it.
But from the way he taught the interpre.
tation of Bach's piano works or the Bee.
thoven Sonatas one could learn more about
musical forms than many a young and
aspiri.ng composer was able to pick up by
studying harmony
and counterpoint with
other teachers of the Music A ademv. The
Academy was chuck-Full of "masters""at the
time, as m t tea h r insi ted that they
he called by that title, Bartok was an ex,
ception.
"Mr. Prof
r," r "Prof s r Bartok."'
was the only till the great composer ever
kept. It 50 med there was omething in the
word "prole
or"-this
rather cool and
academic w rd-that
rather appealed 10
Bartok,
Every on e-in-uv hile Prof or Bartok
gave him elf to writing letters-letters of
protest again t thi or that, egaimt some
inj usti e wh i h h wasn't able to stomach.
One
f the
Id doormen at the "u,ic
Academy-well
inform d of all going on
-chara
I r ize I th
ituati n aptly: "Profe
I' Bartek,"
he toll me cmewhet aghast
one morning,
"k p wriling leiters and
all the gentlem n at the Academy keep
scratching their head .... n
Apparently
Bartok did not "belong" to
the "gentlemen."
He came seldom 10 academic meeting and had few friends among
his colleagues. Perhap hi only real/riend
and confidante
was loltan Kodaly, with
whom he hared hi great love and passion
of folk-song collecting, Of the two, Bartok
was definitely the more active, the more
passionate, I'd almost say, the more dramatic personality. There is a characteristic
story about Bartok and Kodaly which sheds
light on their respective temperaments. It
tells oI the yearly visit the two composers
paid to the old and staid music puhli5her
of Hungary, Rozsavolgyi and Companr, in
order to receive their accounting of the
year. Bartok, it seems, was in tbe habit of
putting up a big fight with the publisher,
trying to prove that the companr cheated
both of them out of their meaO'erroyal·
ties. While this went on and Ba~tok (who
was much the smaller and more fragile of
the two) kept pounding the table, the tall,
lanky, hearded Kodaly stood silently a ,tep
or two behind Bartok. AIter each particu.
larly strong outburst Bartok would turn to
Kodaly: "Anl I right Zoltan?" ,.y~}Bela,"
came the reLicent an wer. Alter having said
al~ there was to say, Bartok. carrying his
frIend Kodaly in tow, left the premises
proudly.
One of those famous letters. which Bartok wrote and which the "other uentlemen"
were unable to (Continued onCPage 49)

A Chorale that's Different

The Roger Wagncr Chorale in formal concert dress. (R.) PCl:fection

Wagner Chorale of Los Angeles, California, which
has established an international reputation for itseli,

by Roy N. [(unkle

ROGLI,

IVAGNER. horn 1I1 France,
where his father was organist at DIJon
Cathedral, was moved to Los Angeles, California at the age of seven when his father
accepted a church job in that city. The boy
sang in the choir until the time his voice
began to change and then returned to his
native country to carryon his musical training. Coming back to California in 1937, he
joined the music staff at M·G-M studios and
was appointed Director of Music at the
Church of St. Joseph. He is now recognized as an outstanding authority on Catholic music of the Medieval aud Renaissance
periods and threc years ago received his
Doctor of Music degree from the University
of Montreal for his thesis on the Ma"'"es of
losquin de Pres. He was also supervisor of
youth choruses for the Bureau of Music of
the city .)f Los Angeles for seven years.
He initiated his Chorale as a group of
twelve madrigal singers eight years ago,
gradually building it to its present proportions and attaining a repertory ranging from Palestrina to Hindemith and from
Bach to Gershwin. Made up of"young men
and \VOInel1between the ages of 20 to 30,
the Chorale received awards for the best
a cappella recording in 1952 from the
Saturday Review of Literature and the New
York Times.
Mr. Wagner is probably the only person
in the country who keeps sixteen singers
under personal contract. They receive a
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weekly salary whether they sing or 110t.
In the last few years, for special concerts
of large works, he has augmented his group
to 200 singers, using his own Chorale as
the nucleus. The Chorale has sung under
the direction of many famous musicians,
including: Sir William Walton: British
composer, here from London to conduct his
"Belshazzar's Feast"; Otto Klemperer for
Beethoven's Symphony No.9, also honoring the 1,OOOlhconcert in the Hollywood
Bowl; and Alfred Wallenstein conducting
Missa Solemnis by Beethoven and several
other works. Other major choral works the
Chorale has- performed are: The Verdi
Requiem; Bach's S1. John's Passion; Honegger's "King David"; Ravel's "Daphnis
et Cbloe No.2:'; the Schubert Mass in E·
flat; "Romeo and Juliet" by Berlioz; Bach's
Christmas Oratorio; the Brahms' Requiem;
Mahler's 2nd and 3rd Symphonies; and the
"Passing of King Arthur" by Warren.
Recordings by this group include: Pales·
trina's Missa Papae Marcelli, Brahms'
Liebeslieder Waltzes} Villa·Lobos' Impressions of Brazil~ Faure's Requiem, and an
album of Stephen Foster.
The impulse to perform contemporary
music is not often felt by choral societies.
Therefore, much credit goes to the Chorale
for its furtherance of music by living composers such as Hindemith, Peter lona Korn,
Villa.Lobos, Elinor Remick Warren, Honegger, Walton, and Lukas Foss.

From 1946 to the present, Mr. Wagner
has kept an accurate record of all the
singers he has auditioned for his various
ventures, and the results form an interesting commentary on the average ginger. Of
the 2,353 professional singers he has auditioned, he has been able to accept a mere
281 for classical work. Out of the entire
number only 32 were able to meet the triple
demands of classical, popular and commercial work. Mr. Wagner during those
eight years has also listened to 6,787 amateurs who do not make their living pr-imarily by singing and found only 362
acceptable for what he calls "first class
choral work.1' The III aj or deficiency of these
singers, according to him, is the lack of
ability to read music. And although solfege
instruction which aims at training the ear
is fairly widespread, vast numbers of the
singers auditioned could not even sing the
simple intervals oI a fourth of fifth upon
request.
"They are all conscious of tone produc·
tiOJ1:con.sider themsel\'es soloists, and 90%
of their repertoire consists of what they call
standard compositions, mostly Victor Herbert," stated Mr. Wagner. "They lack any
kind of major choral experience: which is
as important to a singer as orchestral and
ensemble playing is to an instrumentalist."
As for the solution of choral problems
in general, Mr. Wagner believes that the
day of the (Continned
on Page 63)
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The activities
are typical
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this summer music camp

Common Sense Planning
·for the School Orchestra

those carried on in many

similar music sessions.

Dr. George Westcott, Eastern Camp
band director, conducting a rebeaesul,

Cornet section of 1954 camp in special rehearsal,

Junio" High School Orehcsu-a of 104, students from 30 different schools in Southern Califoi-niu in'anDu.1I combined concert.

The school orchestra is "an almost indispensable
development
Milo Hovey, of Butler University, with a group of young students.

HI

l
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is the real reason for a. school
WHAT
offering orchestra as a part of its cur-

I, Dvorak

WISH to thank you for the wonderful
time I had at camp. I certainly don't
believe there is another camp anywhere
that does for the students what the Eastern
Music Camp does," writes a camper of the
summer of 1954. This response is typical
of the enthusiastic reaction of students
who attend each and every music camp all
over the nation. High school students like
their summer vacations and the music students of the public schools tremendously
enjoy music camps. Apparently the inherent value of musical study reaches the
souls of these children, and in spite of the
hard work which attends any worth-while
musical enterprise, they thoroughly enjoy
themselves.
It would be nice to think that the EastM . C'
. I
k
ern USIC amp enJoys some spccra mar
of distinction as remarked by the student
in the statement in the preceding paragraph. If such distinction could be granted,
it might be made in view of the general
objective of the camp. This objective simply
means t h at music must be integrated into
the l?eneral pattern of education. The pro-

gram in music follows the usual emphasis
of other music camps, but in addition a
period is set aside each day for a schedule
. I c Iasses III
. t h e career interests of
of specie
the students. An interest survey is made
upon arrival of these high school students
and visitations are provided to other col:
lege departments
for survey inventories.
About 86 per cent of the students this past
summer expressed interest in fields other
than that of music. These included home
econo~ics, art speech, dramatics, business
educah~n, sci~nceJ, social sciences, geogr.aphy, industrial arts and physical education.
. The .students' indication of an interest
m~slC as a ~areer. also is given special
attention. Semmars 111 voice pi
h
'
lana. t e
orchestra~ and band instruments,
al~d in
the te~chIng of music as a profession are
orgamzed. It may be interesting to note
that not always the best music students
from the standpoint of proficiency
,
instrum
t'
on an
. en, are Interested in a career of
m ~SlC b ut, 0 f course, many of the most
skIlled have already charted their future
In

highest quality

emotional health for boys and girls of all ages."

by Ralph E. Rush

The Eastern Music Camp
by Leo

0/

medium in the

vocation as that of music.
Through the integrated program, the college proposes to provide experiences from
which ideals, attitudes and personal growth
may be realized and whieh may consequently be reflected into their school and community. It must be emphasized that the
Eastern Music Camp offers vacation-learn·
ing-collegiata knowledges and satisfactions
which can enlarge the horizons of the par·
ticipants.
Eastern IIIinoi State College has tried
to meet the challenge to education by pro·
jecting the Music Camp as 8 field serviceto
the area in which it serves. One of the [oremost problems today has to do with bridg·
ing the gap in the education program of
the public school which is broken by tbe
summer vacation. There was a time when
the vaca tion was important because the
children provided a Iabor force for the
rural community
during the harvest seasons. Today. conditions have changed. and
the farm no longer needs the help of these
children.
either are there jobs available
for all the (Continued
on Page 21)

riculum? Why should administrators, parents and music teachers provide for student
participation in the school's orchestral
group? How anxious are boys and girls
to become members of the school's orchestra? These and several other questions of
practical and functional value should be
answered when planning for orchestral
activities in any school. if there is a positive and healthy philosophy back of this
enterprise: the answer to all questions of
this type must be in terms of what is most
important for the boys and girls who are to
participate,
A little careful research wHI reveal that
from the very beginning of the school orchestra movement in this country, the wise
leaders had included in their planning and
concept of orchestras for youth, the true
reason for requesting this type of activity
in the school program. Their reasons from
the start, and beliefs that are just as valid
today, were based on these four basic
claims: (1) Boys and girls enjoy sharing
the cultural heritage which an intimate association with orchestra and orchestral literature provides, and they feel privileged
when they are able to help their friends,
non-members of the orchestra, to become
acquainted with the traditions and cultural
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experiences associated with orchestral understanding.
(2) Youth becomes enthusiastic
and
highly rewarded with the experiences provided by participation
in an orchestra,
when after long hours of individual and
group practice, they result in providing
each member with the feeling of importance
as a contributing member to a thrilling and
exciting performance.
Such experiences
satisfy a basic human need-that
of assuming important responsibilities and being
rewarded with the joy of success by gaining the approval of their friends and leader
for a job well done.
(3) Youthful members of the group with
ambition and creative drive are provided
excellent leadership roles by participation
in the varied activities of a fine orchestra.
(4) Boys and girls enjoy the social opportunities and development and the prestige value provided by belonging to an orchestra with a good reputation in its school
community.
Although these purposes and reasons satisfy youth, often they do not impress the
adults who make the decisions about scheduling classes in the school's program. Does
not a common sense attitude point to the
fact that the place of the orchestra. in the
school program should center around the
needs of the youthful participants both

emotionally and mentally as well as physically? Most adult planners are aware of the
physical needs of youth and all will concede
that normal healthful living is a much
hoped for outcome of a good school program, but do these same adults place an
equally important emphasis on the eruotional and mental health of their youth?
Physical and mental health are both promoted by participation in a good orchestra,
but the very nature of music; the languagc
of the emotions, makes the orchestra, with
its rich heritage running the complete
gamut of human emotions, an almost indispensable medium in the development of
highest quality emotional health for boys
and girls of all ages.
Children: youth and young adults will be
eager to play in first rate orchestras:
school officials and parents will be overzealous to provide such opportunities for
their students, and the true purpose of an
orchestral offering as a part of the curriculum comes into true focus when the objectives of a functional nature are made
clear for the orchestra in any community.
Outcomes of such objectives should resu'lt
in the following developments for every
participant and most active listeners of the
program:
(1) A serious interest in and love for
the best
(Continued
on Page 56)
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CHOHAL DEPARTMENT

The Immortality

Program

of Melody

Part Four:
Radio

An Editorial

by JAMES FRANCIS

Presentations

Building

COOKE

by George Howerton

the following discussion deals
WHILE
mainly with radio programs, it may,
BID for immortality is
norMAN'S
mal as his fight for life itself. He wants
as

his name and his work to be remembered
as long as possible after his passing. The
Pharaohs of Egypt sought to do this by
erecting conspicuous monuments in which
they were interred for their last journey.
The great Pyramid of Cheops covers thirteen acres and is 482 feet high. But the

Egyptian monarchs were merely following
their predecessors for ages, who in many
oriental dynasties tried to make known to

a future civilization how great and important they were.

The immortality of a song is quite a
different thing. It did not call for years
of effort, measureless materials and the
labor of thousands
of slaves. It is an
ethereal thing and may be as fragile as
a wild flower. Yet melodies born of the
soul when they are fine, last for centuries
and reach the hearts and minds of succeeding generations. Recently when returning from an automobile trip the writer
passed a car filled with young men and
young women singing at the top of their
befuddled voices, "We won't get home until
morning." Whether the car ever reached
its destination" or not, the writer will never
know. But there is one thing certain. The
tune sung to this "salute to alcohol" is not
likely to stop for centuries, as it has lived
for centuries. It is called Malbrouk and even
the most piercing musicologist has not yet
been able to tell where it originated. They
do know, however, that it was sung in
French at the time when John Churchill
Marlborough, First Duke of Marlborough,
"was trampling down the French in Flanders
(circa 1764). The tune was then known
as "Malbrouk's s'en va-t-en guerre" (Marlborough is of! to the wars). The melody
itself is believed to be very much more
ancient. It is said that it was sung by the
Crusaders on their trips to the Holy Land
where the melody is still heard. It was a
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favorite tune of Mar-ie Antoinette in 1780
when its venerable popularity was greatly
revived. Malbrouk is only one instance of
the remarkable vitality of a melody. Sir
Winston Churchill, Britain's man of iron,
he of the Marlborough
line, may well be
proud of this tenacious tune.
Some melodies repeat themselves in whole
or in part through the centuries, Whole
sections or little motifs from folksong
themes have been appropriated
by important composers who made them into larger
compositions. Brahms in his Academic Festival Overture introduced two German college songs, Where do these melodies come
from in the first place? No one knows. Certainly the ones that endure through the
ages are not made to order. Inspiration
is the greatest factor. The real composer
hears themes when he least expects them,
They may come in a dream, in an airplane,
in a coffee house, in a cathedral or in the
smile of a child.
Schubert found that precious themes
came to him in the most unaccountable
manner. The writer was seated one da y at
a table in a little wine garden in Grinzing.
on the outskirts of Vienna, together with
the famous Austrian music publisher, Dr.
Emil Hertzka, and the Bohemian concert
violinist, Franz Drdla (composer of the
lovely theme Serenade), when Drdla said:
"This is a holy spot to me. Here on this
table Franz Schubert wrote, on the back of
a Speisekarte (menu) the theme of Hark
Hark the Lark and many other songs, and
here I wrote my Serenade." We doubted
the identification of that particular table
but it was an historical fact that Schuber~
did find many of his loveliest themes in that
spot.
The writer has talked with scores of well
known composers, here and abroad, and
~o worthy master can say that he has delIberately :'made up" an enduring tune by
some fancIful or mathematical formula as

a co k follows a r cipe in making a new
conf orion or a cherni t work ut a new
chemical in the laboratory, In piration is
the greatest r actor;
very composer knows
this. He also know that a beautiful theme
mar come to very un phisticated and little
trained individuals.
The writer knows of
one very su e sful composer of concert
songs who "play d b car" and had no
technical knowledge of musi . lie was a
successful lawyer.
hen he came to the
publisher's office and played a new cornpo ition, an amanuen is t ok it down. The
song old by the th u and. The)' were well
balanced in, form. but the marvel of it was
that the harmony wain
tincrively correct,
including the cadence,
Even pagan Caesar realized the nature of
inspiration, He wrote. "Xc man was ever
great without some portions of divine inspirar ion." t Xemo vir magnus sine aliquo
af/atu divin um quom fuit.) Emerson understood this "divine allatus' and said this of
inspiration: "We cannot carryon and make
it consecutive. One day there is no electricity in the air. and the next the world
bristles with sparks like a eat's back."
Some composers get ideas for melodies
while improvising,
DePac1unan once told
the writer that he thought that Chopin must
have gotten many in Lhat way because of
the great spontaneity
of his melodic flow.
Rudolf Friml. once a piano virtuoso, whose
Scores of intoxicating
tunes have delighted
the world for the last fifty years, used to en·
tertain his friends by holding up four ~n.
gcrs of his hand and demanding: "Stnke
{our tones on the piano." After someone
had struck four keys he would rush up.to
the key boa rd and extend them into a SiX'
teen measure waltz or march, employing his
highly trained knowledge of rbythm, har·
mony and counterpoint.
Some of these im'
provised sketches he worked into com·
positions from whjch he received money
returns running (Continued on Page 58)

at the same time, provide suggestions applicable to other types of performance.
Many conductors have made effective use of
descriptive material or narration in the development of program continuity. In gcneraI, the technique is usually modeled upon
that employed in the radio studio with a
thread of narration or description provided
by speaking voice or sometimes by printed
program notes.
It was not too many years ago that the
Music Educators National Conference undertook a series of special broadcasts in
cooperation with the National Broadcasting Company, presenting various types of
school music groups in performance. At the
time of the inauguration of the series t_he
attention of the Conference members was
specifically directed to the development of
what was called a unified program for
broadcasting purposes, The stimulus to
action at that time was a growing awareness of the necessity for greater skill in
the building of programs than had been
employed in the past. The individual largely responsible for this direction of attention was Judith Waller, Educational Director of the National Broadcasting Company.
The first program of this type was pre·
sented under the direction of Mabelle
Glenn, at that time Supervisor of Music in
the Kansas City Schools.
It was observable in this series that the
matter could be approached from two different points. (1) One could start with the
music and from it attempt to develop a
continuity, or (2) he could settle upon a
thematic idea first and then select music
accordingly, It depends somewhat on where
the emphasis is to be placed, that is, whether
the highlight is to be thrown upon the music with the spoken continuity intended to
amplify and make it more meaningful, or
whether the narration is accorded chief im·
portance with the music intended to under-
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score the dramatic values, As an example
of a program built around the music, that
is, with the continuity resulting from the
music itself, one may cite a program presented by the Elmhurst College Men's Glee
Club of Elmhurst, Illinois, under the direction of Waldemar Hille. The music was a
selection of "American folk songs and
spirituals chosen for their social implications and significance." Mr. Hille used three
different groups of compositions. The first
was composed of songs from the Ozark
Mountain region; the second was made up
of Negro spirituals; and the third was selected from the songs of the South, using
tunes of the Old Harp Singers or the Shaped
Note Singers as they are sometimes called.
This broadcast illustrates that type of Pt'>
gram in which the continuity is used to provide a running commentary on music which
sometimes has already been selected and
even rehearsed before the continuity is
written. By using this approach one can
often build a broadcast program from music already in the repertoire. This is a point
to be particularly kept in mind when an
opportunity for a broadcast may suddenly
be presented without adequate time to se·
lect and prepare a program especially for
the occasion.
There is another type of program in
which the continuity functions not as a
running commentary but as a dramatization
of one sort or another. It may be the reo
counting of some historical event; it may
be an adventure from the life of some local
or legendary hero; it may be a recasting of
some old folk tale; it may possibly take
the form of the story involved in the writing of some well-known composition. The
latter was the idea used by Miss Glenn in
that afore-mentioned "first program" which
stood as an early experiment in the "direction of unified broadcasts. In this case, a
part of the program revolved around a
dramatization of the writing of a Stephen
Foster song, William Knuth of San Fran-

cisco used the writing of The Star Spangled
Bonner to serve as the basis of the continuity. In this instance, the story was
a dramatization of the life of Francis Scott
Key, with particular emphasis on the incident leading to the writing of the song.
There is, to continue, a type of program
in which the basic idea is developed first
and the music is chosen so that it will highlight or emphasize Important points in the
narrative or description. For this kind of
program original music is often provided
although in many instances it is possible
to select composed works which will fit into
the general scheme. Such a program was
the one presented by students from San
Francisco State College at San Francisco,
again under the direction of William Knuth.
The theme chosen was "American Unity
Through Music," with the broadcast continuity built around the place of music;
first, in the home; second, in the school;
third, in the church; and fourth, in the
community, Music in the community was
shown first against the background of industry, next in the setting of agriculture,
and finally as a community recreational expression. Leading musical themes were
taken in part from standard works and were
in part the original work of students. In
addition, entire compositions from the
standard repertoire were used through the
broadcast in places where they were appropriate to the idea of the script. One of
the most interesting features of this broadcast was the employment of a musical background throughout the continuity. This not
only pointed up the highlights of the continuity but it served to tie the whole P"'>
gram together and to give it a feeling of
unity and continuous flow of thought.
A favorite topic suitable for use in a
radio script is one dealing with some aspect of the local geographical terrhory. It
is sometimes a comment on local or reo
gional habits and customs; it may concern
itself with some .(Continued on Page 57)
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devices, tape recorders are unmatched.
My feeling is that the market for pre.
recorded tape will not he primarily among
the present owners of tape recorders. We
owners bought our recorders for other pur.
poses than the playing of "bought" music.
We have no prejudice
against music on
tape. We'll buy plenty of tape-but we'll
make our own recordings.
When we want to hear Rubinstein or
Sorkin, that's another matter. For most of
LIS, the dlse-reccrd
meets the need ideally,

cords

Beethovcn r Slriug

Reviewed

PAUL

Dr. Paul N. Elbin

IT

WAS something of a shock to learn
that a friend has decided not to buy a
much-wanted phonograph because somebody has told him that pre-recorded tape
will soon replace music-on-disc.
Since records of the disc type have been
with us more than half a century, it is not
surprising that something different should
at last appear. But if there is a single disinterested expert who believes that tape will
replace discs for the average music lover,
I have yet to discover him.
To be sure, magnetic tape is capable
of reproducing musical sounds with tonal
fidelity and absence of extraneous noise beyond the capabilities of the typical commercial disc. You may expect the "hi-fi"
fraternity to pay more attention to music
on tape in the future than in the past. Audio engineers will find their ambitions
realized most completely on tape. The hobbyist will tend for a time to find greater
satisfaction from tape than discs. Moreover,
pre-recorded tape will fill tbe bill where
long periods of uninterrupted recorded mu·
sic is desired.
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by

N. ELBJN

But there are good reasons for going
ahead with the purchase of whatever equipment you prefer for the playing of discs.
If your choice is an assembled "hi-fi" outfit, you have really not decided against
tape, since you can always add a component
unit for playing tapes through your widerange amplifier and speaker.
Whatever kind of disc-player you select,
you can justify your choice with these
considerations:
1. The recorded library of the world's
great music, as well as the popular music
of the day, is on discs. Compared with the
titles available on discs, music on prerecorded tape is at present infinitesimal in
quantity.
2. For the average music lover, discs are
easier to handle than tapes. Tapes have to
be threaded. Sometimes they break and
have to be spliced. Sometimes they spill
over the floor and have to be rewound.
Sometimes there is an accident in manaainz
<>
<>
the controls and everything is erased. Be.
sides,
there is no fool-proof way of desia-<>
,
nating on tape where the second movement
of a symphony, for instance, begins or ends.
3. And there's the matter of cost. Granted
that tap~s m~y decline in cost with greater
production, IS the gap ever likely to be
~losed? Today a pre- recorded tape containmg_ a concerto or symphony costs $14..95_
while the sa.me performance is sold by th~
same company on disc for $3.98.
4. A further factor is the question as to
how high is the "hi-fi" in most homes where
recorded ~usic is enjoyed. The best tapes
are superror to the best discs. But unless
th.ese tapes are played on equipment that
WIll reveal the
difference, they have no
advantage.
All this has little or nothina to do
'll'
I
b
"11
t I1efi} Ion-p us Americans who have bought
tape re~orders.
These recorders
were
bought, m most. cases, because somebody
wanted
to hear hImself speak , sl·ng, or pay
I
.
an Instrument. As teaching al,d Iearmng
.

.,1

QUMleu

Nos. 1·6, Op. 18

Angel has .ommissioned the Hungarian
Quartet to record all the Beethoven quarteu,
The first six, opus 1 , arc available now,
and they will warm your heart. There's
nothing dainty, nothing scholarly, about
the music a it flows fr m the four Hun.
gnr ians. But ther '5 n
d ubt that they
make music! Repr ducti n i flawless. An
inside peeker h Ids complete scores and
analytical notes, (Angel 3512C)
The Golden Ag(' or

Iln1S8

Do ton's Unicorn I' ecord con be credited with a worthy additi n to the meagre
collection of brass ensemble music. Roger
Voiin's
handling of hi eight-man group
is notable for cI ar, unfor d tone, precise
intonation, and art isti subtlety. One side
is devoted to German brass mu ic: the
other side is divide]
between music for
brass from Italy and England. Gabrielli is
the earliest compo
r, Ba h the latest. Reproduction i xcellcnt. ( ni orn 1003)
Schubes-t : 5""'/,/1011)'

No.1

in D Major

No. 2 ;'1 B·P'at Major
These syrnphonie
Irom chubert's teens
are superficial compared with the "Unfinished" and the great C Major, But they
reflect the world of beauty in which Sehubert dwelt all his life, and as played by Sir
Thomas Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra they have strong appeal
for the lover of Haydn and Mozart as well
as Schubert. (Columbia
1L 4903)
)'1Il 1.lllOn)'

Creek Folksongs
lema Kolasai's
strong
mezzo-soprano
voice and Andre Collard's well-controlled
piano offer something unusual in vocal recordings. Eight Greek folksongs, filled with
love, spring, lambs, dancing and kisses are
sung beautifully by one born to the idiom.
(London LD 9147)
World Libnlry of Folk and Primitive Iusle

The first 14 one-disc volumes of Colum·
bia's encyclopedic project under the sbove
title indicate not only an ambitious but a
thoroughly successful effort. Uoder the expert direction of Alan Lomax, Columbia
plans eventually to release 30 to 40 rolumes
containing careful samplings of the world's
folk and prim itive music. Among volumes
currently available are those for Scotland,
England, Ireland, France, French Africa,
(Continued on page 47)
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BAND DEPARTMENT
ASIC concepts of oboe playing (and
these apply to all wind instruments)
are tone, technique, breathing, phrasing
and musicianship.
These must be taught simultaneously with
the aim of developing- a complete oboist
with complete control of the instrument.
We will go further-the
instrument must
"he an extension of the player.
Let us examine the basic concepts mentioned in order. Oboe tone depends upon
three things; namely, the instrument, the
embouchure and the reed. Without an instrument of correct bore and accurate placing of tone holes, the greatest oboist is
completely helpless. Glittering keys and
silver do not make the perfect instrument,
rather one upon which all scales can be
played in tune and upon which all notes
can be played both in piano and forte with
an even sound.
The good player will produce his own
quality of tone upon the instrument he has
at hand and with the reed he has at hand.
We can only try to show a student what
constitutes the production of a good tone.
The principles of the oboe embouchure
bave been well established, but I should
like to repeat them: both lips should cover
the teeth, the lower lip serving as a cushion
for the reed; no air pockets between gums
and lips or in the cheeks j no stretching of
lips, rather a natural position of the mouth ;
pressure or "bite" to be applied in the
middle of the reed; tbe reed should be
felt vibrating between the lips at all times;
the pressure applied will vary with the
note being played, the higher notes requiring more energy and pressure than the
lower ones. When playing the higher notes,
more of the reed is taken into the mouth.
The tone is begun by removing the
tongue from the end of the reed with the
syllable "tah." The tone is stopped by contracting the lips at the moment of release.
Control of the breath naturally plays
an important part in tone production, but
this will be explained in a later paragraph.
Reeds are surely important in good tone
production-the
reed should be scraped
evenly and should play both upper and
lower notes without great effort. Many reeds
are made which will do one but not the

Edited by William D. Revell!
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FLORIAN F. MUELLER, M. Mus.
Born in Bay City, Michigan. Graduate of
the American Conservatory, Chicago. Studied
oboewith Alfred Bart.hel; theory and cornpositionwith Arthur Olaf Andersen; conducting
with Albert Coates. First oboe, Sousa's Band
(1929). For the past twenty-five years, first
oboe in the Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Conductorof the Roosevelt College Symphony
Orchestra,in Chicago (1945·1953) ; Associate
Professorof Theory and Chairman of Department of Wind Instruments at Roosevelt College (1946·1954). Since September 1954, Lecturer of Oboe and Wind Instruments at the
Universityof Michigan.
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Florian F. Muellel'

Oboe Teaching
The oboe, one of the smallest instruments

in th.e band

and orchestra, is at the same time one of the most
important.

Here are pertinent

facts

concerrung how to play it.

by Florian F. Mueller
other. Some are made which require great
force of breath to produce the sound.
Neither seems suitable.
The word technique must not be made
a synonym for speed; mere uncontrolled
velocity is not true technique. We must
broaden the term to include evenness of
fingering and intonation at all speeds.
'Breathing and tone production are closely allied. We must breathe from the diaphragm, not too deeply since the opening
in the oboe reed is very small. The breath
must come evenly and smoothly, more or
less breath as we need to play forte or
piano. We must blow through the instrument at all times and the throat must be
open as well. When playing the high notes,
the breath must actually be focused to
the roof of the mouth in order to support
the intonation properly.
_
We must breathe with the phrases and
after tied notes. Many students playas
long as they can, and until they are completely breathless. This is quite wrong as
we have found that most pupils commit
errors when they breathe improperly. At
some breathing pauses we must inhale and
at others, exhale, as the oboist always has

too much air in his lungs.
The breath has an important part in a
clean attack. Tones or phrases can be
begun easily and properly if we breathe
in rhythm on the beat before the beginning of the note or phrase. Taking a full
breath and then waiting to begin to play
can only lead to a choked and uncertain
attack and a feeling of frustration for the
player.
Agile and even fingering is an absolute
necessity for successful oboe playing. The
old idea that good technicians (note eaters,
they are sometimes called) cannot be good
musicians is surely a false one. A good
technician must be able to play at all
speeds, in rhythm at all times, in tune at
all times, with good control of tone, and
with good musicality.
The problem of intonation must be
thought of separately. Everyone with a good
ear can be taught to play in tune-a person
with a bad ear will never play in tune.
One important principle holds true: hear
the note you are l;oing to play and hear
it accurately.
An apt student will soon learn the proper tension for (Continue~ on Page 48)
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THE qUESTION

OF TOUCH

(Continued from Page 9)

We Must Find the Ansuierl
Part three of this very
by LOUIS SHENK

enlightening discussion takes up

i

I
I

Orthoepy, word classification and vocal
and not vocal consonants.

I

I
I

I
THE

CONFLICTING

opinions

among

"The Doctors"
regarding
the correct
pronunciation
of two key words, "English
language," are, in all probability the result
of the widely varied customs of speech,
both in England and in America.
In Great Britain the standard pronunciation is "eng-gUsh lang-gwage." In America
the pronunciation
as indicated in Webster's
"New International"
dictionary
prevails,
which is "ing-glish lang-gwidge." The Funk
and Wagnal's "New Standard"
lists both
words in exactly the same manner, then
moves the hyphen and gives us "m-ghsh
lan-gwage or gwidge." We find an almost
endless list of words or syllables ending
in "ng" as long, long-ing, long-eth, long-er,
sing, sing-ing,
sing-er,
etc. The oddity
which now appears is that we always sound
the "ng" whenever it is listed, then, for
no apparent reason we add the unwritten
"g" as in go. Thus English, though correctly listed, suddenly
includes this "g"
in the second syllable when "Iish" becomes
"glish" and "uage" becomes "gioid.ge:" An
additional oddity is our practice of sounding "eng" in English and England and their
variations as "ing": "Ing-glish" and "l ngglund," etc. These represent the only instances I have found in which we are instructed to sound "eng" as "ing."
Now, whereas we pronounce sing-er exactly as it is listed (sing-uh-r), in ling-er
the unwritten "g" again makes its appearance (ling-g-uh-r). If sing-uh·r is correct,
then why not ling-uh-r? Or, if we insist
on ling-g-uh.r, then why not sing-g.uh-r?
What a boon it would be to the student

lang-uage" several

list of words or syllables

then

category both more intelligible and far more
meaningful.
The "ah" in words like Cod,
glad, are, as, we , etc., is obviou . Applying
the same principle,
the remaining vowel
groups present
no pr blem whatsoever, as
"aw" in warm (oo-aw."n) I warn (oo-awrn), gone (g-uw.n) _ S ng (s-aw.ng) j "a"
as in name (n-a-nL),
va in (v-a-n), reign
(r-a-n);
"eh" as in them (t!t·eA-m), then
(tlie.eh-n) j "0'1 in home (h-o-m). moan
(m-o-n);
"uh"
in come
(k·uli·m), run
(r-uh-n), sung (s-uh-ng);
"e" in gleam
(gl-e-m), seen (s-e-n}, scene {s-e-ll}; "ih"
in hymn
(h-ih-m),
win (oo-ili-,,). sing
(s-ih-ng);
"00" in room
{r-oo-m}, scoc
(s-oo-n), etc.
Words or syllables ending in consonants
other than the m, n or ng, fall into the
var-ious groups so naturally
that a listing
seems unnecessary;
as,
ah
aw
a
cit
0
not - ought,
may - met,
110
uh
e
ih
00 u
nut,
see
sip,
pool -pull, etc.
A tabulation
of the number of monosyUables contained
in these word groups would

times, in all seriousness,
same with "The Ing-glish
lang-gwidge" and note how quickly your
own common
sense will approve
a long
overdue correction.
This "Orthoepic error"
deserves serious consideration,
both in its
relation
to word
formation
and
word
classification.
Perhaps
this will help
us
to realize more fully the subtlety of custom of speech and the strength
of the
"cable" called habit.
We must necessarily
differentiate
between speaking and singing. In speaking,
it may be said that we pronounce words,
whereas in singing
we sound them,
and
each word becomes
in fact "a sentence
of sounds."
do

the

Word Classification
Let us again list the vowels in order to
make sure we have them clearly in mind
as we proceed.

Basic-Ah
Of
e
feel
Modified-Aw
Or

ih
fill

a
they

o
though

00

fool
eh

uh

there

thus

u

be a sizable task indeed,
Now, some examples

full

First, a brief
classification
of words
in the various vowel groups ending in lll.
n or ng. Even the rather troublesome
"ah';
groups fall into line without any difficulty
on~e .we.,have attained
the "no throat
restn.ctlOn· state_ Thus, when we sing "ah"
as In Psalm (s-ah-m),
from (fr-ah-m),
am

of English if we were to adopt the highly

(ah-m), man (m-ah-n),
than
?ong (g-ah-ng), sang (s-ah-ng),

(th-ah-n)
etc __mak:

standardized German system of pronouncing words (almost without exception)
as
they are spelled. In the G..erman, "Englisch"
and "England" are pronounced, or sounded,
"eng-lish" and "eng-l-ah-nd." Doesn't that
make sense? Try repeating "The Eng-lish

mg. sure that we observe the rule 0'£ producmg each vocal sound wholly independ_
ently of the sound which follows (without
any break in tonality),
the customary
nasal
twang wiII have vanished, and we hear instead a pleasing tonality, making the entire

included in this

lable words.
(r-eh-th-uh-r},
(e-v-ih-l),

in two or more syl-

Father
[Fa-th-uh-r}, rather
bother [b-ah-th-uh-r}, evil

evening

(e-v-eh-n-t-ah-ih-d),

(e.v-n-ih-ng)

Heaven

not h-eh-v-u.h-n; given
eous (r.ah.ib-t·e-uh-s)
gracious
(gr-a-sh-uh-s),
oO-~l.t-e-uh-s), euphony

loglze (e-oo-I-o-g-ah-ih-z),

l e"entide

(h-eh.v-eh.n)

(g-ih-v-eh-nL rightnot r.ah-ih.ch-uh·s;
bounleous (b·ah(e-oo-f·o-n-ih) leu·

harmony (h-ah-r-

m-o·n-ih),
harmonious
(h-ah-r.m-o-n-ih.uhs), communion
{k-ah-m-m-e-oo.n-ih-uh.n},

conclnsively
syncrasy

taneonsly

(k-ah-n-k-I-oo-s-ih-v-I-ih),

(ih-d-ih-o-s.ih-n-kr.a-s-ih),

idiosimu-

(s-ab-ih-m-uh-I-t.a-n-e-nh-s-I-ih)serve as a clue in word
and (Continued
an Page 51)

This will, I think,

analysis

from other instruments, from the orchestra, most of all from singers.
Good vocal tone teaches you
phrasing, breathing, the effect of
resonant sonorities; you can learn it
onlv from a singer, preferably of the
Italian school of bel canto. Orchestral tone teaches you color, variations of quality; the kinds of effects
which can be produced, those which
you can duplicate on the piano, and
those which you can only hope to
approximate in intention. You also
learn the nature of polyphonic sound,
thus helping yourself to avoid the
despicable error of breaking chords
in a way that gives to inner notes an
emphasis they should not have. All
the various qualities and possibilities of tone should be studied as
earnestly as one practices facility
-even more earnestly,
perhaps!
Only in this way can the pianist come
10 know the precise kind of tone he
wants to produce-unless
he knows
it, he can hardly hope to express it.
Touch is also affected by timingwhich opens the important question
of rhythm. Here I should like to
stress the vital distinction between
rhythm and time. Time is the easier
to grasp. It is indicated
in the
signature, and consists in the more
or less mechanical beating of one,
two, three, etc. It must be learned,
certainly; but too strict an adherence to time kills the more important
quality of rhythm. Here we have
something more subtle than timebeating. Rhythm is the finding and
asserting of the inner pulse, or heartbeat, of each composition.
It is
achieved within the frame-work of
the time signature, but permits of
far greater freedom. Rhythm, actually, is freedom! All waltzes, for instances,are timed so that three quarter-tones fall within each measure;
yet no two waltzes are exactly the
samein inner rh.ythm. To prove this,
you need only consider the hideous
error it would be to play all sixteen
waltzes of Brahms (Opus 39) in exactly the same strict one-two-three
heat. No one can tell you how to find
the inner rhythm of a work; a musicalnature will grasp it instinctively,
knowing that freedom of rhythm
within the framework of set time is
one of the chief elements of musicmaking. And in feeling our way towards the inner rhythm of a work,
we find that it helps us to discover
the right touch.
ouch becomes "right" when it
b.rings fOrlh the right tone at pre·
clsely the right rhythmic momentnot a second too soon, not a second
too late. The curved finger, striking
do\\:nfrom above the note, produces
a kllld of nerv:ous energy which affects timing and consequently tone;
the flat finger, sliding on to the key.
produces different timing and differ·
ent tone. And these are the things

:r

one must think out! It is more necessary to experiment with qualities .of.
tone than to work at thirds, sixths,
octaves, and leaps which, at best, can
do no more than help you draw forth
the tones you have (or should have!)
in your mind.
Pedaling offers another rich field
for experimentation.
We know, of
course, that correct pedaling means
putting down a fresh pedal with each
change of chord. But see what happens! You hear a vocal tone which
swells as it vibrates (as in a spinning of tone), and you wish to duplicate it on the piano. You can't do
it by exerting pressure on the keyonce the key has been put down,
there's nothing more you can do with
it. You can approximate the desired
effect, though, by putting the pedal
down immediately after the note has
been struck. Again, suppose you want
your tones to sound like an organ
You would get the result by putting
down the pedal after striking the
chord. In a series of chords, you
would achieve an accumulation of
harmonies
(also some dissonances)
which would give a good approximation of organ tone, even though
you wouldn't be following the "COl'rect" rule of the pedal. The only
answer is, to know the kind of tone
you want, and to experiment till you
find it.
Normal piano tone needs color and
variation. The pianist must breathe
his phrases, as the singer does, and
his playing must reflect this. As
for the "Chopin touch," which began
our discussion, if there is any such
thing, it would never grow out of a
rigid, chartable method. Rather, it
would stand as the audible result
of one's entire feeling for Chopin.
We know, of course, that Chopin's
dynamics would always be more delicate than those of Beethoven or
Brahms. We would try to express at
least a measure of the elegance that
was part of Chopin's epoch in general and of his nature in particular.
We would be alert for his characteristic contrasts which balance singing melody with rapid passage work
(like coloratura singing), and would
try to adjust tone to the demands of
each. Beyond that, though, we would
simply have to think about Chopin,
and express our thoughts in the best
way possible.
On the whole, then, I believe that,
for the musician, values of touch not
only exist, but form a vital part of
musical
expression.
Individualities
of touch (which are no illusion!)
result from far more compEcated
matters than a mere putting down of
keys. Touch depends on the relation
of one note to another until the
phrase has been fulfilled. Then you
begin
again
with the following
phrases
until the composition has
been fulfilled. Then you carryover

to other works until your musical
ideals are fulfilled-and
that never
happens. You keep on trying anyway.
Summing up, it seems to me that
individual touch may be produced
by four factors:
A) Position of the fingers (flat
or curved), influencing
both the
variety and the volume of tone produced by each separate finger. (I
like to call this "the orchestration of
the fingers.")
B) Timing within a phrase of successive notes.
C) Attack on the keys by the fingers, whether from above or from

close by.
D) Sustaining tone, either by hand
(one note held while the other fingers move) or by pedals.
Most of all, though, touch and tone
depend on something no. one can tell
you-your
own grasp of the music,
presupposing an advance mental picture of what you want before you
produce a sound, combined with
your own willingness to experiment
until you come as close to this mental
concept as you possibly can. Once
you think in these terms, you are not
merely practicing a piano lesson;
you are working at music. You will

find it helpful!

THE EASTERN MUSIC

THE END

CAMP

(Continued [roni Page 14)
summer vacationers in the cities.
Many agencies such as the Church,
Girl and Boy scouts, and others are
providing summer experiences. Educational institutions
are assuming
their responsibility. Many colleges
over the nation are providing opportunities for summer study in art, dramatics, the dance, baton twirling,
music and in other areas. Eastern
has joined the movement by extending a program in music education.
The camp program at Eastern centers about the band and chorus, because these are the organizations
which are most common in the area.
The student selects the group of his
interest and is given a week's concentration in that activity. Sectional
rehearsals under the guidance of
specialists precede each day's gen.
eral rehearsal. Guest conductors are
brought in to direct the large group.
These guest conductors are chosen
for their scholarship, musicianship
and their interest in the educational
growth of children. Each rehearsal
period is presumed to be a learning
experience in music, social development and in particular, in group attitudes. The musical experience is
secondary only to the possibilities of
growth and educational development.
The project at Eastern, although
deemed a camp, is largely located on
the campus. All the campus buildings and facilities are made availa.ble to the high school student. However, a huge tent is rented and set up
on the South campus for all of the
musical group activities. Consequently, a camp atmosphere prevails for
much of the work program. The
campers dress for the out-of-doors
and physical comfort is the prevailing rille.
Mention has been made of musical
and educational
experiences.
Another phase of the program is the
recreational opportunities.
Most all
of the activities of vacation camps
are provided. Swimming, tennis, golf,
dancing, picnics, archery, soft-ball
and hiking are included. All these
activities are supervised by the col.

lege staff in recreation.
One of the most important aspects
of the Eastern Music Camp experience is that of Jiving in the college
dormitories, very much in the same
way as the college student. Many
students find this very encouraging
for their prospective college career,
because many of them are fearful of
college life. The camp convinced
many that college is not as formldable as they supposed. Many, as a
result, are encouraged toward higher
education. It seems that this fact in
itself is sufficient to justify the music
camp as a project for any college.
Many extra benefits accrue to the
college campus as a result of the
presence of the high school campers.
Of particular effect is the tone given
to the campus itself. The energy,
vigor, enthusiasm and spirit of the
campers are infectious to the hoary
atmosphere which is common to all
colleges. The counselors are all upper classmen or graduate students
and they receive a first hand experience in working with young people.
College classes come for observation
purposes and they all profit by this
visitation. The music staff of the
college re-appraises its Courses of
study in view of the needs of teacher
preparation.
In summary, institutions of higher
learning must enlarge their campus
programs to include services to the
areas in which they serve, and especially they should be aware of
needs and interests of the young
people. The Music Camp must give
real musical satisfactions so as to
realize the inherent mission of music.
The Camp must integrate music into
a program of general education so
that real life situations are evident.
And last, the Camp experience
should give an introduction into collegiate living so as to encourage each
student towards higher education.
Only under such circumstances can
a college, and in particular a state
supported institution, justify a project on its campus such as a Music

Camp.

THE END
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TEACHER'S

ROUNDTABLE
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc. discusses again,
in considerable detail, his views on this important
matter of Solfeggio.

M. Dumesnil at a book-stall on
the banks of the Seine in Paris

HAIL SOLFEGGIOI
In the "Letters to the Editor" column
of the December 1954 issue of ETUDE,
under the title "Articles," the following
lines appeared:

"'Teacher's
Roundtable' with its em.
phasis on Solfeggio emphasized the European approach

which seems to assume that

every piano student will become a professional musician. Very few parents want
their children to become professional muaicians. But all parents want their children
to enjoy the enriching influence of music.
Probably music educators should work out
an approach that will lay a groundwork
of musical understanding
similar to the
way in which reading and writing are
taught. No school teacher teaches all children to rea-d and write as if they were
going to he professional journalists and
writers, yet the few that do make their
living from writing might profit from a
study of semantics in their early years.
The comparison with the European professional approach seems obvious. We seem
to need some common sense in fitting
music education into every day life and
activities."
I have indeed published several paragraphs-May
1949, May 1952, January
1953-under
the same title as the present
one, and I will continue to do so because
in my mind Solfeggio is a capital factor
in bringing to all students a proper musical
foundation regardless of future plans and
whether they are headed for a professional
I

career or simply the enjoyment of music
as amateurs.
What is SoHeggio, in the first place?
Here I will quote the distinguished
theorist Charles Lagourgue,
author
of a
"Complete
Treatise
of Transposition,"
which is probably the finest ever written
on the suo j ect:
"The endeavor to apply speed to Art in
general and Music in particular has proved
a sad failure;
commercialism,
modernized short-cuts mixed with old-fashioned,
inadequate methods, many systems to save
exertion of thinking, are handicapping
the
musicality of the Nation. Solfeggio, still
the only real basis for musicianship,
has
been smothered and its importance minimized by those who fear what they ignore
and do not want -to know; and while we
have given up candle-light
"and stage
coaches, we are still trying to make musicians with a so-caned movable8do-method
an anti-musical device excellent to pre:
vent anyone from becoming a rnuaici an,
"Solfeggio is: sight reading pursued to
a degree undreamed of by those who have
never inquired into it," Mr. Lagourgue
continues. "It is ear-training
insuring
a
perfect memor~ of tones, intervals, keys,
and understandIng of the most oomplicated
rhythms. It includes the fundamentals
of
music, necessary to the amateur who wants
to be thorough, and absolutely indispensable to the professional
musician.
lt is
the straight road to the finished artistic
stage, a straight road without changes or
turns."
This being said, let us return to the
statements contained
in the "Articles"
paragraph, as they need more elaboration
In my opinion there are no difIeren~
approaches to music study. There is no
European
approach,
no American
approach, no German approach, no Italian
appr.oa~h, TI?r any others from anywhere.
MUSICIS umversal. It may have a d ifIer8
ent flavor according to nationalities
b t
basically its frame work is the sam'
u
h
. II .
e an d
t eoretica y ItS tuition is identical.
But

AND ANSWERS

QUESTIONS

like warning you that the sort of music
that is played by most dance bands may
have a more injurious effect on your musical taste than the harm that mayor may
not be done to your flute embouchure; so
I echo my friend's advice-Don't
over do
the saxophone!
K. G.

Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College.

there i on thing whi h i of paramount
impcrtanc
nywher
at any time-and
this is "co-r
tn
." Oi regarding the
soun I I rin iples of
olfeggio only leads
to musical illit ra y.
hy do 80 maay
students ignore vatu ,clip r 15, or play
unsteadily?
imply because they lack the
real, exact kn wi dge of rhythmic and
note values. TIlU, th Y piny at: the music,
instead of playing th« mu Ic.
Should there be any cla ification in
stan lard of performance?
f course nOL
Why houldn't an mateur piny correctly,
accueatel y, ev n if hi technic i limited
and hi ambition g
no Inrther thnn the
plea ant dra\~ng.room
pi
of the fourth
and fifth grades?
uch an amateur does
not have to pur ue olleggio into its higher
developments
nor get into the field of
Harmony, Counterpoint,
and Fugue as do
those who warrt to become composers, conductors,
or high class in trumentalisrs.
But any amateur, and those who listen to
him, will derive greater enjoyment from
his playing
if-thanks
to a workable
knowledge of Solfeggio--it
i well balanced
instead of being erratic.
I do not know of any public schools
using different method
for teaching reading and writing to children according to
future prospects and whether they wish to
enter a writing career, or anything else,
Children, as far a I know, are taught the
alphabet and the grammar which in music
correspond
to Solfeggio. They are taught
to speak a language free from mistakes,
and not to "murder
the King' English."
There is nothing
trictly "professional" in
this, only an endeavor toward whal is good.
The same applies to music study.
And finally, still using the same com'
parison: how do you like it when you hear
such speech as "we was--he ain't-c-l seen
-it
don't-she
don't know nothing," and
other barbarisms?
Or their equivalent in
musical performance?
I don't. Who does?
Hail SoHeggio!

THE E D

ABOUT

WHEN SHOULO

A METRONOME

BE USED?

I have a student who plays music of
about Grade 1112 and whose mother thinks
he ought to be using a metronome. But
there rae no metronome marks in his music, and in these early grades I think it is
enough if the pupil gets the feel of the
rhythm. Will you give me your opinion and
also tell me at what point a pupil should
begin to study scales?
Mrs. A. M.
The metronome is primarily used for
finding out the correct tempo of a composition, and it is to be used only incidentally for keeping a steady tempo and
other such items. In the case of the early
grades the music is so simple that no metronome mark is needed, and as for having
these beginners use a metronome to "keep
the time right," I myself believe this to be
a harmful procedure. So your plan of trying to help the pupil get the "feel of the
rhythm" is not only simpler but more
sound in a pedagogical sense. However,
when a pupil comes to the point where he
needs to measure his progress in rapid scale
passages, or to find out the exact tempo that
the composer or the editor thinks is appropriate, then by all means have him use
a metronome part of the 'time so that he
himself may know exactly what he is doing
so far as speed is concerned.
As for scales, it is good to have fairly
elementary pupils learn to play the major
and minor scales at least through four
sharps and four flats. This is not so much
because they need them for technical proficiency but in order to learn the key si.gnatures thoroughly and to be able to transpose their little pieces into other keys. Later

on, when they come to the point of studying sonatinas, sonatas, and other material
which has much passage work in it, the
practice of scales (to a limited extent) is
helpful in achieving mechanical efficiency.
But I personally disapprove of the common
practice of telling a pupil to practice scales
for so many minutes every day, and I suggest that this intensive scale study be post.
poned until the pupil has need for better
scale playing in the compositions he is
trying to perform.
K. G.
WILL OOUBLING ON A SAXOPHONE
MY FLUTE EMBOUCHURE?

HARM

I am a high school student who has been
playing the flute for a little over two years.
In our dance ban.d we need a few more
tenor saxophones, but there is some difference of opinion as to whether doubling
on saxophone would harm my flute embouchure. Will you tell me what you
think?
Miss J. T.
My knowledge of the wood-wind instruments is mostly theoretical, so I have asked
by friend Professor George WaIn, of Oberlin Conservatory of Music, for his opinion,
and this is what he says: "My opinion is
that proper handling of the saxophone, and
not too much emphasis on it at the cost of
the flute, would in no way injure the flute
embouchure. The student might experience
some lack of flexibility in her embouchure
control for a few minutes immediately after
making the change from saxophone to flute,
but this would be temporary." I am sure
your dance-band director will be happy to
read Professor WaIn's advice, hut I feel

THE

PITCH

OF AN OLO PIANO

I have a fine old grand pian.o iohich: until
a year or two has always been kept tuned
and in good condition. But recently when
f had a piano tuner come to work on it he
said he had a very hard time gelling it up
to standard pitch, that he urouid have 1.0
tune it again wi-thin six months, and that
I ought- to have it tuned several times a
year. All this costs a great deal of ~no~l,eyz
and since f am only an amateur puuust f
should like your advice as to wluu: to do.
M. B., California
My own piano happens to be over fifty
years old, so I can sympathize with you.
But I don't agree with your tuner! If a
piano is to be used to accompany a woodwind instrument it has to be up to standard
pitch because it is not practical to tune a
wood-wind. But if it is used merely for accompanying a voice or for home playing,
then it is not absolutely necessary to pull
it up to standard pitch-in
fact, such an
attempt may even result in broken stringsand additional expense. My own piano is
more than a quarter-step below standard,
but because it is not used to accompany
wood-wind instruments, no one notices the
fact that it is slightly helow standard. It
is kept in tune with itself, and because I
do not happen to be cursed with what is
called "absolute pitch" it serves me very
well.
My suggestion is that you ask the tuner
to come again in the spring when the weather has settled, and that you tell him to take
some note like Middle C as the normal pitch
of the instrument and put the entire gamut
in tune with itself. Probably you ought to
have your piano tuned twice a year-each
time after the weather is settled; but I have
no sympathy with trying to put an old piano
-which
was probably built in the first
place on the basis of International Pitchup to the slightly higher pitch (called "Philharmonic") which is now considered to be
standard.

K.G.
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ORGANIST'S

VIOLINIST'S

PAGE

Consoles

many mechanical

on this and other problems

aids

are found on a pipe

and

of Triplets

easily determined
time-signature.

musician is at the

or Duplets

console, they mean little
as regards music making.
by ALEXANDER
HE CONSOLE of a big, well-equipped
modern pipe organ is surpassed in corn-

plexity, perhaps, only by the master-control
panel of a radio network. The advent of
the

electric

action

freed

organists'

and

builders alike from the limitations of the
tracker action, in which every stop added
to the ensemble

by HAROLD BERKLEY

organ, unless a real

Gadgets

T

Helpful information

A Question

No matter how

FORUM

made

the keys harder

to

push down. Nowadays an electric spark
does the work formerly accomplished by
the sliding levers of the tracker action,
and the keyboard offers the same easy response to the organist's
touch whether he

is playing pianissimo on the Salicional or
with the impressive fortissimo of the full
organ.
There is in consequence
limitation
to hamper
the

mechanical
ingenuity
of

00_

builders in develo.ping all sorts of helps
for the player, both on large and small
instruments. Couplers, pistons, crescendo
and sforzando pedals are only a beginning. Robert Hope-J ones, in developing
his console, gave us double touch on the
manuals, pizzicato touch, double touch pistons, suitable bass and double touch suitable bass.
As for pistons, it is nothing out of the
ordinary nowadays to have more pistons
than stops. On some large installations
there may be as many as fifty general pistons, each capable of bringing into action
a pre-selected combination of stops at the
touch of a fingertip. (One could wish that
these pistons always worked as advertised,
and could be counted upon infallibly when
the organist desires a complete change of
registration. Actually the piston is a temperamental piece of machinery which must
be kept in first-class repair to have any
degree of reliability.)

McCURDY

The attribute of reliability is one of the
most desirable features for any instrument.
Some organists may prefer the stop- key
console, while others prefer draw-knobs;
but all desire a console which works properly.
Yet, when everything is in good repair,
is it not fascinating
to experiment
with
the gadgets of a well-designed console?
One can spend hours going over each stop
individually and collectively, watching the
pistons and other "mechanicals"
change
registrations with almost magical ease.
And when two or three organists are
gathered around a console, the result is
what has been irreverently called a "jam
session." We (I admit I am a frequent
offender) take turns at the manuals, admiring, criticizing, comparing, and asking
the resident organist:
"What would you
do differently if you were building this
organ over again?"
The answer to this
question can lead to ramifications that go
on until the wee hours of the morning.
Such discussions, interesting and stimulating as they are, fail to take into account
what ought to be the prime function of
the instrument, that of making music.
It is the old story of becoming preoccupied with mechanical
details of performance to the point of forgetting musical values. This is a point of view to be
expected of a gadget-minded society in a
mechanistic age; but its fallaciousness is
constantly being demonstrated.
One has
only to hear the virtuosity so much in
evidence today, the young violinists who
can play the entire works of Paganini but
whose playing strikes their hearers as cold
and mechanical, to realize that technique
is not the whole story. Musical values must

always be on i I r d first.
From the organi t' tandpcint, what is
the good of doubl
I uch piston, double
touch a tion, general pi Ion by the score,
a gorgeous big installation, elegant placement, perfect aeou ti ,exqui itely voiced
tone and a
uperabundance
of playing
technique, if all th
ingredients do not
add up to mu ic?
I like to think of omething I once
heard from
Ir. G_ Donald Harrison of
the Aeolian-Skinner
Company. Mr. Harrison, a bold and fearless innovator, has
never hesitated to use gadgets when these
simplified the ta k of the organist or made
the instrument
more effective. But Mr.
Harrison
told me that the question he
keeps uppermost in mind when designing
and building instruments
is this: "Can one
play music on this organ?" The answer
should be obvious.
Several of my friends have high-fidelity
outf ts. The sound which Comes from these
instruments is impressive, especially when
one compares it with what even the best
record-pia yers sounded
like only a felt
years ago. But it never seems to be quite
good enough to suit the hi-f extremists.
They fume
and
fret incessantly over
"matched
impedpncesH
and "interrnoduIation distortion."
They are constantly
playing test records to make sure their
machine is reproducing
every frequency
from 16 to 15,000 cycles. II the set "peaks"
at 4,000 cycles they are miserably unbappy,
no matter how well it plays "Pictures at
an Exhibition."
They are constantly twid·
dling with dials, cutting back tbe treble,
boosting bass, turning the volume up an.d
down. Tbe one thing they will not do 15
sit down and (Continued
on Page 64)

"Perhaps you, will be kind enougl~ to help
me with this difficulty. In the G rnmor. S?nata of Tortini, the second movement is zn
three-quarter time (Example A). I 'l~o,dd
naturally be inclined to "pair" the eLghth
notes in the early measures. But 1 have .a
recording by a famous artist who pl~ys t1z~s
movement as though it were written. ZIt
six-eight time, making triplets of the eighth
notes until he comes to measure 25, when
he begins to pair them. If on~ plays them
as he does, the pianist has dzjficulty. Personally, I do not unde.rsta~d why thel ..are
tripled. Can you explain. this paradox.
.
R. M. P., Pennsylvama
Ex.A

~,I

Non troppo presto.....
~

:IJi'8Ic~1
f-."

:::,.
_.........

__ 1

There is not a single reason why these
measures should be played as triplets, but
there are plenty of good reasons why they
should be played as duplets.
The deciding factor is the number of
beats in each measure. In this case there
are three; therefore, the six eighths mu.st
be grouped as three pairs of two note~ Il1
order that each measure may have the nght
number of beats. If triplets are played, the
measure would have two beats only.
Of course, the bowing tends to make
measures 2, 3, 4, and others of the same
pattern sound like triplets unless cou~te~measures are taken to prevent it. Tins 1S
quite easy-one has only to stress slightly
the third eighth (2nd beat) of these doubtful measures, and the listener will hear the
eighths as duplets.
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The recording you mention cannot be
taken as authoritative.
It was probably
made when the artist had an off day, for
he was known to have not infrequent
rhythmic aberrations.
This question of the correct rhythm for
sextolets confuses many people, although
there is really no need for confusion if the
problem is approached with logical thought.
Take a study such as the 8th of the 24
Caprices of Rode. It is written in sextolets
sixteenths, four groups to the measure.
The pattern of the first few measures
(Example B) :
F,:<o:.B

..

~%~."
looks as though it should be played in tripplets-the
recurrent F sharps give weight
to this-s-and the thoughtless player wiII go
ahead and play beautiful triplets. But this
gives only eight eighths to the measure,
and the time-signature calls for twelve. The
only way to provide the ~ecessary .number
of eighths is to play the sixteenths 111 duple
rhythm.
.
Then there is the famous passage In the
first movement of the Bruch G minor Concerto (Exam pie C):
E:<o:.C

~*@L%Q~'"
These sextolets must obviously be phrased
as triplets, otherwise there would be ten
eighths in the measure instead of eightthe correct number in four-quarter rhythm.
Yet many young players persist in playing
them as duplets and, although they keep
accurate time, the effect is to retard the
rhythmic flow.
The same principle holds good for the
thirty-second-note
sextolets in the slow
movement of the same concerto. These, too;
must be played as triplets. Many other
instances might be cited, but the Ioregolng
examples should be enough to show that
the rhythmic patterns of sextolets can be

by examination

to Teach

of the

Mozart

" ... But the question I reaLLywant .to
ask you concerns AIozart ; Is it realty WLSe
to gi·ve Mozart Sonatas and Concerto~ to
children not yet in their teens? I was gwen
the G and A Concertos and several Sonatas
between the ages of twelve and [ourteen: I
had tlie technique to play the notes, but I
did not understand the music, and grew
to hate it. 1 was approaching thirty before
I bega.n to appreciate Moza.rt ...
(aI~d)
really do feel that my late apprecwtwl/.
was due to my early training. I should be
glad to have your thoughts on this matt~r."
Miss L. F., Connecticut
Your opinion seems to be that most students have Mozart given to them too early
in their development, and I must say that
I heartily agree with you. Many teachers
seem to assign a Mozart Sonata or Concerto
as soon as the pupil is within reaching
distance of the necessary technique-piano
teachers and violin teachers are alike in
this-c-trustinaa to the composition to provide
. .
the material for acquiring the requisite
technique. This has never seemed to me
the right approach. I have always felt that
a worthy piece of music should not be used
as a technical exercise, but rather that technique should be acquired in etudes and
exercises and applied in concertos and
sonatas.
We know that the music of Mozart is the
most difficult of all to play well, and almost
every musician will say that he realizes
this more and more as he grows older. It
is small wonder, then, that only the exceptionally gifted student can do justice to it.
There is about this music a deceptively
childlike (certainly not childish!) quality
that requires a certain degree of maturity
to understand and appreciate. This maturity
may be intuitive, but it must be there. Too
many pupils, piano as well as violin, are
given Mozart before they are mentally ~nd
emotionally advanced enough to appreciate
the beauty of the style_ Such pupils, especially if thev have technical difficulties
with the music, will often develop a
resentment against it. And such a resent·
ment can last (Continued on Page 64)
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The Call to Teach,
"The gifted teacher gives far
more of himself than the pupil
bargained for in paying his

I,,

fee for lessons."

:[
by BERNARD

,'I
I

DO

KIRSHBAUM

YOU TEACH piano as a means of
making a living, or do you belong to

the far less number
of men and women
who live to teach? They are so constituted
that teaching is as natural to them as
breathing. Their aptitude is so high that
they would be misfits in most other occupations or professions. One might say they
were born to teach and when the call came,
responded to it as the religions man does
to the voice of God.
The outstanding
qualities in such teachers are intangible,
being dependent on degree of insight into the psychological
make-up of pupils, of sympathy with their
efforts, of patience
with their immature

groping, and of comprehension of how to
go about meeting the problems every lesson hour brings. None of this is observable
in concrete terms. The highest type of
teaching is spiritual and not open to objective measurement. Does your work fall
within this·category?
Far too much teaching is done according
to set methods covering every year's work
up the ladder of pianistic advancement.
Every pupil covers the same material as
all other pupils of a given grade of work.
Thi~ type of teaching is tangible as it is
mainly judged on the material each pupil
masters. Pupils are rated simply on how
well they master the given work. Failure
to master the assignments is taken for
granted as a sign of lack of talent. The
stigma, "No talent," can thus be used as
a cover up for incompetent teaching where
no results are forthcoming with a set
method, Not all children will do equally
well with an identical set of books and
pieces, .but talent is too often judged on
this basis.
It takes judgment, born of insight, to
determine what to avoid and what to give
each particular pupil. Judgment determines
procedure at the lessons. Treating all pupils

alike shows a lack of ability to distinguish
the essential differences in personalities.
Such a lack hinders the teacher from doing
the most effective work. Insight is an in.
born trait which may be strengthened by
psychological and pedagogical
courses.
Where the trait is lacking, such courses
cannot develop it.
Sympathy with the efforts of those who
come for instruction is the gateway through
which the teacher comes to some understanding of the personalities that confront
him in the daily round of teaching. Some
teachers are so engrossed in showing off
the superior merit of their "methods" as
to lose the touch of sympathy with the
efforts of others. Interest then tends to be
centered in covering a definite assignment
and the pupil's inclination and ability becomes of secondary importance.
Sympathetic teaching is not measurable
in objective, scientific terms. But there
is a factor about all teachers that is tangible and subject to objective evaluation. It
is their background.
A good background contains more than
years given to piano study and public performance. It contains elements of an all
round musical education which stamps One
as possessing musicianship. Diplomas from
leading conservatories, and degrees from
colleg~s, will testify to such study. Yet
more IS needed to avoid drifting into an
attitude of indifference to the world out.
side of music. It implies a wide ranO'"e of
'
~
rea d mg on matters of cultural value such
as religion, philo.sophy, science, psychology)
art, and educatIon. All of these subjects
deepen and ~roaden the understanding and
sympathy WIth the aspirations and striVing
of human beings, including the student:
who come to us for guidance.
The cement that fuses these elements
f
the backgro~nd into the personality of t~e
teacher are Jdeals and goals in I,'f L .
e. Ove

of one's fellowmen and the ideal of being
of service to others are the deepest forces
for lasting happiness in a career as piano
teacher. These are developed by a gOO<!
upbringing
and an environment that reo
veals mankind
to be worthy of love and
kindness. Teaching
olely for the moneyto
be had Ir m it does not promise much
genuine plea ure a the year continue 10
pass. Exclusive concern with thi factor is
the root oI boredom
with piano leaching as
a profe ion.
nc who liv 10 tea h holds
fa t t the id al of serving other through
mu ic.
This, in tu rn, develops restive power
to meet the probl 111 of individual students.
The great lea h r in tinclively sens the
creative opportuniri
in hi work. He
continuou Iy all mpts t plan the I on
assignment
1 th individual'
personality
and p wer of und r I nding. Thi often
involve a. departure
from a set course of
instruct! n.
Creative work i
nlially one of melding a given I r onality
toward ideals,
goals, and
bj t.iv
lhal make the problems involved in pI ying the piano meaningful and worthwhil
f mo tcring. Where
the teacher's own id al
goal, and objective are ~UT Iy commercial, very little
can be done aJ ng thi line of guidance.
Teaching
f th! kind i indirect al its
best. DirCCl eff rl 10 mold pe nalily will
meet with slrong resi lance, for no one likes
to feel lhal ol11eone i prying inlO his inner
being. We mu l, in fa l., drop the word,
teach, when talking about haping up per'
sonality for effective work at the piano.
The proper term now is influence. The
type of person the leacher i graduaUy
~e~meates the pupil according to hi sen~i·
tIvlly, and he Comes to strive to be likewise in some manner. This form of educa.
tion results imply by being in the pre;eoce
of another who is inter ted in our wel·
fare. Parents have a vcr
lrong inOuence
on their chjldren Over and abore what edu·
cat~on they strive to imparl, simpl)' bf
then constant presen c. Their ,·erl alli·
tudes and !la.bits oIten have more effect
o~ the Hves of their childr n than anr~hll1g they directly attempt in the way of
1I1struction. So it is with the piano teac.h·
er. His ideals. entbusiastns. seriou~Dess
of purpose. love for music, and sincerity
hav~ a culminating
effect on his pupils
as tlllle goes On.
. To one who looks upon the role of the
plan~ teacher as simply one of telling and
showll1g others bow to play the piano. the
above discussion wiII appear meaningless
and a waste of time. But considering the
number of students who start to take les·
sons and drop out before accomplishing
very much,
(Continued
on Page 59)
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C~riosityabout the treatment accorded the old masters about whom
no new information was likely to
have been found led me to compare
articles on the Bach family. There
:J.ppears\0 be n? fundal~ental
.differ.
enee in the article by ferry 111 the
third edition and the same article in
the new one. A few sentences have
beentouched up at most. One does
notice,however, that great care has
beentaken to give a better picture
of the Bach family tree (called in
Grove's:"Pedigree Table of Bach
Family").In the third edition, dates
of progenitors and children of J, S.
Bachare confined to either birth (in
onlya fewcases) or death-both
are
notgiven; in the fifth edition, a real
effortwag.evidently made to usceruin the exact dates of birth and
death;and where the former was not
knuwn a "?" takes the place of the
date-or if the dale is questionable,
it is given as, for example, "1674?"
(Thisis true of all dates throughout
the dictionary as 810m has taken
careto point out in his exceptionally
lucidpreface.) What the new Grove's
hilS done to improve this article
on
theBach family (and articles on all
majorcomposers) is to add a bib·
liographylisting important
articles
and hooks in all languages
and a
listof works. Consequently, Wilhelm
Friedemann, Johann Christian
and
CarlPhilip Emanuel, all sons of 1. 5.,
are treated to more space than lhey
previollslyenjoyed. The catalogue of
works by J. S. himself occlIpies
elevenpages of small t.ype!
It is gratifying to observe that. the
contemporary scene is treated
so
fullyand apparently without prejudice or favor. There are unusually
sensitivearticles on Bartok, Hinde·
mith, Stravinsky and Schoenberg.
With the passage of time, these
giantsof our century have come into
clearerfocus. While it is premature
to fully evaluate their -individual
contributionsto musical art it is still
possibleto appreciate thei~ uniquenessand to prize them for that very
quality-as Grove's appears to do.
Isearched in vain for an article on
lwelve·tonemusic or atonality in the
third edition (1927: 1.00 early for a
real discussion of this direction).
and found only vague, meaningless
references.However in the new edilion there is a spl~ndid survey of
hoththe historical and technical aspectsof twelve·tone composition (by
HumphreySearle), in which we read
for the first time something about
the manner in which Joseph Hauer.
~ho arrived at his 12·tone method
mdependently of Schoenberg,
approaches the problem. Alban Berg
andAnton von Webern also come in
for their share of just appraisal underseparate biographical articles. In
Ihelast volume under "Appendix II,
addenda and corrigenda," there ap.
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NEW .RECORDS

pears an article on nuaique concrete,
one of the latest phenomena in electronic music, having its origins in
Paris, 1948 .
Eric Blom explained carefully in
his preface that the new Grove's was
an "English"
dictionary even though
its intention
was encyclodepic
and
lnrernauonal
in scope. Despite this
slant,
the dictionary
gives ample
space to American composers of our
lime, both the older and vounzer
generations.
Among those at;peari'ng
in the new addition are Milton Babhitt, Samuel
Barber, Elliot Carter,
Aaron
Copland,
Henry
Cowell,
Ulysses
Kay,
Roy Harris,
Irving
Fine, George A ntheil, Virgil Thomson, Vincent
Persechetu,
Bernard
Rogers,
John Cage, Otto Luening
and many others. One should remark
at this point that Blom states that
inclusion in the Grove's is not tantamount to receiving a "certificate
of
greatness."
It will be interesting
to
see when Grove's is revised again in
1980 or thereabouts,
who among the
newer
composers
listed
(whether
from America
or other countries)
will either emerge as artists of genuine stature
or fall by the wayside,
One thing is certain, however: those
who think that the golden age of
creative activity died with Bach and
Beethoven
may have to re-evaluate
Iheir own position if they take the
trouble to read the articles on contemporary
music and composers. Despite the insecurities
which have
plagued our century in the form of
wars, revolutions,
depressions,
famines, etc., the creative spirit still
moves Illan to write music, Grove's
gives the evidence, if not of the value
of this activity, at least of the extent
and fact of its existence.
At the end of volume nine there is
an interesting
appendix which lists
under chronological
dates the names
of artists of all kjnds who were contemporary
with important musicians.
This makes it possible to form some
idea of who was working in the
various
media
at the time, say,
:Monteverdi was alive and helps to
slI(TO"est to the CUriOliS reader the
lin~" of further investigation about a
period,
or style, or an individual
musician.
It goes without saying that the
earlier
editions
are now obsolete.
Everyone connected with making the
new Grove's
is deserving of high
praise for a fil'st class job of. book
making. A special commendatIon
to
Eric Blorn for a superlative
job of
editing.
St. Martin's
Press
$127.50 (9 Volumes

*'

-lie

comple'e)

*

• It is no empty phrase (no matter
how often we hear it repeated) that
music begins where spoken language
ends.
_Ferdinand
Hiller
(1811·1885)

British East Africa, Japan, India,
Spain, Venezuela
and Yugoslavia.
Though Lomax and his helpers have
done" some of the recording,
the
Library is a sound-anthology chosen
from the world's finest collections of
folk music. (Columbia SL 204..217)
Verdl r Arias
Capitol's presentation
of Hobert
Weede's baritone voice in a recital of
Verdi arias is especially
welcome
since this artist is not well represented on records. Beautifully
reo
corded and well accompanied by the
Concert Arts Orchestra conducted by
Nicholas
Rescigno,
Weede sings
eight familiar Verdi arias. Di Provenza it mar, probably his best number, shows how pleasing his voice is
when not pushed beyond its natural
t essiutm. (Capitol P-8279)
•
Britten: Folksollgs
Benjamin Britten's
effective settings for nine folksongs of the British Isles are set forth by a London
Iu-Inch disc in which the composer
serves as pianist and Peter Pears,
tenor, as soloist. The Ash Grove, The

Sally Gardens, Oliver Cromwell,
Sweet Polly Oliver are among t.he
varied program. Pears' flexible voice
is capable of diverse effects, all of
them good. (London LD 9136)

PAJAMA

GAME

A". by. ROBERT PACE
Contents: Hernando's Hideaway· Hey
There.
Steam Heat.
Small Talk and
others in easy special arrangements.
"

85¢
WE ARE THY CHILDREN
By LOIS LENSKI and C. R. BULLA
12 original joyful hymns for the elementary
pianist written by the renowned children's author and profusely
illustrated by her.
85¢

TEMPO TIME
by RALPH MILLIGAN
Novel and Instructive-seven
appealing donee rhythms and melodies for
early
grades-Samba,
Jig,
Woltz,
Rhumba, Tonga, Boogie-Woogie,
etc.

85¢
MISS FRANCES'
DING DONG SCHOOL
Piano Book
Eight well-known songs from
Miss
Fronces' populor television program
which every child and parent
will
play and enjoy.
85¢

MUSIC OF TODAY No. 11
Arr. by KENNETH KIMES
Contents:
Naughty Lady Of Shady
Lane, Tweed lee Dee, How Important
Can It Be, Sincerely, Unsuspecting
Heart and others.
85¢

HANSEN PUBLICATIONS, INC,
119 W. 57TH ST. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Bach: Violin Concertos in A Millor
and E Major
.
Jascha Heifetz, playing with his
usual sort of breathless
beauty, is
combined ~n this disc with the Los
Angeles
Philharmonic
Orchestra
playing somewhat bluntly and heav·
ily. Studio acoustics serve the soloist
well hut the orcheii3tra poorly. (nCA
Victor LM 1818)
Brahms: Concerto No.1 in D Minor.
Op.15
For unabashed athleticism in the
grand manner of piano playing this
performance
by Artur Rubinstein
and the Chicago Symphony under
Fritz Reiner takes the prize. Since
the brilIance of the playing is coupled with the hrilliance
of RCA
Victor's latest "OrLhophonic" sound,
this disc is something special. (RCA
Victor LM 1831)

The

MASTER KEY
Chromatic

PREFERRED

BY MUSIC

PROFESSIONAL

Dotw Frttllcisquita
Amadeo Vives' popular zarzuela
(Spanish comic opera)
is on two
discs in a spirit.ed performance con·
ducted by Ataulfo Argenta leading a
cast of Spanish soloists, the Grand
Symphony Orchestra and the Chamber Chorus of the Or/eon Donost;arra
de San Sebastian. The first of Lon.
dan's new international
series, this
release is clearly aimed at Spanish.
speaking countries;
but enjoyment
of the gala music will have no geographical
limits.
(London
TW
91005/6)

Pitch Instrument
DIRECTORS_

MUSICIANS-TEACHERS

Vives:

THE END

3 MODELS:
MK2-Scole

MK1-Scole

F to F

C to C MK3_Scole Eb to Eb

13 hand·tuned special bronze reeds
precision-tuned to A-440-full chromatic scale. Heavily nickel-plated
cover-embossed
notations lop and
boltom for easy selecfion of pilch
note desired. Palented lone cham·
bers.
•

ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE US •

WM. KRATT CO.
988

Johnson

Place, UNION, N. J.
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OBOETEACHING
All parts of

he practiced
with equal intensity
and concentration.
Often the firlit
part 01 a piece is repeated endlessly
while the ending is neglected Com.

(Continued from Page 19)
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each note and will learn to "reach"
for the note to be played and play
it with precision.
As to phrasing, we refer to the
dictionary
definition:
"the proper
emphasis of t.he tones within the
phrase." However, the fundamentals
of musical form must he explained
10 the student as well as the emphasis necessary to dynamics, slurring, staccato, and articulations of
various kinds.
Musicianship
is defined
H~ the
mastery of music. Under this head.
ing we must include all the qualities we have already mentioned and
add a few others. The musician must
know his craft and his art. The
teacher must impart not only his
knowledge of rhythms, scales, and
sounds but must project his own enthusiasm and devotion for music to
the student.
At this point, the principles to be
taught should be repeated-they
are
inter-dependent;
they must be taught
simultaneously-they
are tone, technique, breathing, phrasing, and musicianship.
We now take up the means of obtaining control of the elements of
oboe playing, again in the order dis.
cussed above.
Control of tone is best obtained by
carefully practicing long tones and
slow intervals. If a vibrato is to be
added, and this is desirable, it must
be carefully timed and handled. A
sat.isfactory speed seems to be between five and one-half a-nd seven
movements per second, symmetrical
to a ,given tone. In other words, about
four vibrations between 84 and 92 on
the metronome. This should be thoroughly worked out regardless of the
method used in producing vibrato.
The tone must be clear, even, and
pleasant on all notes, low and high,
The connection between tones should
be smooth and managed with the embouchure. Step. wise progressions are
fairly easy, but the wider the inter.
val, the more care is needed.
The piano should be full and not
pinched. Breath control
is again
called into play. The throat must
he opened fully as when the syllable
"ah" is used-the
"ee" and "00" pat.
terns tend to constrict the tone and
distort intonation.
Steadiness and flexibility of embouchure are also developed by slow
and patient practice.
One cannot
have a good tone without the proper
embouchure. As the lips strengthen,
the tone will improve. The cheek
muscles are also called upon to perform an important part in supportjng the lips-again,
they will tougnen with practice.
Breath control is very difficult to
achieve. The student will find that
he can play for a very long time
without breathing.
The danger of
this practice is this: dead air accu-

mulates in the lungs, producing the
effect of strangulation and leading to
enol'S in fingering and articulation.
May I repeat, breathe with the
phrase, every two bars and certainly
every {our bars of moderate
4/4:
ume.
Scales are the basis of all technical facility. Scales-major,
minor,
chromatic,
'whole tone, pentatonic;
scales in thirds, in fourths;
scales
in duple and triple rhythm; scales in
staccato and legato and in all art.iculations. Scales are the basis of our
musical and technical system and
they must be taught. and learned,
and learned thoroughly.
In addition we must teach certain
studies
which are fundamentalBarret, the Sellner Duets, Ferling's
48 Etudes, and the 25 Etudes of
Hugot-Bruyant,
These will provide
a player with the technique
of a
virtuoso. There are, of course, many
other works which are necessary, but
I consider those listed above basic
to any college Course.
Concerti
like the Handel
and
Cimarosa, as well as other solos, are
good "technique
builders."
These
must not be neglected.
Again, let me repeat, all notes
must be played with a pleasant quality of tone and with true intonation,
whatever the speed. One must be
able to hear the next note to be
played regardless of the harmonic
background.
The oboist who can d·o
this has real control.
A practical knowledge of musical
theory is necessary for proper phras.
ing and emphasis. Cadences and dynamics should be emphasized as well
as the proper means of retarding and
accellerating.
In t.eaching absolute beginners, it
is well to have a definite plan of
procedure.
First, the embouchure
must be explained and illustrated.
Then the student should attempt to
play the first notes. I have found
that the low G is the best note with
which to begin. From there we can
go upward to B and downward to D
until the student is used to the primary notes of the instrument.
After this, the easy major scales
and simple studies and tunes can be
added. The teacher must guide the
student's
control
carefully.
With
good practicing habits and practical
guidance, any talented boyar
girl
can become a satisfactory oboe player; the one with extra talent plus an
adequate and intelligent application
can bepome an artist.
It seems wise now to list some
common faults that a teacher may
find in his students. The first of these
is not faulty embouchure, but faulty
breathing.
Embouchure comes next,
then fingering. Many students,
in
their .anxiety to be correct with their
fingerings, clench the oboe so hard
that they become completely muscle.

pletely.

The student, or the artist for that
matter, should not practice continuo
ously until he is exhausted. Fifteen
to twenty minutes of pla)'jng, then
three or four minutes of rest will be
more
productive
than continuous
sessions of one hour's duration.
Here are sample routines which
have been found successful:

Because

it shows the oboe hand
position
and
the emboll~hu~'e
8.0
graphically, we are reproducing 111 this
miniature form the entire photograph
from which the print for the cover of
the February ETUDE wns made. The
player is Leonard
Arner of the St.
Louis

Symphony

Orchestra.

bound. This is wrong-the
fingers
must close the tone holes and cover
the keys, no more.
, Another bad habit is the tendency
to end all phrases with a crescendo
and the desire to play all notes with
a hard, dry staccato.
Others refuse to learn to move the
fingers with precision.
The fingers
must move together
without being
snapped down and up.
To attain what has been discussed
so far, a practical
study system is
imperat.ive. To many students, "practicing" is an aimless wandering
up
and down the instl'ument
or endless
and thoughtless
repetition.
These
do not achieve. results.
Practicing
must be planned and carried through
like any other operation.
We know
what the essentials
are; t.he next
thing is to achieve them.
First of all, for the moderately
advanced student, one hour per day
is an absolute minimum. Second, the
time must be budgeted so that no essentials are missed.
The beginner
must ~tress long tones, scales, and
breatIung. The more advanced
student, who has developed his tone and
breath control, must concentrate
on
technique and solo playing. For the
beginning child or adult who has
never played the oboe, twenty to
thirty minutes should be sufficient.
however, after three or four weeks'
an hour should be attempted.
Also:
the more advanced
student should
practice one and a half to two hours
per day.

U"~

a piece or study must

(1) For ab clute beginners:
J 5 minut s on long tones
15 minutes on scales
(2) After thr e or four weeks of

(Continued

from Page 12)

, was the one he addressed to
anSlIer,
di
ib
mmitee in charge of rstrr uth
t e co
P'
lugthe famous Oreguss- rrze. ThiIS
pnz,e, perhapsbest comparable
.
. to our
own pulitzer Prize, was given III successionevery year to a composer, a
'I
a painter ' a sculptor, . an
WIt er,
actoror an architect. So every Sixth
yeara composer was to be awarded.
Alterall other composers of Hungary
hadalready been given ~his covet~d
ize the arch·conservatlve comrtutpnze, ad no choice left- B artoSk h a d
h
lee
toreceivethe award. ~ut ~h ey didn'
.I n t
wantto let him off With It q~Jte so
easily.So they decided that instead

a

of giving him the Prize for
work
composed
during the last six years
(which was the original stipulation
in the rules of the Award),
they
gave it to Bartok on the strength of
his Orchestral
Suite, Opus 3-a work
written more than 25 years earlier,
which by no means represented
the
mature composer at his best. Bartok
was infuriated.
He took it as a calculated slap in the face and his answer, refusing
to accept the prize
for such an early and no more representative
work, was printed prominentl y on the front pages of every
newspaper
in Budapest.
"It would

be sad indeed," wrote Bart~k, "if
since my early youth I wouldn t have
written anything worth while." If
such were the case, he argued; it
would be best. perhaps, if they'd give
the Award to somebody more deserving than himself. Bartok came
out with a positive suggestion. He
recommended Kodaly instead of himself and finished his stinging letter
with a sentence, which became the
motto of many a Bartok-admirer
for
years to come: "As for myself I have
no desire to accept
the Greguss
Award-dead
or alive."
The Committee had no statement
to make after receiving Bartok's letter. No composer was awarded with
the Greguss Prize that year and a

great silence prevailed concerning
the matter. Many a name whose
owner did get the award has been
forgotten long since. The ~ame of
Bela Bartok shines more with each
day and his letter is not for~otte~.
On another occasion Bartok did
an even more daring thing. Admiral
Nicholas
Hortby, then Regent of
Hungary, decided to est8.?lish a .new
award to be given to the best minds
of Hungary." It was to be called
the Corvin Decoration, so named
after one of the best known kings of
Hungary. There were 72 such decorations, 12 bigger ones for the "really
great" and 60 smaller, for the stars
of second rank.
Eugen
Hubay and Ernest
von

le ons:
] 0 minutes on long lanes
10 minute on major scale
10 mlnntes on minor scale
10 minutes on a study
10 minutes on a solo
(3) For the more advanced stu.

den':
10
20
10
30
20

minutes
minute",
minutes
minutes
minutes

on tone and vibrato
on scales
on velocity studies
on general studies
plus on solos

The part or 4 solo to be practiced
each day must be decided upon in
advan e. If the solo falls into welldefined sections, the problem is simpie;
however, if we have a study
without cadential endings, it will be
necessary
to take a certain number
of bars and work them out. For ex·
ample:
a solo or study has been di,
vided into three parts; on Monday.
Tuesday,
and Wednesday, the sepa·
rate
sections
should be carerullr
studied,
then on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday,
the complete piece or
exercise can be played as a whole.
The tone and lip building exercises must be played every day. if
only as a warm up. One should begin
with the lower notes and progress
to the upper ones. All notes should
be used_
good plan is to begin
with the low B-f1at, and proceed upward chromatically
to the high D.
Each
note should he held eight
counts with the metronome at 60.
These tones should be played 'with
and without vibrato, piano and jorte,
with graded
crescendo and decre·
scendo. Here also one of these can
be planned for a day's practice.
THE E D

DIPLOMA
or Bachelor's Degree
Become affilinted with a school that has earned the
recommendation
of thousands
of successful teachers
and professional musicin~s for o~er ~O year:. ~e
the only school giving InstructlOn I~ ~USIC . Y t e
Horne-St\-Idv l'Vlethod, which includes In Its curnculum
all tile co;,rses necessary to obtain the Degree of
Bachelor of Music.
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. ETUDE's cover for this month shows a striking photograph or the
Immoltal Jan Paderewski,
noted for his interpretations
of the music of Chopin, with all its tonal demands on the artist. Paderewski
was a master of the subtleties of touch and hjs hand position on
the keyboard
is graphically
illustrated
in this--one
of the last
portraits taken of the get
1
.
. b
r a master.
ts use as a cover subJect)s
y
courtesy of Steinway & Sons.

Study!

Schedules
of busy musicians
and teachers seldom
permit a return to formal classes, but they can advance
rapidly through Extension Courses. These need not
interfere in any way with regular wor~ .. The progressive musician, busy as he may be, reah~es the va~ue
of further study and finds the time.for It, proceedmg
whenever spare moments are available.
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name in your home or srurlio brings with it
prestige and pride, and a guarantee of unexcelled tone, performance and etamtna. The St)-Ie RR Salon Craml, shown here, is
impresaive in appe<lr<lnce and glorious in tone. , . built to render
flawless performance under exac;ting conditions. 'Exclusive tension
resonator to safeguard tone and performance. Genuine ivory kevs,
FuJI sostenuto pedal.
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Dohnanyi, both favorites of the Hungarian government
of those days,
were in line for one of the 12 big
awards. But Horthy had no love for
the daring and free work of Bartok.
Hence, it seemed inevitable
that he
should he presented with one of the
60 smaller decorations ; and so Bartok's name appeared
at the bottom
of the Jong Corvin Award list.
On a sunny morning,
71 of the
best-known Hungarian
artists, academicians and other members of the
country's spiritual
"elite,"
marched
to the Regent's
Castle on the left
bank of the Danube to receive their
decorations from the hands of Horthy
himself. One by one, their names
were called out in the pompous reception room of the Burg. They had to
step forward and accept the decoration from the hands
of Nicholas
Horthy. The name of Bela Bartok
was read out aloud, too, in due lime
and the Regent stood there with the
decoration in his hand, waiting for
the composer to step out like all the
others to accept the plaque. But nobody moved. No person stepped out
of the line to get his share in the
glory. Bartok simply didn't show up
for the occasion. The Regent placed
the plaque back into its case and
nobody ever spoke of the affair anymore. There was no mention of it in
any of the Hungarian
newspapers. It
was unthinkable to report on the case
-e-but those in the know spread the
news and laughed ahout it for weeks
to come, chalking the matter off as
another of the silent triumphs
of
Professor Bartok.
Such was the situation in the year
of 1929, when Bartok
shook my
hands for the first time in one of the
studios of Radio Budapest.
To me,
it was an unforgettable
moment. I
looked into his eyes, which reflected
a strange mixture of childish naivete
and utter serioLisness. Also, I had
the feeling that those eyes had an
uncanny X-ray quality-they
pierced
through me, and uncovered my innermost feelings and thoughts.
There was great simplicity as well
as a certain finality in his voice as
he asked me, instead of the usual
"How do you do?": "Do you know
the works which we're going to play
tonight?"
No, I didn't know them and I had
to confess my ignorance.
It was impossible for me to lie to this man.
I felt he would find out instantly if
I said something that wasn't so.
Bartok didn't seem to mind my not
knowing the works.
"You have a great treat in store"
he said, and his face softened into ;n
angelic smile. He gave me the music
whose pages I was to turn in a few
minutes. The sheet of music which I
took into my fumbling hands was the
F minor "Fantasy,"
for four hands
by Schubert. I was about to make the
acquaintance
with this great composition under circumstances
which
I never forgot in all my life since.

Bartok seated himself to the right
of Hernadi
and a few minutes later
the broadcast
was under way. I lis.
tened spellbound.
The slight man at
the keyboard with the deep-blue eyes
played
the opening melody of this
wonderful
piece with such intensity,
yet at the same time with a dream.
like tone-quality
such as I have never
heard
anybody
play before. The
sound of the opening statement of
the Schubert Fantasy is today still in
my ears, as though the concert had
taken place only yes! rday. and not
long decade- ago.
\Vhilelistcning
eagerly 10 every
note emerging from the keyboard, all
sorts of (Ill stiona passed through my
mind-s-quest ions 10 which I could not
find satisfuctor-y
answ re. Was it posalble, I wondered, that this man who
played every note of lite cbubert
piece with uch loving care as though
his life would del> nd on it, could be
such a "rabid"
and "unemotional'
composer
as he was made 0111 to be
in the pre 5 of those dny . How could
a man who. as an interpreter of chubert's music. now showed himself to
be so conscientious.
so lilt rly devoted
to every dynamic marking and every
single note in the printed mu ic, fail
to be a very great composer in his
own right as well? How could he fail
but instill into his Own writings some
of the Jove and care he f II for the
music of another
great genius of
yesteryears?
Through the interpretation of the F minor Fantasy by Scbubert I got my first musical and human insight
into the great genius
that was Bela Bartok-an
insight
which deepened
with the years that
followed
into the greatest admiration and a true, human friendship
as well.

Bartok

and SIJ'al'insky

After
the Fantasy
of Schubert
there followed the "Petite Suite" by
Stravinsky
a.nd some shorter pieces
of Bartok
himself
(specially transcribed for this occasion by himself).
Bartok
greatly
admired Stravinsky
at the time, so much so. that he conscious~:
or
subconsciously
"bor_
rowed
some of Ihe Russian master's .characteristics
for certain parts
of hIS Own 2nd Piano Concerto-a
fact which he himself acknowledged
to me one <lay. This occasion came
many years after Our first encounter
when I studied
the Second Piano
Concerto
for a future performance
and asked
Bartok's
advice about
tempi, fingering,
etc. Like Moliere,
who p~oudly said Ollce, "le prends
mon bIen ou je Ie trouve" (I take
things wherever
I find them) Bar.
t'k'
,
o wasn t loath to incorporate into
his Own works some of the best characteristics
of other composers. He
bec~me interested
in "cluslertones."
for mstance. when he first met Henry
Cowell and with characteristic
mod.
esty a~ked Cowell's permission to use
them 10 some of his own works. They
can be found in many a Bartok piano
c~mp~sition-most
notably in The
mght s music of the "Out of doors"
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suiteas well as in the last movement
of the Piano Sonata (1926).
I was so much under the spell of
thisfirst, rather chance meeting with
Bartok that it took me weeks until
I got "back to norma]" again. It
seemed as though his personality
grew on me with each day tl~at
passed since we first met. The pICnre of the small, almost weightlesslookingman who played with such
glowingintensity didn't seem to fade
from my mind and heart with the
days, weeks and months to come.
I"fell" for Bartok with all the idealism of a sixteen-year-old
boy. The
impressionhe left in me was so deep,
that soon after my first personal
encounter I went to the music shop
whereI usually purchased my music
and asked for one of his shorter
piano works. It was the little Sonatina in three movements which was

to becom~ the first piece of Bartok
I have ever undertaken
to study and
play. I started
learning the piece
eagerly,
and with much enthusiasm
-but
not too much understanding,
it now seems to me. I mastered the
composition
within a very short time,
however.
The Sonatina opened the
door to the many Bartok works I
was to play in subsequent years, and
with my playing it my admiration
for one of the great musical geniuses
of our century began.
With the passing of the years, my
fleeting
acquaintance
with Bartok
ripened into one of the great friendships of my life. I am truly thankful
for this great friendship for Bartok
hel ped to form me as a human being
as well as a musician. Indeed, he
helped me to become the artist that
God allowed me to be.

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
The University of Rochester

HOWARD HANSON, Director
ALLEN I. McHOSE,Director, Summer Session
Undergraduate

and Graduate

SUMMER SESSION
June 27-August 5, 1955
FALL SESSION
September 19, 1955-June

THE END

for further information
WE MUST FIND THE ANSWER
(Continued

Vocal Consonants
Having previously illustrated
the
idea of a word consisting of "a sentence of sounds," let us further
examine a few of the numerous instances in which a word or syllable
willend with one or more consonant
sounds and the following word or
syllable begin wilh one or more.
Read the following phonetical chart
and see bow easily the texts can be
identified.
"Songs My Mother Taught Me,"
etc.-"S·aw.ng-zm-ah-ih m-uh-th-uh-r
I·aw·l moe, ih·nlh-uk d-a-zl-aw-ngvah-n·ih·sht." Or "Flow Gently, Sweet
Afton," etc.-uF_l_o g-eh-nt-l-ih s-ooe·!ah·!l-uh-n, uh.m.uh-ngtk-ah-ih
GR·
e·nBR·a-z." "Drink to Me Only with
Thine Eyes," etc.-"DR-ih-ng-k
t-oo·
m'e on·l-il~oo·ih,thth-ah-ih-n ah-ih-z"
and, "B-uh-t m-ah-ih·l ah·ih ah-v-J-o·
v·zn·eh·kt-ah·r s-ih.p," etc. "One day"
-(oo.ah-nd.a), "Sing Me"-(s-ih-ng
moe), "Swing Low"-(s-oo-ih-ngl.o),
"Come Thou" - (k.uh-mth-ah-oo),
etc. From this it will be readily seen
~owimpossible it is to projec.t a text
m. a "K·ah-n-v-ih-n-s-ih.ng" manner
withoutan intelligent use of the con·
50nants.Here again we must differ·
entiate between speech and song.
Not Vocal Consonants
Because of our neglect or lack of
familiaritywith these sounds, the not
vocalconsonants present a very defi-
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nite problem.
Though they cannot
be sounded on any given pitch, they
are nevertheless
of equal importance
in word formation
and, because of
their
peculiar
qualities,
must be
given the most serious study.
It is not possible to define in writing the exact manner in which these
sounds should be uttered, except that
they too must be sounded without
restriction
and completely independently of the vowel which follows.
Tills applies especially at the beginning
of words,
as s-ing. sowing,
sp-ring, st-range, sk-ies, f-ear, f-alse,
(k) c-ome, c-all, t-oo, t-ake, p-ool,
p-ull, etc. The t's, st's, k's, Sk'6, p's,
sp's, kst (as in eestasy}, and many
more strange
combinations
appear
during
or at the end of the word
formed.
Since the function of the consonants, vocal and not vocal, is to make
possible
an intelligent
and intelligible presentation
of any given text,
their
importance
cannot
be overemphasized.
When correctly uttered,
they simply make possible the projection of a statement with clarity and
conviction, and yet without the slightest trace of "Consonant
Consciousness," either on the part of the singer
or the audience.
This, heedless
to
say, requires
painstaking
practice
and its effective application
should
naturally
be demonstrated
by the
teacher.
In good singing both th~ singe.r
and the audience are conscIOUS pnmarily of literary values. In this connection it is interesting to note that
thete has never heen any scarcity of
good voices.
.
.
Gatti-Casazza,
IllustrIOUS (former ~
General
Manager of the Metropoh~
tan Opera Company, onc~ put it.this
way: "Voices,
yes, glorwus VOIces,
but where are the artists?" He recog. d that a true singing artist pasnlze
,
b'l
esses both voice and histriOnIC a ~'t
('Part four of thjs article wIll
I y.
appear next month.)

I, 1956

ac/dress

ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar

from Page 20)

classification.It is advisable to make
a phonetical chart of the words of
songs until you can read the characters of sound contained
in each
word as readily as you read this
statement.
The most revealing aspect of the
extensive search for words which
could not be effectively classified
withour ten vowel chart, is that there
simplyare none. The natural mannerin which the various word groups
fall into line is both revealing and
gratifying.
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"\0 iolin f(tluestions

lhe Creator of the New

ADA RICHTER
PIANO COURSE

By HAROLD BERKLEY
Advice On Buying a Violin
B. E. G., Tennessee.
All of the

Mrs. Richter is currently on a
nationwide lecture tour. In all
her appearances her methods and
procedures have been received
with enthusiastic acclaim. The
success of this course has been
evidenced by the many requests
for bookings. Mrs. Richter is
available for sponsorship by
music dealers, teacher's associations, clubs, colleges, etc.

See this imaginative new piano course
at vour dealer, without delav.
Pre-School Book 60¢ • Books I, II, III (Early
Beginner) 75¢ • Book IV (Earl" Beginner)
$1.00
"Keyboard Games" (Supplementarv material to be
used with last half of Book I and all ~f Book II) 75¢

M. WITMARK & SONS.

619 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

VIOLIN MASTER CLASSES
music, lectures

at
BERKLEY
now

SUMMER
using

buildings

of

pOSSIbly
tell from a writtel) (Ies cnp.
·
tIOn whether a violin ,'s of va Iue or
not. The label in an instrument
is
of no use as evidence-unless
',t
"M d .
says
k a e "m Germany" ' for tl,e none
nows It IS a factory
product-for
labels are easily faked Just as
'1
f k d'
.
eaSI y
a e are sIgns of age on a VIO
. I'm.

BridC)ton Academy, on Lon9 Lake
North Bridgton, Maine

July 11 to August
All recreational
For full

20.
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facilities

information,

write

Berkley Summer Music School
Room 1011,113
W. 57th St .. New York 19, N. Y.

Conunercial FirJns
C. M., North Dakota.

~ ~~'~~E~,Q~
f.~kS~.
J
Here s exc;lIence of performance

through s"killful
c~oftsmansh.p•.. For 48 yeers, professionals and
beginners ha~e demanded Kaplan Strings, for faithful
tone quality and constant fidelity of sound.
Your dealer will proudly tell you more about
Kaplan's TRU·STRAND"Maestro" and "Red.o.R~'
strings for violin, viola, cello and bass...
ay
J
KAPLAN STRINGS are
:~
precision wound and
KAPLAN
MUSICAL
STRING
CO
polished.
Sov,h Norwoll,
Con,

I
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Label ll'Ieaus Nothin ....
il1;s. H. S., Michigan. No one could

MUSIC SCHOOL
and campus

Name and Address Necessary
M., New York. I am sorry. but
I~ IS an editorial policy of our magazme not to answer letters that have
not a full signature
and a full add.ress. Yours is an interesting
ques.
tIOn; and I should like to answer it.
I WIll do so if you wiH send in the
question again, signing
your name
and giving your street' address.

HAROLD BERKLEY
Individual and class lessons, doily chamber

three makers you mention
produce
violins that are well worth '150.00.
in terms of workmanship
and tone
quality. I cannot
recommend
one
above the others, for they are commercial firms, two of them operating
in this country. If I were you I would
try to have a specimen of each firm'
work at my home at the same time,
trying them one after the other for
a few days, until you decide which
one of the three gives you the greatest aesthetic satisfaction.
Don't buy
any violin without playing it in your
home-where
you are accustomed
to
the acoustics-for
at least a week.
Any reputable
dealer
will let you
do this. Don't consider
buying from
a dealer who will not do this for
you. And when you have decided and
bought the violin, don't think back
over your shoulder
and wonder if
one of the others might have been
a better buy. Just try to make the
most of the violin you have-I he
more you try to find out its qualities
the more it will respond to yOll.
'

Both the
makers ns
you Ilame produce
" t I'u·
ments t Ilat are well wortl, tl le pnee
.
as k e d f or them. They
.
· 1 fi
are COmmer·
CIa
rms, of course
k'
'.
' ma mg vlOhns
f d'ff
1 erent
grades . If you a re will
.o
mg to pay $125.00, I would adv' you to >:>.
0"0 up to $15000
lSe
•
-you
would
get ,a n~tlCeably better violin. And I
don t thmk you could d b
where else.
0
eUer any_

A Russian Violin Dealer
Mrs. S. J., New York Rub
a violin dealer in St . P
us was
R
.
b
.
etersburg
USSIa, a out a hundred
.,
It is not definitely
know~e~~s a~o.
made any violins himself
M at lei
.
ost 0

the violins bearing his label were
made for him, according to his specifications,
by one or another of the
many German vi lin Iactories. They
are trnng .Jy mad
no Corners and
gen rally, l!le rib~ ~u~h with the to~

and ba k. J'hcse violin
va!u t day.
An Inexp

have little

naive n""H'ot!urliOJl

Mrs. ~. C. £.. 'flV lor i. ooil E. L.
At., 01110. I am nlrain I mil'" tell
~ou thnr neith r of your \iolins i~

likely

r

be worth

very milch. A

violin h aring a tradivar! and uarner-ius label without the dare com.
pi I d by hand i !no"t likely to be
a C rma n r Bohemian faCIDr) prod.
u I worth I S5 thnn 100.00. II might
even b
.l apnnennr] not worth
10.00.

Per-haps

it

ood'

o("lory

l\Iade Irrat r-u meru
A. Z., on"t" ticut, Thur carvinII'
the back of Ihe
roll is cerlai~
evidence
thai your fri nd'., \iolin is
nOl a g nu in
Irael. The word..
"ArtiSI Violin" lead In I think Ihal
it is of German
In lory oril;in and
probably
not worlh 100.00. YOII sar
you are a violinisl: if )'ou find that
lhe violin has an} ~mod qualil}' of
lone. it JUSl might be worth )'our
~riend'
while to bring or send the
Instrument
10 a repulable
dealer in
New. York for apprai.::al. It is jmH
pOSSible thal it lUay be a belter-thanaverage factory violin.
On

A Conlmercial Product
Dr. J. U. T.. MorylOllil. The fiml
of
euner
t.l?e J8.rg~Sl
~ull vlOlms.
mSfrumenls
for which

about

& HOrn!:lleiner i~one of
h~uses making commerViolas and cellos. Their
come in ,arioll~ grades.
the prices range from

$35.00 to

150.00. Although

they are mas.8·produced.
80me of
their beucr·grnde
violins show exeelJenl workmanship.
and nIallY or
~hem have a su["pri~illgly good qualH.y ? f .tone. Exactly
how much your
vJohn I~ worth no one could say withOut seeing
tbe imtrument.

Teach correct ti1Jling early

~rgan and ¢hoir
Questions
Answered

by FREDERICK

Q. Our thirteen year old daughter
hasstudied piano for just over two
years, and has practically finished
Thompson Grade 4, and a number of
supplementary books. If she were to
start with the Hammond organ this
nextrear do you think it would interfere with her being just a good

pianist, or would you suggest
a
couple oj more rears at piano be/ore
slarling with organ?
Also, does the
Hammond require years of lessons
/0 be able to play it well?
L. S.-Oreg.
A. There seems to be no reason
whya pupil who can play fourth
grademusic acceptably should not
take up the Hammond organ suecessfully.We believe. however_ it
wouldbe well to continue with the
pianolessonsin addition to the Ham·
mond.Besides becoming a fairly ac·
complishedpianist. your daughter
willno doubt eventually become interestedin the regular pipe organ as
wellas the Hammond. and a first
classbasic training in piano will be
a bighelp in the study of both types
of organ, and may spell the differ·
encebetween a mediocre and com·
petentplayer. It should not take long
tomasterthe principles of the Hammondinstrument. and once these are
learnedconsiderable ability can be
attained by regular practice com·
binedwith experimentation
in the
useof the various pre-set keys and
drawbars. There are many Ham·
mond methods available
covering
thesepoints,which may be had from
)'ourlocal dealer.
Our church is thinking of bu)'ing
a new organ and there has been
muchcontroversy over the subject
oj (J pipe or electronic organ.. A representativeof the (X) Organ Companyreported that he could install
(I pipe organ for around
88 000 or
o 1
' ,
lie or 35,000 which we could add
10 ~s.moneypermiued. What is your
Opmtonof this company? If we
choos
. organ what do you
l' e a ptpe
~link of the following specifications
spa~edoes not. permit listing these
specIfications)?What would be the
approximatecost of such an organ?
~auld you suggest any additions?
a yau know of any representative
01 the
. t Ins. arear
n Aile organ In
C O"dYOI"/
I
.
•
I, gwe In ormalwn
regardIngSloplists, models, etc.?
Th fi
J. P.-lowa
0

bl e rm you mention is a reputae one and bears an exceJJent repu-
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tation. The specifications would seem
to be quite satisfactory,
and should
give good results. If any additions
are contemplated;
how about
an
Oboe 8' on the Swell; or, this could
even take the place of the French
Horn. We should hesitate to indicate
u probable cost, but suggest that you
take the matter up with one or two
other responsible
organ firms and
get definite figures. We are sending
you a few names in this connection.
We bave no way of knowing who the
Allen representative
would be in
your vicinity, but this could be ascertained
by writing to the Allen
Organ
Company,
Allentown,
Pa.
Space does not permit listing the
specifications
of their several models,
but we might mention that the New
Model B 2 has 5 stops in the Pedal,
4 in the Swell, 8 on Great, and 12
are listed as "Genera1." Model B-3
has 5 on Pedal
(32 notes);
9 on
Swell (61 nores);
9 on Great (84
notes).
Model B-4 has 9 on Pedal
(32 notes) ; 12 on Swell (61 notes) ;
9 on Great (84 notes). In addition, .
the last two are well supplied with
couplers.

with METRONOME de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS

This dur~ble instrument is famous
for its exact and dependable measuring of time-audibly
and visibly-by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu.Reg.

tRetail-P,·icc

u.s. Pat. Off.

THE PIANO

student of piano
and years ago played the pipe organ.
No/v I belong to a small church, and
we have a Hammond organ, which
looks a little complicated
to me.
Would you suggest a book wh.ich explains its operation?
F. A. M.-Va.

on the usual

subject to chnnge

Seth 1homas Clocks
COURSE
TEACHERS

I am an advanced

With your previous experience
as
a pipe organist,
you will probably
have no trouble at all mastering the
Hammond, with its really only seem·
ing complications,
undoubtedly
referring mostly to the draw-bar sy.stem
which permits a good deal of latItude
in making up your own registrations
in addition
to those estabUshed
by
the pre·set keys. There are several
excellent methods {or the Hammond
organ on the market whicl~ can be
obtained at your local musIc stores,
and we might
mention
as one,
"The Hammond
Organ," by Stainer
and Hallett. really an adaptation
of
the Stainer
Pipe Organ Method to
the Hammond
instrument.
Full in·
formation is given as to the operation
of both the pre-set keys and the
draw bars, logether with sugges~i~ns
regarding
the best means of devJsmg
combinations
which wil1 represent to
fair degree
many of the tonal
aqualities as indicated by t I"
le stops "

lum. It is easily adjustable for tempos
from 40 to 208 beats a minute.
Enclosed in a handsome hardwood
case, its sturdy keywound mechanism
is built with the skilled hands of master craftsmen. Great painstaking attention is given to every detail of
construction to assure you unparalleled quality c-to make Seth Thomas
Metronome the finest you can buy.
Ask your music dealer, department
or jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome. Only $13.50t•

Noone realizes better than you how
important is the early development
of a good sense of timing. In order to
establish good timing habits, it's only
natural that so many teachers and students have turned to dependable Metronome de Meelzel by Seth Thomas"
-the company whose name has meant
precision in time for 141 years.

ECKSTEIN

Thomaston, Conn.
Div. of General Time Corp.

ASKED FOR!

Piano Course

In Six Books

by MAXWELL ECKSTEIN
Pupils progress easier and faster, and get more fun out of their
lessons. The teacher's task is simplified by the careful step-by-step
procedure which carries the pupil smoothly and naturally from
one grade to the next.
Careful planning
ensures a perfect balance
of theoretic and
melodic material to keep the student's interest high at all times.
At the same time he receives a complete keyboard education
in
the earlier grades.
Each book is appealingly
illustrated. Your dealer or publisher
will gladly grant you examination
privileges on any of these
books. Ask him about them.
ECKSTEIN Piano Course
BOOK I (OblonCj Format)
3703 •••.....•.•....••
BOOK II (UpriCjht Format)
o 3704

o

SUITABLE

FOR

60
75
PRIVATE

BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
OR

CLASS

III
IV
V
VI

0 3705 .........•
0 3706 .....••.•••
0 3707 ••........•
0 3708

75
75
75
1.00

INSTRUCTION

CARL FISCHER,

INC.

62 Cooper Square, New YOl'k 3
BOSTON -

CHICAGO -

DALLAS -

LOS ANGELES

pipe organ.
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Blue Print for the Bass
by Wilburla Moore

you ever studied harHAVE
mony? Even just a wee bit of
knowledge of this subject '~ill
make you feel quite at hon~e wI~h
the three most important triads 111
each key and will enable you to
give yourself and your friends lots
of fun. These three triads are
called the Tonic, the Subdominant
and the Dominant, and they are
formed

on the first tone, the fourth

tone and the fifth tone of any seal
you select.

What Is a Key?
b;,. Leonora Sill Ashton

WHAT
docs the word key mean
when used in connection with
music? One by one the members of
the Musical Quiz Club gave their
answers to the question.
"The word key," Nancy began,
"means one of those parts of a
piano which has the same name as
a note on the staff. When we want
to sound that note we press down a
key-either
black or white-which
moves a lever with a hammer so
that it strikes a string and sounds
the tone of that particular
note."
Ralph added a short comment:
"When we say a na.tural key we
mean the white keys on the piano."
Charles played the trumpet, so
his answer was "In a Keyed Bugle,
or a Bugle with Keys, you press
down the keys and they measure
the air you blow into the bugle
and produce the tone."
Betsy's turn came next. "I found
that the notes of a scale form a
key, but I don't know how to ex.
plain it." "Betsy's answer leads up
to mine," said Hugh. "The word
key relates to the arrangement
of
tones which form a certain scale.
When we say a piece is in the KEY
of E·flat major we mean it uses
the tones of the scale of E-flat
major. And of course we all know
that major scales are formed by
taking,
in ascending
succession,
two whole-steps, one half·sl~p, three
whole·steps, one half-step. We can
make such a scale on any black
or white key and the first tone of
the scale is called the Keynote, and
gives the scale its name."
"I believe," said Hugh, "such
a family of tones is also called a
tonality."
"And I read some place that a
key means something
that opens
the way to understanding.
So, it
seems to me that the scales, in aU
their different keys, open the way
to understanding
many
things

about music. See what I mean?"
"I do," replied Nancy."
I don't
see how we could study harmony
if we did not understand
scales,
and I don't think anyone
could
become
a good reader
without
understanding
scales arid keys."
"And I don't think we can learn
to play smoothly unless we know
the fingering of all the scales."
"Speaking
of all the scales,"
Harold
said, "don't
forget there
are lots of scales! Twelve majors,
twelve
harmonic
minors,
twelve
melodic
minors,
one chromatic,
two whole-tone scales, and a few
more if you write them on paper,
because you can write a scale with

the notes of the key 01 G-flat, and
you can write it over again with
the notes of the key of F -sharp.
They sound alike and are played
on the same keys on the piano,
but they look very different
on
the staff."
"Well,"
commented
Betsy~ "I
still think it's confusing to have the
same word for a piece of ivory and

II

you

playing

in

the key of Donajor,
these tone
would be D (the tonic, or fi rst 0 r
the scale), G (the Subdominant, or
fourth tone of the scale), and A
(the Dominant, or fifth tone of the
scale). The triads built on these
three tones would he D-F-sharp-A.
the Tonic triad; G-B-D, the Subdominant;
and A-C-sharp-E,
the
Dominant, and now you are ready
to go.
Play these triads
011 your
keyboard in different
positions,
also
as broken
chords
and arpeggios,
until you feel quite at home with

for a family of tones of a scale."
"Cheer up," said Hugh. "You'll
find that practicing
the scales in
all their keys opens up the way to
understanding
music."

them, then use them for the ground.
floor pattern for an endless number
of melodies,
such as folk-songs,
tunes you learned at school, well.
known
simple melodies, Cowboy
tunes, etc. Your ear will tell you
when to use each of the triads. As
an example, in Dicl FO//,,-$ at Home,
the toni
triad i used until the
word river, which calls for the sub.
dominant
then back to the tonic
to th w rd a-way. You will have
n
troubl
working out the reo
maind
r
(thi
and
me other
mel di
Amon" th many mele-

die

you can easily pinyon Ihekey.
boa rd,
r sing
r whistle to these
three triad arc: Dixi Land, Red
Riv r alley, Yank e Doodle, Old
Bin k Jo . Auld Lang yne, Tur.
kcy in th
traw, Jinglc Bell, etc.
Even rh famou Brahm Lullaby
uses
nly
m nie !

same

th

three har-

Try th se and see if you can find
oth r midi
which use only tbe
toni,
triad.

subdomil1nnt

and

WHO KNOWS THE
(Keep

SCore:

One

1. Is

a libretto
the score used by
the conductor
of a symphony
orchestra
or the book of words
of an opera?
(5 points)
2. How many halI-steps
are in a
minor second?
(5 points)
3. Which of the following
words
relate to music:
timbrel,
tumbrel, tune~ timbre,
tundra, tun icate, tunic, tonic?
(15 points)
4·. Who wrote
the short
opera,
produced
several times on television, called "Amahl
and the
Night Visitors"?
(20 points)
5. Which
composer's
first name
was Camille?
(5 points)
6. When either a triad or chord is
written on the staff does it occupy lines, spaces or both? (10
points)

8. How long is the keyboard
a plano? (20 points)

PROJECT

lor the MONTH
on beautift,l
hr
pas·

Concentrate
.
G
mg.
ood phrasing
is one of tbe
marks of a good musician.

of

IUHulred

j.

9_ How
one

time?

10. From

with
points)

RESULTS of November INSTRUMENTAL PUZZLE
A greatmanyanswers were received,
whichmustprove that the puzzle was
notdifficult.In No.4 a form of m~.
sica]compositionwas called for, 'In
whichthe central letter is N. Many
answersused either the word rondo
orcanon.These are forms of musical
composition,
but many other answers
gavethe words, tango, songs, sonnet,
canto,minor, nonet, dance, none of
whichare established forms of musicalcomposition, but as so many
contestantsevidently thought
they

Prize Winners
Class A, Genevieve Jilk
Hlinois
Class B, Betty Litman
Canada
ChtSR C. Anne Shontz
Missouri

(Age

16).

(Age

l2),

(Age

11).

were, J unior Etude is permitting
their use in the Honorable Mention
List but not in the prize-winning
group. Honorable
mention .list next
month.

lellers in c.u·e of
Junior Elulle,
Bryn Mawr,
Pa.,
and they will be forwarded
to the
writers. Do not

risk

£01'

addresses.

FOI'eign mail is 8 cenls; !lome fo~ ..
eign airmail is 15 cents and some 18
25 cenls.
Consult YOUl' Post OffiCf;
berOl'e Sl:IIl1ping foreign
air mail.

per/eel)

many sixleenth notes fill
measure
in three-eighth

(S points)

what i the theme given
this quiz taken?
(10

DearJunior Etude:
Iama music student in Austria and
wouldlike to exchange letters with
musicstudents of other countries
whoplay piano and like concerts. I
wouldbe very happy if you would
publishmy leiter.
Ingrid Schratzberger (Age 16).

t:>

Tasteful Elegance
your family will cherish

for years

Lovely, yet simple, characterized
by graceful p.roportio~s. These
are the reasons why Sheraton is so popular with today s h.om.emakers. In this new Starck De Luxe you have She~aeon 10 .as
mose liveable version ... and a spinee of fine muslCal,qualay.
There are many ocher Starck seyles. See them at your dealer s coday.
FREE-"Music
there

in Your Child's Development"-a
are children in your home.

P.A.itartk Piano ClflJ.

helpful

booklet

you'll

want

if

234 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO ... illiNOIS

Tops in Technic Teaching!

Dear Junior Etude:
I am takinO' piano lessons and enjoy
music veryo much. I have been sick
with rheumatic
fever but piano playinu does not make me feel tjred as
so~e other things do. I would be
«lad if any body would write to me.

Austria

of

A Piano
You anJ

•

•

TECHNIC

IS FUN BOOKS BY HIRSCHBERG

Leadin conservatories,
schools of music and the finest piano teoc~ers of .the cOllntn: ~ontinllall~ soy "Indispensable
to good teaching,"
because of the Interesting and angmal
way the technic studies are presented.

TECHNIC
TECHNIC
TECHNIC
TECHNIC
TECHNIC
TECHNIC

George Kelley, Jr. (Age 13),
Virginia

•

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

$ .B5
.85
.85
.85
.85
.85

FUN-PREPARATORY BOOK by Hirschberg
FUN-BOOK ONE by Hirschberg
....
FUN-BOOK
TWO by Hirschberg
FUN-BOOK THREE by Hirschberg
FUN-BOOK FOUR by Hirschberg
.FUN-BOOK
FIVE by Hirschberg

.75
1 & 2 by Bermont
Very familiar tunes with extra core given to the ARRANGEMENTS, FINC;;ERIN.G and
AVERAGE VOICE RANGE. Excellent for a limited technique. as most selectlan.s lie well
under the hand in the five fingel position. All tunes really Singable (not too high or too
low). Readily supplements any piano teaching method.

PLAY THAT TUNE-Books

Answers On next page
MY MUSIC HOUSE
(FOI'

Young

JuniorcllCS)

by Eli::abet!& Blackburn

Marliu

A little Music House I drew, It's
fun to do such tricks, It helps my
daily practice,
loo, this house of
many
bricks. For e,·ery exercise
well clone, arpeggios or tnlls, One
brick
I color red, just one, For
scales
or chords or drills. When
Teacher
saw my house, she said
"Work
for a perfect score. When
every
brick is colored red We'll
start
your
repertoire. Hold your
ideals very high." (That's what I'll

try to do). Thc Music House helps
that's why I hope you'll draw
too. Let us look forward to
the day When e..ery brick is filled.
A first recital we can play. Thenwon't our friends be thrilled!
lots;
one,

ETUDE-MARCH
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§lar£A

dominant

WER?

Stunning New
Spinet by

The De Luxe

r Etude will award three attractive
prizes this month for corThe
Ibl
C'ontest IS open to a lIb oys
test
answers
to
the
puzz
e
e
ow.
red and nea
d . I under the age of twenty.
an glrAs lxteen to twenty years of age; Class B, 12 to 16; Class C, under
Class ,SI.
I I
I
d
"
name and age-class on upper
e t corner 0 paper an your
12. Put yourpper right corner. Write on one side of paper only'. Do n.ot use
addresson U
.
d do not have anyone ma k e a copy 0 I t h e war k I or you.
typewritersan
.
hi
..
I
bl
.
rize
winners and list of t u-ty receiving ronora e menuon
Names0 f P
.
.
UDE
'1 a ear on this page 111 a later Issue of. ET
.
..
wII pp
Topic: Do I prefer sightreading
or memorizing?
(Not more than 150 words)
Contestcloses March 31. Send entries to Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Send replies to

S4

iiiIIiiiiI...

are

7. Arrange
the fOllowing
names
correctly:
Cesar Massenet
lea
Verdi, GU1seppe Sibelius,' lUle~
Franck.' Edward
Dvorak~ Anton Gneg.
(5 points)

What is a k€yo?

Junior Etude Contest
JuDlo.

DearJunior Etude:
I havetaken piano lessons for severalyears and enjoy it very much,
andI also play marimba in our orchestra. My hobbies are skating,
baseball, fishing and long bicycle
rides.I would enjoy hearing from
otherJunior Etuders.
Patty 10 Bruggman (Age 12),
California

. MUSICORD

r

•

See letter above

•

AIIllwers to Quiz

1. Bookof words of opera; 2. one;
3. timbrel (a small, drum-like instrumentof olden times), tune, timbr~ (vocal quality), tonic; 4. Carlo
Mmotti; Saint-Sa ens ; 6. if in funda.mentalposition it occupies either
~nesor spaces; if inverted both mu~t
e used; 7. Cesar Franck, Jean 51belius,Guiseppe Verdi, Jules Massenet, Edward Grieg, Anton Dvorak;
8.f?ur feet; 9. six;_10. Andante from
Strmg Quartette by Tschaikowsky.

1955

Dear Junior Etude:
You can't imagine how I l?ok fOff
ward to getting my next Issue 0
ETUDE. I would like to. corres~ond
'th anyone interested
111 musIC. I
:~ve taken lessons for over ten years;
belong
to a chorus and ha.ve
a I so
.
recmt died
theory and mUSIC app
5."
I wo uld like to hear from readllon.

ers.

Jane C. Forte (Age

17),
Massachusetts

~\
I

PUBLICATIONS

(Write for free catalogue)

858 Post Avenue

Staten

Island

10. N. Y.

TANGLEWOOD-1955
BERKSHI.RE

MUSIC

CHARLES MUNCH,

Copland, Assistant

Aaron
A summer

CENTER
Director
Director

school of music maintained
by the Boston Symphony
in connection
with the Berkshire
Festival concerts.

Orchestra

July 4 to August 14th
at Lenox, Massachuseifs

DEPT. , . INSTRUMENTAL
DEPT. "

MUSIC

CHORUS
DEPT. V, TANGLEWOOD
IDEPT.

V-FOR

DEPT.

/II COMPOSITION

DEPT. IV OPERA
STUDY GROUP

2, 4 OR 6 WEEKSJ

For catalog plea~e address Min E. Bonter

Berkshire Music Center
Symphony Hall. Boston 15. Massachusetts

J
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COMMON

FOR THE SCHOOL

(Continued
orchestral
literature
will develop
when an orchestra provides special
musical assemblies, young people's
concerts
and special festivals
of
music, both the performers and nonperformers-all
types of students
in the school should be reached and
influenced to better understand
and
desire more good music.
2. Through this intelligent
presentation and understanding
of orchestral music. the daily lives of all
students will be affected. When sood
literature is studied and perfor~ed,
when inspirational rehearsals and effective lessons are experienced, when
essential reading and basic Iisten-:
ing to recordings become important,
then the true meaning and messaze
of music is revealed and becomes an
essential part of the daily life of all
students in the school. In such a
healthy envil'Ooment it will easily
become an accepted pattern for an.
3. Every child, youth and youn<Y
~dult
be given abundant
op~
portulllty
to develop the skill of
playing and the choice of understanding all types of music in this
instance
orchestral
music,' in accordance with his or her inclination
and capacity as an individual. When
considering this from the orchestral
training
point of view, it is this
writer's belief that such results can
best be accomplished by maintaining high standards in the choice of
literature and in the quality of per~
formance. When both can be done
and at the same time a maximum
number of participants be included
in the group, then the orchestral
program
will be approachin<Y the
desired ideal.
""
Other classes both in and out of
the music department can rightfully
expect
the
same
consideration.
Through integration and correlation
most clq.sses in an up-to-date school
should permit all students to work
)lP to full capacity. In that music
course dealing especially with orchestra, it is most certainly one of
the desirable outcomes.
To turn to the negative view, common sense planning would demand
that the basic purposes for havin
orchestras in schools should not b:
(l) to develop social barriers amon <Y
students by catering only to thos:
students who can afford to pay for
~essons and buy the best brands of
mstruments;
(2) to build the director's reputation by winning contests; or (3) to prepare students for
a professional
career in music (althoul?h this may well be a by-product, lt can hardly be considered one
?f the ~hief aims). Any policy of
mstructlOn or administration
for the
school orchestra which tends to exclude students
from participation
should be. carefully weighed lest one
of the major goals for teaching music
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The matter of public performanct
by the orchestra often presents rna.
jor problems in planning. Whenever
both
training
and
performance
groups are maintained this problem
usually finds a sati ..factory solution.
b lit W Ilen all beginners and inter.
me d iates are scheduled wilh the more
advanced
performers. a public Con.
cert may become an ordeal which

PLANNING
ORCHESTRA
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in schools be lost. In many instances
the orchestra
teacher
pays lip service to this ideal, yet shows scorn for
all forms of "un specialized"
musical
activities by refusing
to play. orchestral
accompaniments
for as-

I

t te gifted can hardly endure. If the
public concert is considered the show

semhly sings, by being too busy to
prepare
orchestral
students
for
case for the school's be I efforts.
special demonstrations
in the scithen
certainly
the most talented
ence laboratory
or other academic
hould b in Ih c nt r of the er.
classes where this type of oont ribuchesrra plunn rs crearl n. nly musie
tion is both desirable
and helpful
t.he t i well pr pared and well perto the total school, by neglecting
10
form d dar
be pr sented a.. a by.
furnish small chamber
music enprodu t
f Ih orchestral trainins
sembles fOT home room and other
program.
ood public relations and
extra-school activities,
and by talkc mmuniry
support aIW8)!l follow
ing down
the
folk
instruments
wh n rhi prin ipl i~used as a
needed so often in the recreational
guide.
music life of the school. These. 10
Every or hestral d velopm nt. be
mention but a few ways that the
it in I mentnry s hool, Junior High,
orchestra teacher fails to cont ribute
enlor High or
II ge, should atto the total school program.
can be
t mpt 10 SOli, fy al ) 8<;t two rune·
classified as a lack in common sense
1 ion
10 be mo ..t If li\'e and worth·
planning in matters
that affect the
while. (l) II should provide mm;ical
orchestra.
experien
e for all tlte ludents of
It should be noted that these lacks
the sch 01 and
rv as a resource
have not been suggested
as the jillfor spiritual
nri hm nl and enhance
portant aspects of the teachinrr asthe d velopment
of laSle and dissignment.
All
agree
that
:ood
crimination
for all IYI)CS and slyles
teachers desire to lift the eyes "'and
of orcheSlral
music. If Ih orchestra
ears of their students
to horizons
provides
only ( r (he ~mall group
that result in love and understanding
who perf nn. can il really be justi·
of the great and beautiful
'in 01'fled in the urri ulum? The enrich·
ches.tralliterature,
but all should also
mellL and cultural service th.is group
realize t~at teachers begin where they
can provid
for the school as 8
find then students
and go on from
whole should be one of the chief
tl~ere. Ma.ny times
there may be
reasons
for ils existence in tlte prodIamonds lJ1 the rough if the leaders
gram.
(2) It should. howe\'er. also
are only patient.
The teachers
of
provide special Ol}portunilies for lhe
~eneral music classes have a quotamore talented
and gifted to make
tlO~ which orchestra
teachers might
their
own
pecial contribution to
sen~usly
consider,
"All
kinds
of
the total
chool society. In orchesmUSICto bring happiness
to all kinds
tras
o[ intermediate
or ad\'snced
of people."
gra d e, Hterature
for sighl reading
But. what should be planned
(or
should
be available and used with
the g;fted and talented
music stu.
no intent of public performance. but
~ents. Should there be any hesitaonly to help develop a tasle for all
tlO.n.. to provide
for their special
styles
and
periods of the great
abIlItIes? We believe not. On the conmusical herilage that belongs to the
trarJ'devery
means ought to be exorchesLra.
pen e. to provide special acL,·v·,t,·e,
01 Cour e. j[ th "e oppOrtunilies
h
their sk·11
'To ennc h and sharpen
J S
are provided.
the school musl he
rue, t e public
schools
.
professional
schools
yet
are fInot
prepared
to furnish an adequate perh ld b
,no
e ort
sonnel
in the teaching siaff. also
s ou
e spared to see that gifted
sufficient school L,·n,e (or class sch,.
students are working up r
.
d
b
0 capacIty
duling and a budget to suppOrl both.
an
not
eing anowed
to 10 (j
E b
doe, not·
a.
t
ac. of these lopics could be ex·
t
dIe seem Incompatibl
Orecompanded
into an article on thaI sub·
men. t lat Opportunities
should b
.
I
prOVIded for both the a
eJect?
one; hence, they will only be
th
'f d'
verage and
menuoned
at Lhis time. Later in this
~ gl ~e m a school orchestra situcolumn each wHI be de\'e1oped more
atlO.n. t must be remembered
that
(ully.
a. gIfted and talented
performer
d
Tlv.es ~ne kind of satisfaction
fro~
The complete music program, in·
bemg Just an~ther player in a Jar e
c~uding
performance
groups for
group or sectIon
but'
g
j::l1lgers
and
players
as well as
,quHe
another
type 0 1 pleasure from be'
.
I.steners,
has not always been as
ated m
. a sma II selected
mg
vlt
rou assoCI.
. a II y re I ated to the curriculum as
ot~er talented and highl g.
p with
It should
have been. Too often it
students . Wh en t IlC gifted
. Y IOterested
has b een considered
are en
an extra be·
couraged to blossom forth'
Y0':ld the school day. Yet. as one
se m bl e or so I0 capacity.
111 an enw flIer h as recently said, "The music
much
re
can be expected of them th
m:
pe~formance
groups can serve to
allowed to reduce to
an w en
hnng fresh air to a curriculum which
average speed.
h
b

the orchestra
in this complete music
program and in the total curriculum
is an important
one when considering cultural
and emotional
growth
of youth, and when the real reason
for offering orchestra,
as a part of
school work, is correctly understood,

c
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III.

PROGRAM

there is little doubt but that the im-\
portant spot which it merits will be
accorded
it. Common
sense must
point to the fact that in planning for
the school orchestra, the needs of its
performers must be given first consideration.
THE END
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local historical
event; or it may deal
with some local legendary figure.
Robert Choate used something of
this approach
in a program orginating in Spokane,
Washington.
The
theme on this occasion had to do
with the opening up of the Pacific
Northwest.
A portion of the script
took for its main idea "Christmas
in
the Early Northwest"
and from that
a very easy transition
was made to
"Christmas
in Spokane Today." John
Kendel
of the Denver schools approached
the same idea in a somewhat
different
fashion
when
he
presented
a program
devoted to a
depiction
of "The
Spirit
of the
Rockies."
His approach
was a development
of a feeling for what one
may term the "atmosphere"
of the
region.
A thematic idea centered on some
incident in the history or' a particular
state offers still another possibility.
Bernard Regier, at that time Director
of the Hutchinson,
Kansas, Junior
College A Cappella Choir, built Lhe
program
around
the music of the
peoples of the early days in Kansas.
Music for this broadcast was chosen
from Indian sources, from the folksongs
of the West, from Negro
spirituals,
from the songs of the Civil
War period, and from present day
compositions
of the territory.
Use may be made of some extended
literary
work as the basis
for a radio continuity. L. Bruce Jones
and Ruth Klepper
Settle of Little
Rock, presented
a broadcast
based
on an epic poem, "The Story of
Arkansas,"
by John Gould Fletcher,
an Arkansas
poet. All of the continuity was taken from the poem and
presented
in interesting
usage .of
rhymed script throughout
a~ enUre
program. In this case, the scnpt was,
of course, chosen first and the music
was so selected that it would empha"ize certain ideas in the development
~f the poem_ School people are. well
aware of the National Educational
Association
and its publication ".The
Education
of Free Men in Amencan
Democracy."
It is probable,
h?wever, that few persons wou~d thlOk
of such a document
as baSIS for a
music program. Nevertheless,. Ernest
at
that time SuperVIsor of
Hares,
5 L .
Instrumental
Music in the t. OulS
"chools
utilized an abridgement
of
~h.is m~terial as thematic idea for a
broadcast
entitled "Free Me~." Mr.
Hares also developed
a radIO presentation
entitled
"Progr~mme
of
Praise." The script was bUIlt around

the one hundred fiftieth Psalm, showing "The varied conceptions of this
Psalm, as used by different religions
throughout
the world." The music
was taken from the Hebrew liturgy,
from Gregorian chant usage, from
the Lutheran Reformation,
and from
the spirituals of the American Negro.
The broadcast also included the setting of the Psalm by Cesar Franck.
and Handel's use of the same textual
idea in The Hallelujah
Chorus from
"The Messiah."
Louis Woodson Curtis, formerly
Director of Music in the Los Angeles
Schools, presented
a program
of
"Music of the Americas." There was
an interesting interplay here of contributions
from the musical repertoire of various countries
of the
Western Hemisphere.
Music woven around a patriotic
motif was adopted by Chester Francis
of Oklahoma City. Dorothy Wassum,
at that time director of choral work
in the Abraham Lincoln High School
of Council Bluffs, Iowa, took for a
title, "Spires of Freedom." The cen·
tralizing idea was the significance
of the church in the life of a nation, Attention was given to the early
Jewish temple with its appropriate
Hebrew music; to the church of the
Middle Ages and the music of the
Crusades;
to the Gothic cathedral
and the compositions of Palestrina;
to the Reformation
chapel and the
Lutheran chorale; to the church of
today and its contemporary
music.
This article does not by any means
indicate all of the possibilities. It
does, however, point out a few ideas
which have been actually used, and
indicates
how certain
conductors
have developed
specific thematic
ideas.
It should be emphasized that in
the desire to develop programs of
dramatic interest and continuit.y one
must not lose sight of the music.
which, after all. is the most importanl
thing in the program. The main purpose of all our concerts should be to
present good music in an interesting
manner. Let us have good music ill
an interesting setting, but let us be
sure that the background
really is
a setting and not the principal ele·
ment. Let the music be as a character in a drama.
Let it speak
against the setting;
let it not be
swallowed up and overwhelmed by
the mounting of the scenery.
(The next article to appear in the
April issue of ETUDE will deal with
sLaging.-Ed.
NoLe) .
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into six figures. Friml, however, is
in every sense, a thoroughly
trained
musician and a well qualified composer. His major
compositions
are
by no means mere ephemeral
improvisations.
The marvelous
simplicity
of the
themes of Stephen
Foster stilt delight musicians and amaze theorists.
Foster rarely got far from the three
major chords, tonic, dominant
and
subdominant.
He almost
never indulged in chromatic
alterations.
Yet
in four measures
he could make a
definite melodic impression
up n the
human mind that was almost indelible. Note Old Folks at Home. Old
Kentucky Home. Messa's in the Cold,
Cold Ground. Come Where My Love
Lies Dreaming,
Jeannie
with thfl
Light Brown Hair. Practically
all of
these lovely melodies
were written
over one hundred
years ago. They
are simplicity
itself, but their in.
Huence over people of many lands
has resulted in the Stephen
Foster
Memorial
in Pittsburgh,
Penn yl_
vania, the most imposing
monument
ever erected to any composer.
Moreover, during the period from
1855 to ]955, thousands
of works by
great masters
have
been written
many of them by composers
whos~
musical training and technic was infinitely finer than that of the humble
American Stephen
Foster. who died
literally a pauper,
in Bellevue Hospital in New York City.
Will the people of the earth discard melodies that have survived cen.
turies in the works of really great
masters for music WIthout perceptible melody? On the whole
human
appetites
vary
little
thro~gh
the
!ears. Shakespeare
reigns supreme
~n the drama in Our times as he did
m 1600, and his three hundred
and
fifty year old plays are received today on the stage, in the movies and
on television with as much interest
as the latest Broadway
hit.
Many of the masters from Wagner.
Schumann,
Brahms
and L"
T h"k
k
ISZI. 10
c al ovs y, Grieg, Debussy Strauss
Ravel, Puccini
and Stravi;sky
and
others,
have
produced
1 d"
h' h
me 0 les
w IC. hav~ that permanent
quality
leadmg to Immortality.
How many of
these masters,
however,
produced
wonderful t?nes that will last Ion er
thanh.the
slmple,
charming,
he:rttouc l~g. wholly
llnsophisticated
melodIes of Stephen Foste ?
M W1bhen. one considers tha~ 'the tune
a rouk has survived
.
during which
eentunes.
emperors,
kings and
governments have passed
pal
f
away. and
aces,
ortresses
cath d I
whole cities have' be
e ra sand
the earth, and the fon~n h crushed .to
tators and tyrant
h
ope of dlcera ted and mOll' s ave been oblit_
,
I IOns of
I
been ground under
the peop e have
of war, one feels an
!uggernaut
amaZIng respect

for the incredible immortali4' of a
simple
m:lody. Naturally everyone
has the highest admiration for the
masters
who have developed the
technic and consummate skill to em.
ploy melodies in epic works, whether
the work be the Bach B Minor or
Ravel's
"Daphne
and Chloe." All
progress depend upon new research
new experiments,
new creations. Bu;
is there
an)' law which prohibits
beauty, power, strength and magnifi.
cent simpli it)' in art? MUllt we ex.
change grandeur (or confusion and
discord;
harm for ugline e: balance
for
ccentri ity; rca son f r non.

sense?
Our modern art Rail rie seem to
m st peopl
Irardc admit ion thai in
our 8 ar h for change w heve been
pu h d Int
an abys.
old and
abandon
d osrnoRTsphi~.
metime
ago in 8 European chy a group of
artist
gay
an exhibition in which
a muster-pi
C
of the grtal
panish
painl
r, Velaqque:t (1599.1660). wa~
surround
d hy a number of ultra.
m d rn work
modem extremists.
Th y were Iarg I)· daub .. of color
with ind t rminabl form. TI10se who
saw this rcdUCII'O ad absurdum com.
pari
11.
collap d with laughter.
M u h mod m mu ic likewise setm.~
to many a r trogr
ion from Ihe
high id al of Ihe @rC81rna ler .
A rl r tun
a plinlh of the great
rna t rpi
of tile pa I and the
world 10 k~ (o,,",'ard 10 healthy. nor·
mal expan_iOIl
of Our human needs
for the CUlure. We can n~'er neg·
leel lhol implicil)' which mak true
art akin to the aMi lic PUril)' of the

or

or

Greek.
THE END
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wltich

lu rk behind every melSU~,
because the Negro literally poured
his heart inlo tbem.
Besides suffering. ~18\""erybrought
to the
~egro Ule :stor), of Jesu In
that stor
the sIne found the coun·
terpart
of his own tragic eJperi·
enc
and inSlantl claimed the hero
of lhat epi drama for his own. which
give
meaning
to the oh-recurnng
umah J ~U8·· in lhese song The
slave id nli6ed himseU with we
vior of aU mankind wbose tnl"J.il
and triumph
became the hope and
assurance
of hi own deli'f"eranet.
Thu
religion
became the medium
for express.mg
tho s.lne's lamenlS
and aspirations
for physical as 'tfell
as pirilual
relea..~.
egro religiou
fol .~Dg coola.in
the experience!
and feelings of I
peopl
who
uffered much. The
(Conlinued on PG&e61)

THE CALL TO TEACH

SPECIAL COURSES IN MUSIC
AND MUSIC EDUCA liON

(Continued from Page 26)

andthose who d~velop a ~atred ?f
music from their expenence
In
studying,it does not -appear that
tellingand shewing o~hers how to
I . all there IS to being1'1 a teacher.
p~IS
""
Andthat is very true.
ie missing
elementis personalit~. Unless t.he
teacherhas a dynamic personality
thepupil derives little motivation to
pushingonward from one level to
anotherof the climb toward acco.m.
plished performance. ~n effective
personalityis reveal~d In term.s of
ideals, goals, entbusiasms,
seriousness of purpose and sincerity. To
top it all, a sense of humor can
makethe lessons delightful
as well
as absorbing,
The other element of the gifted
teacher,insight, stems from a psychological understanding
of the
pupil at hand. There are teachers
knownfor their temperamental
outburstsor for their extreme kindness.
Treatingall pupils with biting sarcasmor meekness and kindness is
equallywrong. There are pupils who
respondonly to a scolding or rough.
er treatment; others are petrified
withfear at the slightest hint of irritation.To treat pupils without recognizingthese differences in temperamentis a sign of lack of talent for
thehighest type of teaching. To allow pupils to remain as they are
confirmsthis lack. The pupil who
only responds to rough treatment
must gradually be brought around
wherehe responds to less forceful
measures. The pupil who cannot
beara harsh word must be molded
so as to be able to stand and welcomeconstructive criticism.
The development of educational
psychologyhas increased
the responsibilityof the teacher tremendously. In the past, subject matter
wasthe pivotal point around which
all education centered. Every pupil
Wasexpected to master a set curricu·
lum in school. Anyone
studying
pianowas given a prescribed set of
booksand pieces to master_The StHdent may not have cared at all for
whathe was given to do. That was
besidethe point. If he was to play he
wouldhave to master the given work
regardless of his interest in it. A
great deal of piano teaching is still
carried on in this fashion despite
itstendencyto boredom and gradual
Withdrawalof aU interest
in the
piano.
Today, psychology makes

dent the central point in the learning process around which everything
else gravitates.
It has been definitely
established
that where the interest
and attitude
of the learner
are
ignored,
education
is of doubtful
value. Education
is conceived as a
growth based on a felt need to get
things straightened
out that are of
significance
to the pupil. This impu lse leads to self effort and self
education.
The finest teaching
creates situations
in which such effort
is encouraged
to continue.
Where
aptitude
for piano play.
ing is lacking,
the teacher can do
little that is of lasting musical value.
It takes some musical sensitivity and
talent to profit {rom the work of a
good teacher.
Every child cannot
successfully
study the piano. Some
lack
factors
of co-ordination,
of
ability
to handle
complex
mental
concepts,
of imagination,
of responsiveness
to tonal patterns,
or of
rhythmical
feeling.
The tests
for
musical aptitude like Seashore's and
Kwalwasser
plainly reveal such de·
ficiencies exist.
But such pupils offer little problem. Their lack of affinity for music
study is quickly revealed and their
lessons
soon halt. The challenging
problems
come from the talented
students
who make some progress
and then appear to make little headway.
The good teacher would see this
in terms of personality conflict. Talent could not advance where con?itions in the environment
caused 1Ohibitions
and frustrations,
or where
practice lacked concentration t?rough
mental
laziness.
Whatever
)t was
would
have to be diagnosed
and
remedied
before
further
progr~ss
could develop. This is the ~reatIve
wQrk of molding
personality
for
effective musical expres~ion:
The art of piano teachmg IS bound
up with the prevention and re~oval
of personality
defects that hllld~r
normal musical development,
and It
is that aspect of piano study that
the born teacher reaJjz~s as t.he crux
of the problem in dealIng wlth ]ac~
of interest
in lessons. The responSlbilities and opportunities
of t~e creative teacher are interwoven WIth the
psychological
and spiritual. factors
f modern educational
practIce. The
~all to teach is an intuitive grasp of
this fact.

the stu-

THE END
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THE RELIGIOUS FOLK SONGS
OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO

Ex.2

Pg IJ

1Qg1q:--@TJ

reign, 0 reign, 0

(Continued from Page 58)
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amutof human emotions contained
~nthemis extremely wide. We must
~ereforefirst seek, by sincere study
andinsight,the real message of the
musicitself before we can pass it
on10 the listener in a manner that
hehas a right to expect. Whether
thesingingof this music is alive
or lifelessdepends, more or less,
uponthe performer, The executant
or the conductor and his singers
mustkeepin mind that music per se
isinvisible,and the notation or symbolswesee on the staves and erro. neouslycalled music, are but the
repre:entation
of sound, For this rearon. wemustfirst seek the real music,
its'emotionalcontent and the messagebehindthe symbols,
The interpreter of the religious
felk-sengs of the American Negro
should,by study, analysis and reflection, striveto recreate in himself
the spiritual motivations of these
songsand address their message to
thespiritualaffinities that dwell deep
in the breast of aU human beings.
Inthisundertaking, the language of
thesesongshas its own peculiar significance,
It is a mistake to think
lhatthe dialect of the Negro is only
acrudeattempt to pronounce AngloSaxonwords. Careful examination
will revealthat instead, it is an instinctive
modification of their harsh
andguttural sounds to satisfy his
naturalpreference for soft and euphcnius vocables characteristic
of
his native African speech. Instead
of the diphthongal "I," the Negro
:ays"ah": for the sharp-aspirated
"th" in "the," he uses "de"; for the
final"Ih" in "with," he says "wid,"
etc,
Onequestionthat frequently arises
Concernsthe correct pronunciation
o,fthe word "de" that occurs from
~e to time in Negro folk-songs.
, e,rules that apply to the pronunc~alion
of standard English ordinarilj applyto dialect. Let us consider
the word "d e."<Thi IS IS
. t h e dIS
• 1ect
f~rmof the article "the." The rule
dl,reetsthat before words beginning
with a vowel sound, "de" is pronouncedwith the long "e"; before
thosethat
b·egm Wlt
. h a consonant
,
It takes an mtermediate
.
"e" sound_'
Th e f II .
"d 0 oWingexample will suffice:
"de East, pronounced "dee" East·
e"W
est,
pronounced "duJI" West '
B ut the
-.'
, re are no rules of ulllversal
I n f or pronouncmg
appIcatio
•.
dIalect.
Letters aft I]
, er a are only symbols'
andsybl'
,.'
, m 0 s are subject to a Wide
vanety
f'
Ii ' 0 Interpretations, as every
ngUistknows A
.
.
.
th E'
.
case 10 POlOt ]s
,,~, n~lish "e" and the continental
e whichar
.
.
SOunds : two entirely dIfferent
should'~~o InSure correctness
one
of th "udy the spoken language
'lU Oge who are born to it.
we nowco
folk
.
me to a p hase of Negro
-mUSiC which, I believe,
poses
II

19;;

the greatest
problem for most people; namely,
its rhythm. It is this
element that gives this music much
of its vitality and significance.
Just
a cursory
study of these melodies
will reveal that they are highly syncopated;
that is, the regular accent
is shifted
from the strong part of
a measure
or beat to a weak part.
The syncope within the measure,
thus, If J fl is not difficult to sing
or execute;
it is the irregularity
within the beats that is apt to upset
things. The following is an example
of syncopation
occurring within the
beats:

~~

reign my Sav-iour,

J lot I'·
JiIJ·

JdFlJ

P IJ

reign Mas-anJe·sus, reign,O
t":\t":\

01

reign, sal.va-tiou

.. d J I J. II

III my soul, reiglJ,l\!ns-Sll. je-sus,

reign.

The following is what really happens in the fifth and sixth measures
of this melody when a gathering of
Negroes sing it without a director
to indicate the lingering on the word
"soul" :
Ex.3

~J;J
+4==sn
reign

1Fl D

~'I

soul,

sal.

va-t.ion

If
ill •.a,

11'l~'
Ii J I.

,oy

I

j.

Reign, Mas-sa Ja-slIs,

I, II

reign.

The next example is from There
is a Balm in Gilead, the fourth measure of which is transcribed

thus:

Ex.4 ~

"~~I~r.-.~_~,,,§·
iP' 1 f~ ~~~~~'
0 4 I ~~
J
whole,

thero

In performance
place:

is

this example, the top line
should not be emitted in a mechanical fashion;
rather should it be sung
in a free and fluid manner while
the lower line moves along without
Interruption.
The movement of these
two rhythms
can be likened to the
surface of a stream that is momentarily ruffled by some obstacle while
at the same time its undercurrent
is
continuous.
It is revealed from a study of several early collections of these songs,
as well as some recent ones, that the
printed notation does not always correspond to the music as sung. One
often hears the statement:
"No one
sings these songs as Negroes sing
them." This is true only in part,
because much that could be put on
paper, rhythmically
and otherwise,
is omitted
in the transcription.
It
has been observed in many quarters
that there are few Negro folk-songs
in triple meter. This is true. But, on
the other hand, the Negro does something infinitely more interesting.
He
frequently
intersperses
the duple
meter with a triple. This alternatIOn
of duple and triple rhythms is quite
characteristic
of the indigenous
music of West Africa, as I found during my travel and study among a
number of tribes on the West Coast
of Africa.
Most transcribers
of Negro singing seem to be lost when confro~ted
with this mixture of duple and tnple
rhythms. Instead of writing down the
rhythms and meters as th~y are actually sung, they simply wnte pauses
over the notes in question, thus stopping the rhythmic
flow c0.mpletely.
Two examples,
I think, will suffice
to make this clear. The melod~ of
Reign, Massa Jesus is transcnbed

"ii'P G ~ P 11

o

whole,

lot,.
ill

the following takes

~.

In singing

u, b,l1m

tbere is a

s

I. J I,,,·

balm

in

The following is an example of
the alternation
of duple and triple
meter where there is no involvement
of the fermata:

from time to time, especially when
some singers and choirs perform the
more animated
Negro folk-songs.
The singer
or conductor
should
strive for a regular, even tempo with
elastic
rhythms
corning forth in
large, flowing waves; otherwise, the
singing will be rigid and out of character.
With most peoples, the folk-song
is a product of secular life-a
sort
of divertissement. With the Negro
slave, who was kept in continuous
bondage in this country for nearly
three hundred years, and deprived
of every medium for mental
and
emotional expression, the folk-song
was his only means of getting relief
from pain and frustration.
He put
into song his miseries, his hopes and
desires, and his faith. Into them he
put his longing for deliverance.
It cannot be stressed too strongly
that these songs should never be
sung for the expressed purpose of
amusing
or even entertaining
the
hearer. There is nothing humorous
in the sentiments expressed by the
words or rhythms of the music. True,
there are times when the Negro gives
an unexpected
turn or twist to an
idea, but it certainly was not designed for a "laugh." Frequently,
male quartets and soloists sing certain Negro folksongs for the sole
purpose
of making an audience
laugh or to lighten up an otherwise
"dead" program .. One such song is

Scandalize My Name:
I met my brother the other day

An' gave him 'my right hand,
An' just as soon as ever my back
was turned,
He scandalized my name.
Refrain
These examples have been used
for the purpose of stating a fundamental principle to follow in singing
Negro' folk-music; namely: Keep the
tempo; do not upset it with spasmodic retardandi and accelerandi.
"Losing" the tempo is irritating to
the Negro. As a young man, I performed in several dance bands that
played for both "colored
dances"
and "white dances." At dances for
white people, we could play the socalled "symphonic arrangements"
of
"popular" tunes in which the tempo
changed frequently
without apparently upsetting the couples. (Were
they experiencing the rhythms?)
I
remember
on one occasion we attempted to play one of the same
selections for a "colored dance," and
immediately
an almost
concerted
howl went up: "Don't 'mess up' my
'time,' fellows!" The Negro couples
were experiencing the rhythms already set in motion and did not want
to be denied the pleasure that it gave
them. If the tempo were UilSet, the
dancers were no longer free to execute their patterns.
So, once the
tempo is "set," as a principle, retain ie By "strict
tempo" is not
meant the mechanical,
constrained
and "choppy"
singing
one hears

Do you call that religion?
No! No!
Do you call that religion?
No! No!
Do you call that religion?
No! No!
Scandalize my name.
I have listened to this number
sung on many occasions, but only
once have I heard its true meaning
projected. This single exception was
by that great artist and incomparable interpreter
of Negro religious
folk-songs,
Roland Hayes.
When
Hayes sings this song, he gives it
out with such a profound meaning
that the answer "No! No!" seems
to come from God Himself!
The religious folk-songs of the
American Negro are not to he consjdered lightly. They express the outlet of suppressed emotions a~d religious fervor; they are the reflection
of a deep spiritual experience. The
creators of this unique body of song
literature seem to have had the spirit
of God in their hearts. If the interpreter gives these songs the consideration and study that they require,
both he and the hearer are certain
to have a rich spiritual reward.

THE END

in this manner:
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(Continlted
schedule of academic
subjects,
The leaders of NASM gave long
and careful study to construct a program which would prepare a musician for a career as composer, performer, or teacher,
and one which
would qualify him to meet the overall college definition
of a scholar,
and as such, be acceptable
to the
large group of schools already in the
Association, Attention
was given to
arranging a proper balance of credo
its in the appropriate
fields-c-ecademic (broad general culture),
theory (ability to analyze and create).
history (the study of contemporary
life which surrounded
and influenced
our great music Iiterature-c-so important to our understanding
of musical styles),
applied
music
(the
mastery of a performance
skill in
order to equip the musician with the
ability to project music through some
expressive medium) .
Beyond all this, it was expected
that the individual would understand
the place of music in the Ii fe of the
community and his responsibility
for
maintaining
music
standards.
In
brief-to
create, to project, to teach,
to inspire. These, then were the objectives it was hoped such a curriculum would achieve, and after several
years of observation
and experimentation, this general
pattern
for a
Bachelor of Music degree was approved by the Association.
Under
the supervision
and advice of the
Commission on Curricula.
member
schools established
progra'ms which
conformed to these requirements.
During the succeeding
years, well
over 200 colleges
and universities
have become members
of the Association and subsequent
to the firm
establishment of the Bachelor of Music degree, A Graduate
Commission
was formed to develop a program
leading to a Master of Music degree.
The same careful attention was given
to these problems and again the composite scholarship
and intelligence
found within the Association was the
~uiding force in creating what I belIeve we are justified in callino- the
American system of musical Ceducation.
Some programs leading 10 a doctorate hav~ been. approved, and presently conSIderatIOn is beinO" furtber
given to this highly controveCrsial and
u~portant step. It is my hope that
tlllS degree will be offered
only b
schools staffed with faculties
co:'
p~tent of maintaining
study at the
hIghest . and most appropriate
Ie ve.1
Havmg received much of my
. J
..
.
own
mUSlCa . tramlllg
in European
Conservatones,
German
and Ru sSlan.
.
.
. .
and belllg famIliar with the French
system as well, I am convinced that
we have taken a wise step fon ....
ard
and I can see a gradual
change in
the pattern of European study. which

from Page 10)
I like to think we have influenced.
NASM has also been a powerful
influence
in stimulating the young
composer and in bringing new works
to performance.
With the constant
bombardment
of the ear through radio and recordings, the great classics
are in danger of being made almost
common place by sheer repetition.
Like other great works of art, they
should be made available for all to
enjoy, but constant hearing can dull
their lustre,
particularly
for those
who through
the year
have been
deeply involved with this literature
as their teaching material. More than
ever, then, we are in need of the new
in mu ie, music of our lime expressing the spirit and emotions of this
age. We need. above all. fresh sounds
to the ear and timulating ideas for
the ruu ical consciousness.
If our schools do their part in
searching
out and developing the
young creative artist, the American
public should be open-minded in its
recepl ion and should welcome the
contemporary.
The responsibilities
for leadership
in this di riminating
role rest with the symphonic conduc·
tor, the concert artist leaders of the
great choral organizations, and the
teacher.
1any of these are. and more
could be. the greatest missionaries
for discovering
the new, but they
often content
themselves with the
easier
method,
using only proven
literature.
mediocre and soporific
material.
For those who ha,'e had the courage, enterprise, and ability to pre:ent
programs
and even whole festivals
devoted
entirely
10 contemporary
music. I have the greatest admiration. but I have become convinced
that this is not the most successful
procedure
for acquainting the listen·
ing public with new musk. It often
actually
defeats a wide attendance
by creating a very special audiencea specific audience--one
made tip of
a limited group of musicians who are
already
familiar with the contempo·
rary musical
idiom. This situation
tempts the young composer to write
with the hope of winning the ap·
proval of this esoteric group who like
to consider
themselves as rebels but
who in reality have become conform·
ists to another
pattern. My own
philosophy
is rather to build pro·
grams containing the great works of
the past alongside of new works. In
this way we expose the general pub·
lic to the impact of new music, stand·
ing so to speak, on its own feet and
winning
recognition
by its merit
rather
than by the approval of col·
leagues in this cult of noyelty for its
own sake,
We need no further proof of this
than to cite some of our excellent
American
composers as examples,
such as, to name only a few, Copland,
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SOli Piston and
Schuman,
who
Han ,
Ii
d
bv their genuine. in divid
lV~ au Ism .an
'mpletemusical integrity have given
~~works of great originality
which
are now an important part of an
established repertory.
The major objectives
of NASM

must be accurately

interpreted.

In

settingup standards of achievement
wehave no desire to curb 0 r' restrict
an administration or school
in its
lreedomto develop new ideas, to experiment or to exp.and its fJ.rogr.am.
Rather we recognize that inspired
teaching may rightly reject a status
quophilosophy. The prime objective
will always be 10 make certain
that
el'erymusic student receives the opJlortunity to develop
his individual
talent to its utmost.
This, then, is the responsibility
of
our Association-that no member
ehccl fail to maintain such educetionalstandards as will produce u
nasician and scholar qualified to
takehisplace in society as n citizen
witha broad cultural background
trainedin his musical skills and preparedto assume the musica I leadershipin his community, school, or
anyotherchosen field of activity,

'Ile ask that no mold be contrive d
to produce
such an individual.
We
do, however, insist that he bear th e
stamp of excellence.
Our concern i 5
not confined solely to the music stu
d~nt at college level, but we recog
mze and actively
defend the righ t
of every American
child to have th e
privilege of early and effective musi e
training. The future of our organiza
tion is bright and its strength is sti]I
derived from a desire of its 'member s
to contribute
a mutual service to eac It
01 her and to music.
As a result of its accomplishmen t
for the cause of music over thes e
past thirty years. the National Com
mi sian on Accrediting
bas designated NAS:M as the professional
as
socin tion to develop sound co-opera
live procedures with the six majo r
regional accrediting
associations
de
signed to insure the maintenance
and
development
of music training stand
urds in. higher education.
This complex
and critical task i5
already well advanced and it is my
hope that this program
may reach
final achievement
during my tenure
in office.

THE END
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(Contilllted from Pa.ge 13)
old·time
amateur chorus is at an end.
"Thereare too many distractions for
people
to attend rehearsals regularly,
andsuch units have a tendency to
dependentirely upon the ofd memher~hipfor stability-and
beautiful
choralsinging cannot be produced
fromelderlyvoices, Yet young peopIecanbe interested in choral work.
Theywant a dynamic conductor to
keep them interested. and they demanda new repertoire. There is
~efinitely
a lack of choral conductors
~lerest.edin developing new ideas.
~ereIS no longer anything to be
gamedby depending upon the old
repertoire
or by making choral music
a sort of entertainment based on
superficialeffecls. Yet there is littleencouragementoffered the young
choralconduclor. How can he make
a decentliving? H he is lucky he has
c;urch job. If he is particularly
~cY he lands a university job. In
'hithercase he is limjted. About the
esthecand'
OIS
to I'
JlIlld a first
c lassorg . .
.
Ik
amzahon that will then be
e~e~,overand conducted by someone

f

50.

23 Last year the Chorale presented
rnerco~certs
?f Rodgers and Hama stemmUSIC with Edward Arnold
s narrator
.
Ih'
. . Immed'18teIy folJowmg
ISsenes f
big h 0 concerts, perhaps the
gest On I
org , . or t lat could come to an
anlZatlonS hi'
Slow d
uc as t as was beWas eupo'
ch
n It w hen the Chorale
osento'
f
h
lion Fe " " sing or t e CoronaSIVltles
i
1.0
d
R
I
FestivalH 11 n
n on ' soya
his pr a. Mr. Wagner chose for
Berlioz?:r~l~:three excerpts from
chorusand omeo and Juliet"
for
orchestra; the Six Chan-
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sons of Hindemith;
the Liebeslieder
Waltzes of Brahms;
and a portion
,
of the third act of Gluck's "Odeo'
with orchestra
and chorus. Nan Mer
riman was the featured soloist. Fol
lowing the concert. a London critic
wrote. "The first thing that st.rikes
English ears about them is the ease
and youthful
bloom of their tone,
they donlt seem, like many choirs ,
recruited from uncles and aunts, but
instead
roused
the admiration
of
the most fastidious
and spoiled concert-goer.
There can he few if any
small choirs in the world which can
come anywhere
near to this Choir's
qualjty
in matters
of balance,
dynamic range. rhythmic precision and
accurate
chording.
We shall always
welcome a return visit of ML Wagner and h is Chorale and thank them
for an exhiljrating
program
and a
lesson in choral
singing by which
I hope some of our native choirs
profited."
Following
this successful concert,
they were extended
an invitation
to
sing in the Salle Gaveau in Paris,
and stHI another in the Notre Dame
Cathedral
in Paris and two last concerts in Holland,
namely, Amsterdam and the Hague. These were also
received by the critics with enthusiastic approval
and the grou~ was
assured
return
engagements
m the
near future.
. .
Regarding
the trend of mUSIC m
television,
Mr. Wagner says, "Television at tbe present time needs a
Ie-birth of good music. I don't think
I realized how much we have, turne?
away from the classical mUSlC untIl
I went to Europe with the Chorale

much!"
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RICHARD McCLANAHAN
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SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
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117 East 79th St., New York 21, N.Y.
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HELEN ANDERSON
"Teacher
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TechniqueTone-Interpretation
Special
Courses:
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Improvisation
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166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C.

Mme,

Hull

Giovanna
Viola
(Desmond)
Teacher of singing-European
trained
"Bel Canto"
Voice culture-didion-coaching
Phone: Trafalgar
7-8230
New York City
b08 WI,t End Ave.

CRYSTAL

WATERS

Teacher of Singing
Popular Songs and ClaSsics
TV.-Rod io-Stage-Concert
New York 22, N. Y.
405 East 54th St.

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist
cod Teacher
Composer,
Teacher of Aaron Copland,
Elie Siegmei,ter
ond many orti,h
and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., New York City

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

'Pianist, Teacher
314 West 75th St., New York, Su-7-3775
b, G. Schirmer
published
Compositions
and Theodore
Presser.

ERNESTO BERUMEN
CONCERT PIANIST AND TEACHER
ADVANCED PiANO TECHNIC AND
REHEARSALS
REPERTOIRE-CLASS
MUSICALES
Steinway

Hal! Studio,

Texas

TO STUDY?

ALFRED MIROVITCH
Eminent Pionist
Teaching

in New York

23 Edgecliff Terrace
YO 3-2637

EDWIN HUGHES
A CHORALE

so

done

Yonkers,

New York

WILLIAM T. POLLAK
A.M., Mus. Doc., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piono, Organ, Conducting, Coaching,
Choir Training. Improvisation,
Harmony, Counterpoint,
Fugue
Composiiion, Orchestration
'
Correspondence
Courses
6454 83rd St., Rega Pork '79, 1.I., N.Y.

LUCIUS DUNCAN
Violinist
Lo 7-0723

104 N. Mole St., Philo. 2, Po.

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Technic: Coach ing Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further information
addreH:
Studio 202, 1005112Elm St., Dalla5, Texos

LOREN YAGGY
Teacher of Piano
Pianodynomics Approach
and Charted Motion
2402 South Harrison
H-2277
Fort Wayne 6
Indiana
Auditio~ required
Originator

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Conc:ert

Pianist-Artist

17447 Caltellommore

Teacher

Pocific Palisades,
EX .4·6573

Cclif.

MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianist
Specialized
training
for
teachers and concert artists
!BO N. Crescent Hts. Blvd., Hollywood,
Ho 3-2296

Calif.

113 W. 57th St., N. Y.I'1

MARY BOXALL BOYD

IRENE WEISSENBERG TINTNER
Concert

Pianist

Pupil of Leschetizky and Ar~~r Schnobel
.
"Pianist and teacher of renown -ETUDE mUllC 3026 State
magazine
.
Now teoching at Nola Studios, Steinwoy Hall
New York City
113 W, 57th St.

Artist

Teacher

Tel. 5-6343
Saginaw,

Mich.

CLARENCE ADLER, Mus. D.
HAZEL

GRIGGS

Pianist
Teachers' Workshops
617 Steinway Hall
11] West 57th St., New York 19, N.Y.

Teacher of famous pianists now touring the
world. Pupils teaching in Harvclrd
Yale
Eastman,
Syracuse and Smith COII~ge.
'
336 Central

Park Wesf,

New York,

N. Y.
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last year. I saw people there plow.
ing the fields aridsinging the theme
from Brahms' Fourth Symphony. In
London one day I was riding in a
taxi with a friend. He and I were discussing a certain theme from a
Prokofieff Symphony. He said it occurred in the second movement. The
driver suddenly turned and said,
'Oh, no, it doesn't. It's in the first
movement and the melody goes like
this.' He then proceeded to sing the
theme. I'm afraid we're still an uncultured audience here. We're afraid
of anything that is remotely 'Ionghair.' We stay away from good
music in droves and go on asking
for more of the same pop stuff."
·When asked why he formed the
Chorale, Mr. Wagner replied, "Every
Monday evening 200 singers converge
on the Chorale studios to do one
thing . . . sing. They sing choral
masterworks, large and small, and
find the experience good. School
teachers, salesmen, housewives, executives, factory workers, students,
professional musicians and others
from all walks of life and from
distances up to a hundred miles,
come with the one aim of trying to
produce fine choral singing. Each
has had some musical training, can
read music and loves to sing. To them
the Chorale is an ideal, as it is to
me, and they dedicate themselves to
it with an almost unbelievable devotion. Several have changed or even
left jobs that continually interfered
with rehearsals. This sort of thing
naturally calls for whatever best I
have to offer.
"It would be presumptuous of me
- 'to assume that these intelligent peeple make such sacrifices out of
deference to me alone. The main
attraction I have stated. But aside
from the quality of the music we
perform and our unceasing drive
toward perfection, we work hard,
accomplish a good deal and manage
to have a little fun along the way.
"We have many beliefs in common.
We believe music should become a
living expression of human emotions and creeds. When we rehearse
great works we feel we are truly
living through a great experience.
We are not concerned with political
affiliations or social questions;. our
interests are purely musical. The
Chorale is a. heterogeneous mixture
of ·races, colors and creeds who lose
sight of any differences in a common
endeavor. And one thing jn which
we unanimously concur is the right
of self-expression and the dignity of
individuals who make sincere efforts to raise choral art to the highest
possible level."
Under Mr. Wagner's inspiring
leadership, the Chorale wiII con·
tinue as they have the past eight
years to make musical history, and
their youthful enthusiasm, together
with the fun the singers obviou~ly
have, will continue to attrac,t many,
many listeners.
THE END
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(Continued from Page 24)
listen to a beautifully-played
piece
of music, simply for the music.
Although I do not wish to impede
the grand march of progress, or to
disparage the really superb tonal
qualities of a good hi-fi set, the restless knob-twiddling of high fidelity
extremists makes me think wistfully
of the days when the record-player's
shortcomings were taken for granted
and it was customary to let a record
play through without stopping.
Now I see in the hi-fi "ham" an
exact parallel of the organist who
becomes so absorbed in the mechanical complexities of the organ
as to Jose sight of its potentialities
as a music-making instrument. All
the vast resources which the skill
and ingenuity of organ-builders
have placed at the disposal of the
player are wasted un less employed
for musical ends.
There are in this country great
numbers of outstanding installations
and not a few which are, by any
standard
magnificent.
But as a
music-making instrument none is any
better than the player who sits at
the console. It rests with us, the
organists, as to whether we become
absorbed in the mechanics of playing this most fascinating and com.
plex of instruments, or whether we
use it as a vehicle of genuine musicmaking.
THE END
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for yea'S, long after the student is
mature and would noramlly be reo
ceptive to the music.
Before studying Mozart Sonatas,
t 1Ie young violinist should be given
a thorough grounding in the Sonatas
of CoreHi, Handel, Tartini, and Ver·
acini. These will give him the taste
and musical background necessary
for intelligent study of Mozart, and
by this time he should have enough
technique that the Mozart Sonatas
wou ld not pose any serious problems.
No music can do more to cultivate
a pupil's taste and sense of style
than that of Mozart, but only if he
is ready for it. It must be the teach.
er's responsibility to determine when
this psychological moment occurs,
for Mozart at the right moment can
give a tremendous lift to a student's
musical development.
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